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Aged Doctor Says: lot Guilty Of Abortion'
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Mayor Orgill Gives His Stand On Integration
vote for the highest office in the state. As governor, I will
be guided by the following principles in matters relating to
the mixing of races in our schools.

Says He's A Pro-Seg
But Will Obey Courts

FOUR POINTS
"FIRST: Under the law, school boards as representatives of the people in the individual communities are given
broad authority to handle their own school problems. I shall

In his gubernatorial campaign speech in the town
square of Franklin, Tenn., last Saturday, Mayor Edmund
Orgill made an appeal for the segregationists'

votes

not interfere at any time or in any way with this lawful
right.

by

identifying himself as a segregationist, and, at the same

"SECOND: I will obey the orders of all courts of
competent jurisdiction.

time said that he would obey all orders from courts of
competent jurisdiction, maintain law and order, and never

"THIRD: I shall maintain law and order at all times
within the state of Tennessee, and there will never be
reason or excuse for the intervention by Federal troops
such as occurred at Little Rock.

give the Federal government any reason to send troops
into the state on the school issue.
The mayor told the crowd: "I am by birth and rearing
a Tennessean, as was my father before me. My own education was obtained in our segregated public school system.

"AND FINALLY: I believe that all persons, regardless of race, should have equal opportunities, and I will do
all I can to see that adequate educational facilities are

I have never advocated integration of our schools and as
overnor I shall never do so. This is not only my personal

provided for all children of Tennessee."

efenance, but a vast majority of Tennesseans prefer our
achools•to remain as they are.

At the same time, Mayor Orgill called for progress in
other areas, including industry for the state.

"But the people of Tennessee are entitled to more
than a statement of preference from those who seek their

MAYOR EDMUND ORGILL

287 Volunteers Now
Pushing Registration

His goals, he said, are to halt the Clement-Ellington
state-wide political machine; restore real efficiency and

economy to the state government; and establish a standard for absolute integrity and honesty.

PLEDGES HONESTY
The Memphis mayor told his audience that he plans,
if elected, to "work out an adequate financing plan to
make funds available for building new factories, and mechanizing the coal fields."
Mayor Orgill promised that he would appoint an agriculture commissioner who would stay on the job, AM
helP
the farmers of Tennessee, 46 per cent of whom,
he'atild,
have an income of less than $1,000 a year.
He said that the children of Tennessee deserve .
‘lis
good an education as the children in New
York. Ohio. OT
('alifornia, or any other state" and said that he
would
help them to get it. For the teachers he promised
to recommend a raise, provide them with greater
job security
with a stronger tenure law, and give them
a better sick
leave program.
As the new governor, Mayor Orgill staid,
he will serve
in fact, without any "power" behind
his administration,
"and with no obligations except to my
own conscience
and to your welfare, I can and do pledge
to you four years
of honest, efficient, economical, and
progressive govern.
ment in Tennessee."

Ycur Defender Wins Doctor Says: '1 Am Not
2 Top NNPA Awards Guilty Of Abortion'

The Tri-State Defender was awarded first prize In
There were 287 volunteer workers engaged in door- etteiniusiimionssusatitimemeninestementi
A 73-year-old physician, who hag been practicing
news story reporting for 1957 at the Twentieth Annual
here
to-door operations in the Citizens Non-Partisan RegistraWON'T RETURN TO
in Memphis for the past 41 years, was
arrested last week for four years before
Convention banquet of the National Newspaper Publishers
tion Campaign last seek, and as a result nearly twice
coming
HORACE MANN HIGH
after two women complained in sworn warrants
Association held last Friday night at the Benjamin Frankthat he here.
as many Negroes as white citizens were going to the
IF BARRED FROM CHS
had performed abortions on them.
Dr.
Ross
-said
that
he
earns to
lin hotel in Philadelphia.
cturt house to register.
Memphis in 1917, and has been
The aged medie was Dr. Anderson Ross, of
The Tri-State Defender team
The newspaper's citation was
1333 Air- practicing here ever
since,
The increase was so noticeable that one radio station ed from reliable sources last won "for excellence in maintainways rd., who said, "T have no
Both of the women who filed
week that if the move to lift inc the highest standards of
was giving spot announcements tol
other comment to make aside his office at 197
Beale it., said charges against Dr. Roes are Nethe fact that Negroes were more
Judge Harry I,. Lemley's
publishing and for diligence in
from to say that I am not guilty," that he was graduated
the roll by, July 18, the deadline
from the groes, and one said that he pee'than doubling whites in registeryear suspension of integration service to its readers and its corn- S
II
when contacted by the Tri-State Meharry Medical
date," he said, "we will have
college in Nash- formed an illegal operation on
ing.
Defender.
ville with the class of 1913, and her no later
to have at least 250 persons a at Little Rock's Central High munity."
than Monday, June
but despite, the great increase
school is not granted, the seven
On hand to accept the award for
Asked if he believed that the practiced in Centervine, Miss., 18.
in registration, W. C. Patton, the day to register.
"We have asked all heads of or- pupils will definitely not return the Tri-State Defender at the conwomen
were
trying
to
frame
him,
director of the campaign, said
ganizations to adopt as thy ir slo to Ilorace Mann High, t h e vention which was held from June
Dr. Ross answered,
do not care
that he saw no need for jubischool for Negroes in that city. e through 21, was L. Alex Wilson.
to say. But I am not guilty of
lance. "If we are to reach our gan 'Every member a registered
That fact was learned short- editor and general manager of the
performing the abortions.°
goat of having 80,000 Negroes on (See REGISTER, Page 2)
ly after Judge Lemley
said paper, who shared the speaker's A Southern
Federal judge put $1,508 BOND
that they should be returned to table with Mrs. Daisy M. Bates,
aside the writing of a new history
Dr. Ross was arraigned last
the school where, he said, they of Little Rock, Ark,
Mr. Wilson, who received a of the Confederacy, and attempt- Saturday in a special hearing aftcould obtain a quality of educe
plaque
himself
for
"distinguished
having been arrested earlier
er
tion whicits would be equal to
to turn back the hands at the
service" as an on-the-scene report- ed
by homicide authorities. He was
that at Central High school.
er during the Little Rock crisis, clock of progress last week. He held to the state on the charge,
Recent marriage surveys report that one wife
The judge's decision came le spoke on the "Suggested rote of was 74-year-old Harry 1. Lemley,
in three
and pleaded not guilty before is unfaithful before the age of 45.
answer to a request by the Lit- the Negro press in the growing who revived
the hopes of segre- posting bond of $1,500.
What
tle Rock School Board shortly crisis in the South."
is behind this surge of marital Infidelity,
and
gationists with his decision grant- The elderly physician, who has
after the first Negro to gradhow can a family guard against such an eventuality?
RUSSWURM TROPHY
For
• ing 21
/
2 year suspension of int,Funeral services for Prof. James fraternity, was listed in "Who's uate from the school, Ernest L.
one thing, reports a feature article in the
The Tri-State Defender was one
new issue of
his diploma of 13 newspapers
gration at Little Rock's Central
'. Beck, a member of the faculty Who in American Science," and Green, received
Coronet magazine, both a husband
to win 10 first
the
appointed
Federal
to
bench
of Lane college for the past 30 was a
member of Phi Sigma from the institution.
place plaques and 12 trophies in High school.
during the Roosevelt adminiatra- and wife can do some pre-investi- maining completely
faithful hint.
yens were held at the St. Paul Honor society. Prof. Beck, who
Troops were stationed at the this year's NNPA Merit Awards Judge Lemley likes to dwell In
gating as a preventive measure
lion.
self.
CME church in Jackson, Tenn. had been the recipient of many school last year to maintain Contest. in a close finish, the Cleve the past and his hobbies In adto family security.
In
present
lives
judge
the
Group
At
Infidelity is one catelast week. with Dr. C. A. Kirken- awards in science, received one order, and the school officials land Call and Post won the coveted dition to perusing about the old
According to the article, there
‘1011, president of the college, of- for "Christian living," and was said that they did not believe Russwurm trophy for the second South, include the study of Indian Hope, Ark., with his wife, and are five different categories of in- gory that has become increasing.
ly
occupied
with
time
spare
is
his
apparent
to testing authorities
culture
and lore.
Whiting.
fidelity which covers the entire
named "Man of the Year" in 1954 that matters would be improv• consecutive year by edging out
during recent years. Because
study and collection of ma- range of
, Professor of chemistry and by the Omega Psi Phi fraternity. ed this Fall.
all the problems. There
the Louisville Defender by a half Born in Upperville, Va., in 1883, the
most of hia years have been spent terial on the past glory of the is Impulsive Infidelity which usual- new suburban communities which
chairman of the department of Prof Beck is survived
Judge Lemley said that his point.
by his
South.
natural sciences, the popular wife, Mrs. Odessa C.
ly occurs when an exciting and have sprung up and the rise in
The Russwurm trophy is the N. N in the segregated south. He was
Beck, of decision was not the yielding of
educated at Washington and Lee In view of his background, it is romantic opportunity unexpected- golf and country club member.
teacher died on Sunday evening, Jackson, and a brother
Martin law and order to violence, but P. A's top award, and is given
June 15, in the Jackson General Beck, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; and was for the purpose of giving to the newspaper which wins three university, and along with his difficult to see how Judge Lemley ly presents itself and a woman (See SURVEY,
Page 2)
brother moved to Arkansas in 1912 could have rendered any other cannot think of a ready answer
hospital.
other relatives.
Little Rock a chance to preserve prizes in the general excellence
would
purchased
which
and
one
decision
plantation.
than
a
The
to
A native of Savannah, Ga., Prof.
the
question
category,
"why
not?
A
surand
obtains
the
highest
educational
standards.
pair set up a law practice and have been welcomed by the foes vey run by the late Doctor Kinsey
Beck WAS educated in the Savan- The Bledsoe Funeral home was
II11111111111111111111111t11111111111111H111111111111111111111111111ffs (See AWARDS, Page 2)
worked together until Harry was of integration.
nah and Augusta public schools. He in charge of arrangements
reveals that the largest proportion
received his bachelor's degree
of unfaithful wives fall into this
category.
from Lincoln university, and his
WHAT TO DO
master's degree from the univerThe only way to guard against
sity of Kansas. He had done furimpulsive infidelity, says the arther study at the university of,
ticle, is for a husband and wife
Wisconsin.
to discuss the possibility in adFAITHFUL WORKER
vance. Once an impulsve act
Prof. Beck began his teaching
is anticipated — it isn't impulsive.
cateer at Albion academy in
Another category probed is that
Franklinton, N. C., in 1926, and
of Retributive Infidelity. In this
two years later joined the faculty
case a wife is unfaithful to get
of Lane college, where he reeven with her husband for infidelimained faithful to his office, in
ty on his part. The answer here
spite of failing health, until just
is simple, it is pointed out. A husa few days before his death.
band can guard against it by re
He was a member of 'he St
CMF church. Alpha Phi
ul
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Allen Appoints
McReynolds To
Head Campaign

Westbrooks
Resigns From
Jaycee Post
C. W. Westbrooks revealed this
week that he has resigned as
president of the Negro Junior,
Chamber of Commerce, and said
that his resignation was effective
as of two weeks ago. He had been
president since July MT.
Mr. Westbrook' said that he was
giving up the office because the
men refused to cooperate with
him. and did not show him the

O

n RESIGNS, Piss 2)

PUBLISHERS' BANQUET —
The Twentieth Annual Convention of the National Newspaper
Plash/diem Association was
held in Philadelphia from
June te through 21. The annual banquet at which plaques and Oscan were award.

ed to newspapers, enblishers,
and individual writers was
held last Friday night at the
Benjamin Franklin hotel. In
first photo, st left, &tithe
platform during the banquet
are shown. ,eated from left,
W.0. Walker, president of the

NNPA and co-publisher of the
Cleveland Call and Poet: F,.
Washington Rhodes, convention chairman, and pu'olisber
of the Philadelphia Tribune;
and Mrs. Daley Rates, speaker and co-publisher of the
State Press, Little Rock, Ark.

Standing in rear is L. Ale's
Wilson, speaker and editor and
general manager of the IliState Defender. In center photo, Mr. Wilson is shown sr
renting the NNPA's Distinguished Service Award from
W. Beverly Carter, jr., pub-

fisher of the Pittsburgh Courier and vire president of the
NNPA. In third photo. E.
Washington Rhodes is seen
presenting the Distinguished
Award to Mrs. Bates. (See
other photo Page 3)

Gen. Dwight L. McReynolds,
Fast Tennessee businessman and
retired army officer, last week
was named by Senator Clifford
Allen as State Director of h I s
campaign for governor.
Senator Allen said: "I am delighted to announce that Gen. McReynolds of Cleveland will serve
as state director of my Campaign
His wide acquaintances and tbe
hosts of friends he has . ably
(See APPOINTS, Page 2)

HONORED AT BRANDEIS — De.
Hollis F. Price, president of
Moyne college, was one of eight
to receive honorary degrees from
Brandeis college, in Waltham.
Mass., when commencement et.
erciaes were held at the school to.
eentiv. Dr. Price was given the
honorary Doctor of Laws degeee,
and was cited for his contributions
to the
Memphis community
through LeMoyne college and
other civie organizations, Among
others honored with Dr. Price
were Dr. Harvey Branacemh,
president of Vanderbilt university; Dr. J. R. Killian. president of
Massachusetts Institute o/ Technology. and Abb. Eban. the is
raeli ambassador.
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Father Of L. R. Winner In Big Star's
Student Slays Top Shower Of Prizes
Ilan; Old Feud

Missionary Liub
To Sponsor Tea

A Calendar Tea, sponsored 1)1
the Missionary Society of St. Andrew AME church will be given
at the church next Sunday between
4 p. m. and 6 p. n,. and the public
pany, and uses a considerable is invited to be present.
amount of gasoline in driving back
A program will be presented
and forth to his job.
during the tea under the direction
A regular Big Star shortier, Mrs. of Mrs. Irma Varnado and her
Jackson said that she is a Quality committee.
Stamps saver, and has used her' Mrs. Irma Beardon is chairstamp books to get sheets, a Bible, man of the tea; and Mrs. M. R.
and a cannister set, among other Todd, president of the Missionmerchandise.
ary Society. Dr. H. Ralph JackAt present, she said, she is say., son is the pastor of the church.
ing up her stamps to get a set
•
of silverware for the family, and LOCKS OPEN
has two books saved toward the
Sault Ste. Marie navigation
redemption of a set,
locks were opened in 1855.

Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton

1

voter,' and have asked all employers to give their workers time off
to register," he said.
James T. Adams, son of r. and
DYER-RUTHERFORD
A recent winner in the Big Star
"The most effective way to get
Mrs. Reuben Adams, and Alf
Shower of Prizes was Mrs. Mary
of
Northern
Hello
part
from
the
people to go and register," Mr.
Ward, the grandson of Mr. * F'. Jackson, at housewife of 197 Elare
am
sure
Gibson
you
County.
I
Patton said, "is to have someone
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The der rd., Walker
Mrs. Will McGee.
Homes. She was
looking forward to this brief visit,
knock on their doors and get them father of Minnijean Brown, the one
Mrs. Carrie B. Seat has just
of two winners who received
since we missed so much last
to promise to register."
Little Rock Central High Scnool 50 gallons of
turned from Chattanooga
gasoline from the
week.
Many citizens, Mr. Patton said, girl who was expelled after incishe was a representative
Pure Oil Company.
For our religious news, the First
are working hard, on a volun- dents involving white children,
State Federation of Colored Wale
-Like a previous winner, it was
Baptist church of Trenton is spontary basis in the campaign, and shot and killed 68-year-old Elmer
en.
the first time in her life Mrs. .Jack
soring two week of Vacation Bia city-wide recognition service will Isaac early last Sunday morning
Enjoying a picnic at Pickwillit
son said that she had been forWe School with Mrs. Annie M. Wilbe held to cite them after the in what appeared to be self-de.
Dam Thursday of this week vi
tunate enough to be named a winliams
director.
as
campaign is over.
fense.
Mrs, B. E. Patter
ner in any kind of contest, though
Approximately 125 children are Rev. and
FIFYII WARD
Mrs. A. Jamison, John Etta J
Arrested by a Negro officer she had entered quite a few.
attending and 12 persons are servRegular workers' meetings are shortly after he
son, Sallie B. Burns of Dyer
killed the man Mrs. Jackson is the mother of
ing as voluntary teachers.
held every two weeks, he said, and was Willie
Mr. Sammie Lee Jamison
Bob Brown, 50, who five children, whose ages range
enthusiastic crowds have gather- was seen leaving
Men's Day was observed at Dyer daughter, Clara Jamison, of T
the area in an from 10 to two, and with that
ed to receive instructions for the
The
last.
Sunday
church
on
CME
The persons who attendedsslis
automobile after the incident. He number of young mouths, plus a
work.
morning message was brought by meeting in Newbern this week
was trailed by Patrolman E. J. husband to feed, she has to make
Mr. Patton released a list of
the pastor, and the afternoon ad- the CME church were Mrs. Fares
M cDa niel.
frequent trips to the grocery store.
those persons who have given outdress was delivered by F. M. Ivie, Mrs. A. Jamison, Rev. L.Z.
The victim was said to have
It was at the Big Star store No.
standing cooperation in the camVanderford, a mortician of Ful- Harris of Ripley; Mrs. H. I. Him,
been carrying a 32-calibre revolv- 54, at Brooks rd. and Highway 61,
paign. Those in the First Ward are
ton, Ky., a great church man and ilton and Rev. J. C. Indium .
er on him at the time that he was where she generally shops, she
IFACRS RIG SUIT -- Rev. Thomas Mrs. Luvenia Bland, Mrs. Helen
editor of lay activities of the ofslain,
Cottrell Edinunds, who. is still
and
that
it
said,
that
was
she
registered
for
a
found
beS. Marten, vice president of the
Brown, Mrs. Irva Lee Williams,
ficial church organ, The Christian shut-in, had as guests this week,
National Baptist Convention, and Mrs. Mary Eliza McNeil, Mrs. An- neath his body with the safety prize in the Big Star drawing.
Index.
Mrs. Kizzie Smith and her (Javan.
pastor of the famed Holy Trinity nie L. Williams, and Mrs. Leura still on. The slaying is said to have A BIG HELP
The Laymen of our community
come about as a result of an old
ter, Mrs. Audra Bobbitt of Tress.
The family uses about 20 gallons
Baptist church in Brooklyn, N. Y., Johnson.
enhave
been
their
lives
feel
that
feud. Mr. Brown slew Mr. Isaac of gasoline a week, Mrs. Jackson
ton.
is being sued for one million dolWorkers in the Fifth Ward are
Mrs. Margaret Pallion, and Mrs. riched by having heard the speakPersons attending the funeral sit
said, and already have used that SURPRISE CLUB
lars by Rev. Lloyd Burrus, of Far Stanley Carter, Miss Cleo Watts, with a .45 calibre pistol.
was furnservice
Music
for
the
er.
'Girella
The
father
Fly.
of
the
Little
Rock amount from that which she won. The members of the Ladies Unthe late Walter Belmont were hi
Rockaway., Long Island, who Mrs. Van Nelson, Mrs. Helen King,
ished by Mrs. Lola Copeland and daughter, Mrs. Pauline McClend
charges Rev. Marten with "con- Mrs. Louella Neely, Mrs. Louise student is a landscaper and build- Her husband, Oscar, is employed ion Surprise club motored to Hol- The clubs next meeting will be Bruce Adams.
as s driver for a trucking corn lywood, Miss., recently, and were held at the home of Mrs. Julia
of Indianapolis; who had been .
spiring to end his professional ca. Bledsoe, Mrs. Marjorie Burks, ing contractor.
Others spearing on the program
weeks;
entertained in the home of Rev. Starks, of 2203 Lyons ave. Mrs. were Dr. 0. W. Bush, another tending him for about six
Teen" Rev. Marten says that he Miss Evelyn Neely, Mrs. Terether
Gussie Day is the president of
Miss Ernestine Belmont and Bil
is being framed, and that private Taber, Mrs. Gladys Thomas, Mrs,
and Mrs. Moses Johnson.
Dew.
Trenton;
great
churchman
of
the club, and Mrs. Lucille Joyner,
lie Joe Belmont of Chicago; Mr,
detectives raided the Long Island Armanda Brown, and Miss Clara
The hostess for the meet was reporter.
ey Corley Steward, of Rutherford; and Mrs. Frank Belmont of Trenminister's hotel suite and made J. Willette.
Mrs. L. Ellen Bailey, and after a THRIFTY CLUB
T. L. Buchanan, E. L. Nolan, Eddie ton; Prof. R. L. Radford, Mrs.
The workers in Ward 14 are F
pictures of Burrus without clothbrief business session the guests
A moonlight wiener roast will be Ball, H. B. Wynne, E. L. Wynne, Marie Nolan also of Trenton; Mr.
Williams. Hayes Curry, Pete Big.
ing.
were served a very delicious given on Friday evening, June 27, Floyd Carnes, Richard Harris,
and Mrs. Elbert Jennings, of Ungins Dr. Peter Cooper, Dr. Hol.
James
Southern - fried chicken dinner at 1579 Wilson at,, and
the public Johnnie Jamison, with
ion City, Miss Alice Simpson of
lis Price, Fred Day, H. Smith
with all of the trimming.
Williams serving as master of Greenfield, and Mrs. Doyle Mais invited to be present.
Mrs. J. T. Lanier, 0. D. Dotson.
persons
Guests for the evening were
It is being sponsored by the ceremonies. All of these
lone and grandchildren
Miss Mae Isom Davenport, W.
are regular church-goers and ofA. T. Hodge, Edgar Cole, Mrs.
By EARL S. CLANTON, Iii
ly v.rappd when refrozen. The Leaner Rivers, Mrs. 0. K. Ben- Friendly Thrifty club, and will be- ficials in their respective churches.
Tommie L. Wallace, and James
NASHVILLE — "Today's house. larger the piece, the longer the son, Mr. and Mrs. Eliza Ward, gin at 8:00 p. m.
They represented Fairview Bap(Continued From Page I)
Knight.
wife is looking for lean and tender meat can be kept, according to Dr.
tist, Dyer, Cumberland PresbyAlso George Stevens, Emory meat," Dr. it. D. Naumann, Uni- Naumann. Properly wrapped, a
fit him to direct this campaign
First Baptist, Trenton and
terian,
to overwhelming victory on Aug Gordon Paul H. Spearman, Mrs. versity of Missouri's meats pro' large piece of beef will last a
of course the host CME.
Da. fessor told 43 in-service vocational year.
Mabel
Purnell,
Mrs.
Frances
(Continued From Page
,7."
Mr, and Mrs. Eddie Currie are
The secret to freezing meat, the
In accepting, Gen. McReynolds via, Charles Chatman, Mrs. M. Tennessee State university's 25th
the proud parents of a lovely baby score in nine other divisions. The
Powell, Mrs. E. Melts Mrs. Hel- annual workshop last week.
ex-fighter pilot, who talked meat
said:
girl. Mrs. Currie is home-bound Call and Post was barely able to
' -I have checked public senti- en Scott, Mrs. M. Little, Mrs. P. One of H consultants for the lingo using his hands like a pilot
teacher for Haywood County win the trophy, because it tied with
weeklong confab, Dr. Naumann showing maneuvers, explained
ment across the state, and Clif- Adlcinson, Mrs. Pierce, Mrs. Edith
schools,
the Louisiana Weakly, of New
lectured and demonstrated the lat- that most freezer meat spoilage
ford Allen has more actual sup- Jackson and Z. L. Bonner.
A daughter was born to Mrs. Orleans, for third place in genNASHVILLE — The names of Don Shoemaker, execuWorking in Ward 24 are R. Har- est techniques in the "art" of is caused by poor wrapping maport at the grass root level among
t/. Diggs, w. grading, cutting, curing, smoking terial. He charged the homemaker tive director of the Southern Education Reporting Service, Betty Ruth Gentry and a son to eral excellence.
the average people than any other risorr D. Mosley,
The Chicago Defender and the
and freezing meat with an eye to to beware of ordinary kitchen and Dr. Dan Dodson, head of the New York University Mrs. Vera L. Word this week.
two men in the race combined. He Murray, Mrs. M. Ballentine, Miss
On the sick list we have Mrs. Cleveland Call and Post were the
present
day farm methods, but aluminum foil, but he mentioned Institute for Human Relations,
Ada
Delores
Young,
Miss Willie
He has a record of fighting for
along with eight others Candis Ervin, Mrs. Leotha New- only publications to win two Ii
the Missouri professor also gave that freezer foil is excellent. Howwere listed last week as consultants for the '5th Race
the people, and they are deter- C. Guy, Miss Virginia Williams, the
house, Mrs. Lois Johnson, Mrs. place awards each. First place
housewife some good hints ever, the best wrapping material
mined, to elect him the next goy. and Miss Josephine Jones.
Relations Institute which will be held at Fisk University Amanda Smith, Mrs. Lou Feather. editorials was won by the Norfol
about selecting and refreezing is polythelyne plastic.
WARD 28
error of Tennessee.
June 30July 11
stone, Henry Coleman, Hursle Journal and Guide, and first place
Those assisting in the campaign meat.
Geared to help the farmer ex"He has integrity, intelligence
Thurgood Marshall, the NAACP's
Using the university of Missouris
Chatman and Mrs. Bessie Bel- in general excellence went to th
tend his budget by raising, butch- chief legal counsel, will also be lege, Grinnell, Ia.; Harold Flemand the courage of his conviction in 1Vard 26 are Mrs. Minnie long-established
Los Angeles Sentinel,
mont.
consumer prefer- ering
and preserving his own a speaker and discussion leader as ing, executive director, Southern
as found in few .pien in public Brown, Mrs. Ceola Brown Mrs. ence program
Deaths this week were Hender• OTHER WINNERS
leadrrship as backRegional Council, Atlanta, C.a.
Lillian Thomas, Mrs. M. L. Echols,
meat
supply,
the
43
confab-goers
life today.''
earlier.
announced
The
annual
inThe Carolinian walked off
Dr. Lewis W. Jones, director, son Blake, Mrs. Gertrude Gooch
Griffin Echols, Mrs. Sammie Gu- ground, Dr. Naumai.n. in an alter- representing 33 Tennessee county
stitute is held under the auspices
news photo honors, and the Louis
Southern Rural Life center, Tus- and Walter Belmont.
amtham, Claude Filmore, Ander- session interview revealed tips schools went through the entire
of
the
Race
Relations
Department
Defender was first in colum
that
ville
the
"kitchen range rider" can
The Rev, Felix Wilkins of St.
son Hayes, Mrs. Lela Mae Gladprocess from butchering to cur- of the American Missionary As- kegee, Ala, 7 Fred Routh, associate director. Southern Regional Louis will be brought here for a writing. The Ohio Sentinel wonsto
ney, Mrs. Auretha M. Hodges, use m selecting her family ing under the watchful eye of 14r.
sociation Board of Home Missions
writing.
Council, Atlanta, Ga., and Rev. Sunday funeral. Details next week. honors for feature
Mrs. Vannia Oiover. Mrs. Jessie meats: (1) Look for meat from Naumann.
of the Congregational Christian Chester A.
The top award for public sersic
Our visitors this week include
M. Boles. Nathaniel Robinson. a young animal. If the bone is red- FIRST
Marcus,
Race
RelaSUCH WORKSHOP
churches with Fisk university as tions
secretary, Evangelical and Mrs. Beatrice Avery, of Cleve- and typography went to the Cleve
Mrs. J. S. Byas, and Dr. J. 5. dish, rather than white, the meat
(Contir.ued From Page 1)
is usually from a young animal
Assisted by Tennessee's Dr. Ro- co - sponsor
Reformed church, Cleveland. Ohio. land, who is visiting her mother, land Callsand Post, while the ChiBy as.
Other
consultants
highes
who
will
guide
Special delegations from Puerto Mrs, Terra Wright; Huel Johnson cago Defender won the
Also S. S. Covington. Mr. and and is more than likely to be land Norman, Animal Science deproper respect as the leader of
tender. (2) In beef, the meat partment head, who was a student more than 140 delegates front 30 Rican, Indian-American and Span- of Nashville, who is visiting his honors for editorial cartoons an
Mrs.
H.
J.
Vvhalum,
Mr.
C.
C.
the organization,
should be a fresh bright red. (3) under Dr. Naumann at Cornell, states in,evaluating "Human Rela- ish-speaking groups will attend brothers and their families; Mr. promotion.
He said that he had noticed an Sawyer. Mrs. W. M. Owens, Mrs. Select
meat that has marbling Dr. W. F. Flowers, agricultural tons and Moral Challenge" are:
the annual institute. Purpose of and Mrs. Jordan Johnson and Mr.
Indifferent attitude on the part of A. B. Carter, Mrs. Emma L. flakes in the
lean portion, Marb- division head, lured the state's
Dr G. McLeed Bryan, professor the workshop is to orient leaders and Mrs. Monroe Johnson.
the .,members for some time, and Dunningan, Miss Amanda Lou ling is the flake-like
agricultural brass to the confer- in the School of Religion, Wake of local communities in the
fat
that
is
Nathaniel McDaniel is visiting
probthat when they planned a project Jones, Louis J. Hester Mrs. G. found in lean
ence to witness the first such lec- Forest college, Winston Salem, N. lems, processes and methods
meat
of his family. Mrs. Mildred McDan.
some weeks ago without bother- C. Robinson, Fred Jackson, Mrs. PROPER WRAPPING
ture-demonstration in the state. C.; Dr. John Burma, head of De- implementing better intergroup
re- iel, Mrs. Ila McGee and Mr. and
ing to tell him about it he thought Theodore Jackson. Mrs. Beverly
Fur the farmer and city-folk with
Universiy of Tennessee's Agri- partment of Sociology Grinnell col-, lations.
Mrs. Charles Johnson are here
.1. Ford. Mr. and Mrs. S. R.
that it was time for him to go.
deep freezers, the meat expert culture education profesur Dr. A.
this week.
Mr. Westbrooks is a salesman Brown Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers, Miss freezing will not hurt the
meat J. Paulus, opened the five-day
With Mrs. McDaniel is her fine
for the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Amanda Jones, Mrs. Louis Hester, as long as it is sound and
proper- workshop by introducing the new
baby son. They reside in Cleve- Models 1958's, '57: and
compa ny, a nd lives at 1793 KeIt- Mrs. Lula Mae Bolden. Mrs. Jessie
ways
of bringing up-to-date farm
land.
M. Bolden, Joshua Heard, Rohner circle.
ert Jihnson. Willie C. Beauregard, Leola Butler, Mrs. 0. Steger, Mrs. methods and machinery to the
Garfield Gooch is here for the '56's. Repossessed—Take up
attention
of
students
and
Jessie
prac
Davis, Mrs. Thelma Hooks,
Hr. and Mrs. E. Jones, Mr. and
funeral of his mother.
notes. All Care Guaranteed.
Ray and Thomas Gene Wade
Mrs Leroy Brooks, A. P. Jones, Mrs. Ida Falls, Mrs. P. Morgan, (icing farmers.
sirs. 011ie Williams, and Rev, and Mrs. Lillian Stewart, and Miss
have just returned from a trip to Some like new. See or Coll
Mara E. Bryant.
Mrs. J. L. Lindsey.
Jackson, Miss.
Also Mrs. Ella M. Jonson. Mrs
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Me Personally!
MORE WORKERS
Karney. Mrs. Daphne Martin,
Wade are Mesdames Irene Black.
Other workers are Mr and Sirs.
Dr
Anne
E.
Heath president of from Africa, where she visited well, Attie Reddick and Miss Berly
Tolbert Jefferson Mr. and Mrs. Willie Streeter, Mrs. Lucy Scruggs.
I RECORDS FOR IVERY0Fill
the Women's Missionary Society South Africa, Ghana, Liberia, and Chavous from Jackson, Mich.
Tom Brown, Mrs: Louise Taylor, Mrs. Gene Matthews, Mrs. U. Cox,
of
the
AME
church,
was the prin- other ccuntries, and was able to
Mrs.
A. Snell, Mrs. L. Stokes
306 Poplar at Lasulardal•
Dinner guests of Mrs. Farrah
Mrs. Lucille Madlock, Alonrial
(Contieued From Page 1)
cipal speaker on Sunday after- give a fresh and first-handed re- 'vie
Lewis Hubbard, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
this week were Mrs. Edna
Madlock, Mrs. Annie Mae con- L
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noon
when
the
Ships,
opening
CurryDixon,
session
of
port
Mrs.
on
S.
the
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Jennings,
Mrs.
social
needs
F.
life
of those areas. Burnette of Gibson; Mrs. 011ie
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,1
ner Mr. and Mrs. John
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Missionary
Training
Institute
Lewers,
become
She
Henry
a
lot
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Boyce.
Miss
"faster."
A.
traveled
M.
The
only
widely
during Hullum of Somerville.
John Young, One Thompson,
Mrs. Mary C. Gracy Mrs. Mani Pauline Gaston, M. L. Davis, Miss way to protect against Group In- of the 13th Episcopal District got the more than ten years in which
Little Paula Brantley of Jackson
nab Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs. George Tommie Evans, Joseph Dobbs, fidelity is to stay out of the group. underway at the St. Andrew AME she has served as president of the is visiting her grandparents, Mr.
church.
crganization, which has its head. and Mrs. Dewey Corley.
C. Beauregard, Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry B. White, Bennie Lee Brax- MOST SERIOUS
Of course, the hardest type of Th.? district is comprised of quarters in Washington, D. C., and
W. Burford, Mr. and Mrs. Cul- ton Laird. Sherman Paxson, WilMr. and Mrs. 0. B. Fields, Mr.
Pepper, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel ham Sanders, L. L. Davis, Atty. infidelity to deal with is The Ex- churches in Kentucky and Ten. has been acclaimed as a grit and Mrs. Charlie Fields, jr., Mr.
nessee,
and
the
institute
was
Ira
untra
II.
Murphy.
Marital
church
Mrs. R. E. PepLove Attar. In this
leader.
Black, Mrs. Jessie M. Davis, Miss
and Carey Nolan, Cynthia and!
categroy the guilty parties take it der the leadership of Mrs. Loretta
Mrs. F. 0. Garrett, was presi- Yvonne McDaniel were guests of l
W i ! 1 Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. pers. and Albert Brown.
Spencer
of
Frankfort,
Ky
,
who
very
hard
dent
of
because
they
the
are
host
really
conference.
35TH
WARD
She Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Fields, sr.,
Ateman. Mrs. Allen Hamilton,
Other workers in the 35th Ward in "love" — not just fling of is president of the society in this is the wife of Dr. F. G. Garrett, and Mr. and Mrs. E, L. Nolan
Barbara Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Henpastor of the Ward Chapel AME
ry Myles, Cleo Myles, jr., Mrs. are Rev. H. H. Jones, William of the moment. Although this kind area.
Sunday.
Dr. Heath had just returned church.
Pearline Montgomery, Mrs. Hattie Adkins, Gerald Howell, Mrs, Irene of unfaithfulness is most serious.
They sip all from Indianapolis,
There it a reason why people lik• Mae King. and Richard King.
Monger, Charles Flowers, Mrs. Isa- The story points out that while
to do business with us You, too,
The workers in Ward 21 are Mrs. bell Knox, Mrs. A. Bernice Har- it is frequent in novels and movFloyd Wyatt, jr., of Indiana came
will like our courteous treatment
Olivia Davis, Mrs.-„Rose Marie ris, Jack Bush, Amos McWilliams, ies, it is surprisingly uncommon
down and on his return he was
Sea desire to help you.
Robert Johnson, George Douglass, It real life.
Mrs,
strs.
HanMary
C.
Gracy,
accompanied
by his mother Mrs. Also have some trucks and
'Veen Thursday and Friday
Your women infidbty takes many
Mrs. Alice Mitchel, Mrs. Rachel Mrs. Rosie Gladney Mrs. Celia
Lillie Wyatt and his two sons.
:Nights Until 800 P.M.
forms.
'hut
the
one
feature
that
Gladriss.Miss
Shirley Knox,
Dillard, Robert Barnes, Mrs. HelMr. and Mrs. Charlie Fields, T. Ranch wagons. Take up
'Saturdays 900 to 1:00
en Stewart. Mrs. Carolina Johnson, John Thurmond, Mrs, Joyce Nib- makes it most tempting is novelty.
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Pearlie Pugh, and Charlie -ley Mrs. .Tulia Boyd, Lewis Jor- The safest protection, therefore,
Coleman were recent visitors in Notes. New 1958 Fords.
dan, Mrs. Mattie Knowles, Frank the article suggests, is for husWalton;
Memphis
of Mrs. Amanda Smith $95.00 Down, and $57.75
band
and wives to stop taking
Helping to get out the vote in Lemons, Mrs. Earline Nichols,
who is hospitalized there.
The 1958 version of the WDIA comedy, and a rock and roll proWard 35 are Mrs. R. D. Spight, T. James Alexander, Sam Alexand- each other for granted — and play
The young men who attended Per Month.
a little at being strangers.
Starlight Revue will be presented gram. A number of prizes will
C Christia n, Mrs. L. Thompson, er Mrs. Betty Cox, Mrs. Armets
152 MADISON AVENUE
Boys State at Tennessee A and I
is Anderson, Willie Jones, Robert
at Martin Stadium on Thursday be given away.
John
Bryant,
II.
Bryant,
Mrs.
C.
State university last week were
Hein. Operated • Home °warns
evening, July 3, and more than
Mrs. B Dogan, Phil Hunt, Mrs. Johnson. William Rodgers jr.
Phone JA 5-7611
12,000 persons are expected to be
E. Hunt, Mrs. Doris Witty, George Charlie Booker, and Jesse Boyd.
Covering both Wards 41 and 42
present to witness the spectacle,
Washington, Alex Knowles, Mrs
are Fulton Avant, Mrs. Mattie Lee
This years show will be the
Peoples, Mrs. Othie Lee Johnson.
12th in a series of charity proMrs. Elzora Campbell, and Mrs.
grams given by the station, and
P. L. Jones
the money raised will go for the
Workers in Ward 47 are Willie
benefit of needy Negro children.
Dickens, Rev. Alexander GladneY,
More than $73.000 has been raised
Mrs. Julia Boyd, Odell Coleman,
by the station in these shows, and
Willie Dickens, Allen T. Jordan
a Goodwill Revue is given in DeJohn A. Mitchell, Mrs, Lula W.
cember.
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Williams, F. C. Nash, Rev, E. L.
As a nucleus for a building
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
Johnson. Mrs. Annie Nickerson,
fund for the Goodwill Home for
Mrs. Viola Nelson, Mrs. Fannie
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
Dependent Negro Children, the staSimmons Mrs. Elnora Nelly, and
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
tion has pledged $40,000. Since it
Mrs. Georgia Adair.
the taste is great straight.That's why
was first presented, Revue profits
WARD 47
have provided uniforms and enuipit's the great favorite, ail around the world.
The
workers
in
Ward
47
are
Mrs.
Beautiful in any car — with new, lovely, matching color
ment for 1.275 Mid - South boys
Gladss Shannon, Mrs.E.Ruth
in the WDIA baseball league.
trims.
Ward, Mrs. Zella Veazey. Mrs.
Fund from the Revue have also
it
Helen
ip
Mister, and Mrs. Edna El.
been "serf to purchase a bus (or
Performance you never hove known before . . . Ask anyhandicapped Negro children who
Helping to increase registration AVERY, CHAPEL SPEAKER —
attend the Keel Avenue School for
body who owns one
in Ward 48 are Mrs. Novella Mc- AMY. David M. Grant, director of
Crippled Children, and a number
Ghee, Mrs. Mattie Simmons, E. the office of Legislative Research
Then treat yourself to a wonderful experience . . .
of scholarships.
W. Boykins, W. M. Mongor .1. T. for the Board of Aldermen for
Howell, L. Applin Mrs. Lenora the city of St. Louis, Mo., will be CHANCE TO HELP
not just air-conditioned driving . . . but A.R.A, airBert Ferguson, general manager
Mitchell, Mrs. Alberta Matthews the speaker for the Men's Div
Mrs. McWilliams, Mrs. McFlem- program at Avery Chapel A M E of Radio Station W1MA said. "The
conditioned pleasure!
the one gin distilled in
ing, It Lewis, Mrs. W. Lee, Mrs. chuleh On Sunday. June 29. begin- Starlight Revue provides a wond
R. Dimas, Mrs. Mariah Hudson, ning at 3:00 p.m. A dynamic lead. erful opportunity for citizens to
15 countries and served
W. Malone. Mrs. Elizah Willitms, er, Atty. Grant is responsible for demonstrate their willingness and
much of the improvement of race ability to Provide needed assistand Rev. Charles Williams.
around this world!
The workers in Ward .10 are relations in St. Louis, where he ance for the children. Their coMrs. Inez Wallace, Mrs. L. Siggers, has served in various official ca. operation in our efforts to help
Mrs. B. Jones, M. Williams, Mrs. pacifies. He is a
graduate of knows no limits, so we are confiJ. Trend. Mrs. M. Rogers Mrs. Howard university's School of dent that there will be a tremendE. Martin, Mrs. R. McCoy, Mrs Law. Harold What= is chair- ous crowd at the stadium on July
U. Ewing. Rev. D. Herring. Mrs. man of the Men's Day Program,
M. Hemphill, Mrs. C. Gates, Mrs. Johnny Arnold. jr., director of
The Starlight Revue will feature
Memphis, Tenn.
MILEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 100% CRAIN NEUTRAL smuts. w..sk,fr
N. Jones, J. Simmons. and Mrs. publicity; and Res. Leyte Ps. a parade of high school queens
GltREY.110 , CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLEitt PRODUCTS CIO
IL Elmore.
trick, pastor of the eflateh.
Irons the area, a gospel show,
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OLDLNG MERIT AWARDS,
which they accepted on behalf
of their publications at the
National Newspaper Publishers
Association's Convention ban.
quet held In Philadelphia at
the Benjamin Franklin hotel
are these eight men. On front
row, from left, are W. 0.

Walker, co-publiher of the
Cleveland Call and Post: Leon
H. Washington, jr., publisher
of the Los Angeles Sentinel;
and John H. Sengstacke. of
the Chicago Defender. On second row, same order, are Rus•
sell A. Jackson, editor of the
Ohio Sentinel; and Thomas

W. Young, president of the
Noriolk Journal and Guido.
On third row, from left, are
Frank L. Stanley, publisher of
the Louisville Defender; Louis
Martin, publisher of the Michi.
gen Chronicle; and L. Ales
Wilon, editor and general manager of the Tri•State Defender.

By EDGAR T. STEWART
We should favor the ownership
of private property for three principal reasons: First, it is one of
the three fundamental rights: second, it can be used for purpodes
for which public funds cannot be
utilized: and third, inequality of
wealth is less harmful than inequality of power and privilege.
The word "property" in common parlance is usually applied
to a tract of land, a house, an
automobile, or some other lanai
ble object. But legally it means
only'the rights of the owner in
relation to such things — the right
be has to use, enjoy, and dispose
of t hem .
There are two kind of properties: public and private. When
the public at large has a right to
enjoy such things as streets,
roads or parks, We call it public
property. When an individual, or
several persons have the right, to
the exclusion of others, we call it
private property. It is with the
latter that this discourse is concerned.
CIVIL RIGHTS
The words "life," "libertY,'''inri
"property," indicate the three
great sub-divisions of all civil
rights. Strange as it might seem
there was a time when none of
these rights were enjoyed. The
king had the right to take any of
his subject's life, and to deprive
him of liberty and property with-

out a trial
At that time, all that a man
could call his property were the
clothes that he wore, his tools
and weapons; later it was defined
as that which he could carry with
hint and defend. Still later, he
could own land as long as he cultivated it When he ceased to use
it, the land was assigned to someone else.
Step by step this situation was
improved until we find the present American capitalistic system
Were it not for private property
the incentive of the dog, who,
when he gets more than he can
eat, carries a bone or two and
buries them, and lics din)n to
sleep.
STIMULATES WORK
The work of the world, under
such a system.'would have to be
done by forced labor. Merit would
count for little or nothing.
Again private property can be
used for many things for which
WORKSHOP AT STATE —
public funds cannot be used.
Dr. H. D. Naumann, Unkerally of Missouri's meats proMoney in banks belong to depositors, and that with insurance comfessor was one of it consultpanies to policy holders. Only
ants who gale lecture-demouthat belonging to individuals can
trations at Tennessee A and
be used freely.
I State university's five-day
workshop on the latest techMany inventions wiaild never
have been placed on the market
had it not been that some man We shall always have inequali
with money was willing to make ties of rank, power and privilege;
the investment. Many institutions in church, state, political parties.!
of learning would never have been and even in anti - capitalistic orfounded if someone with private ganizations.
canital had not put up the funds.
Doing away with private propWords of the Wise
erty would not eradicate inequalThere is no wholly satisity, because people were on diffactory substitute for brains,
ferent levels before the rights to
but silence does pretty well.
private property was established
Edwin Stuart)

was pinned on him. He was also
given a Coca-Cola cap.
Thomas, second; and Lawrence
NEW CHICAGO
Martni was the third prize winner.
Special activities at the New Chi- Wednesday afternoon was the
cago playground this past week day for, the hockey tournament,
included the crawl race, hockey, and out of the large number of
I MAGNOLIA
Mary Louise Davis and William and the bicycle rodeo.
contestants, James Bryant emerg' • Magnolia playground opened up Owens.
The leaders are still in the pro- ed as the winner.
L. E. BROWN
this year with many of last year's GRANT
cess of organizing,' and boundball, WASHINGTON
The successful entrant in the biplayers back again.
Children flocked to the Grant volley ball, soft ball, cricket, and The winner in the bicycle con- cycle rodeo at the L. E. Brown
Fourteen participated in the bi- playground on opening day, and dance groups will be getting top test at Washington was George C playground was Vernet' Gray.
cycle rodeo, and they had their hi. participated enthusiastically in the billing in the next few days.
Box hockey was also played at
Windle. The winner in the hockey
cycles colorfully decorated for the activities which had been planned KLONDIKE
tournament were Helen Stokes for the playground, and the winners
'Vent which was witnessed by Hockey tournament winners were
Things are humming at the the girls, and John Miller. for the were Walter Collins, for the boys,
other children.
in
Calvin Grace, Willie Mae Smith, Klondike playground this year, boys.
and Doretha Martin, for the girls.
et Show is scheduled for and Jimmie Allen.
and a very excellent dance was
Outstanding players for the week • The pet show will be held on
25, and all children are in- Bicycle rodeo winners were An- given on Friday. June 13.
J
were Nathaniel Nathan, Luther Thursday, June 28, beginning at
vited to bring an entry.
drew Gilliam, Gail Townsel, David
Promising athletes for the 'sea- Taylor, Richard Haynes, Ida Mae 5:00 p. m., and the public is inThe winner in the box hockey Tucker, and DeWitt Jefferson.
son are William Finnie. .1. W. Ruffin, and Dorothy Jackson.
vited.
tournament was Juanita Terry, The pet show is scheduled for Mickens, Mary Hill, Jeweline FOOTE HOMES
LA ROSE
with Jimmy Withers second.
Annie
McCurdy,
Friday, June 27.
'Bates, Frances
Winners in the horseshoe conThere were six participants in
M ELROSE
Ruth Phillips, Billy Joe Mitchell, test at the Foote Homes play- the bicycle rodeo held at the La
ORANGE MOUND
The winners in the bicycle rodeo The Orange Mound playground George Bennett, and Larry Joy- ground were Glenn Partee a n d Rose playground last week, and
were Moses Sander, first place: celebrated National Recreation ner.
Alfred Hurt. Cornell Porter was the top prize winner was Willie
Melvin Nims, second place; and month with a bicycle rodeo and PA'TTERS01
the top hockey player, with Carl Wadney. The second prize was
director
The
Mildred Moore, third.
The Summer got off to a good Wright and Johnnie Grooves the won by Toni Annette Smith. The
box hockey tournament. The girls
of the event was Francis Burton. who were tops in the bicycle com- start at Patterson this year with runner-ups.
winner in the third event was ElHOMES
DIXIE
petition were Corine and .Barbara the bicycle derby, and the winners The winners in the bicycle.rodeo dridge Sharp. Prizes were also
There were 29 children to enter Cloud. For the boys, William were James Cooper, William Cain, for the boys were Ulysses Holmes, won by R. D. Johnson and Cleothe bicycle rodeo at the Dixie Smith and Otis McDaniel were the and Luvell Garrett.
Marshall Johns, Jr., and Melcin nell Smith.
Homes playground last week, and leaders.
William Cain was also one of the E., Holmes, in order. The top three On last Thursday, eight persons
along with the winners, everyone Winners in hockey for the girls winners in the hockey tournament. prizes for the girls were won, in participated in the hockey 'tournabad a good time. The Pet Show were Carolyn Ray and Mary TugAn excellent concert was given order, by Joyce Banks. Anita ment, and the winner, who defeatwill begin at 5:30 p. m. on Thurs- gle. John Guy and Irish Banks at. the playground by the Letter Barker. and Martha Foster.
ed Clennell Smith for top prize
day evening, and a large number took the honors for the boyr.
—
Carriers' band, and was enjoyed
are
fowls
of assorted- animals and
Group singing was among the by all who came to hear the
exited to be presented for the highlights of the day, and it was group.
P
led by Mrs. M. Anderson. The next C. M. GOOCH
A bicycle rodeo was held at the
big event is the pet show, and it is
for
opened
playground
The Dunn
C. M. Gooch park, and the first
ro- scheduled for June 25.
bicycle
a
with
year
second
the
prize winner was Charles Mc.
ROBERT HOUZE
deo, and the winners were James
of 1988 Hubert ave.
Clore,
the
week,
opening
the
Tate, first place; Anita Moore was puring
hand to help supervise was
On
bee
a
been
has
here
playground
the second prize winner; and
Winfield, a prominent civic
hive of action, with horseshoe and Rev.
Carol Betts captured third.
games. leader, and he assisted in the sepopular
most
the
as
tennis
tourThe winner in the hockey
winners for various contop tennis stars were Joseph lection of
ntitient was 12-year-old Deola The
Johnson. The tests.
Thome
and
Gilliam
Dunn
at
Day
Watkins. Pet Show
The next big event at the play.
neigh. top shoe flinger here last week
is: Wednesday, June 25, and
ground will be the pet show.
McGowan.
Roy
was
to
invited
are
children
borhood
Softball and volley ball have RIVERVIEW
bring an entry.
The winners in the bicycle rodeo
been the favorites of the girls, and
DOUGLAS PARK
Riverview last week were Alvin
parat
ball
volley
more devoted
This year's playground activities its
Charles Peppers, a n d
Reed,
Marie
Anna
been
ticipants have
got Off to a good start, and some
Winrow.
Charles
Floand
Durrett,
Eva
Blakemore,
of the parents came out to lend a
A game will be played between
Franklin. Enjoying games of
and Lincoln
hand. They were Mrs. Miller, Mrs kell
were Barbara Jackson, the Riverview team
F.dmonson, Mrs. Willis -and Mrs. softball
the pet show
Gates, and Shirley a n d on next Tuesday, and
Naomi
Ford.
is coming up soon. All children
Barbara Stevenson.
The bicycle rodeo was held last
going out are invited to come out and partiare
children
young
The
winners
prize
Friday, and the first
boundary ball, and Willie Fred cipate.
were Maceo Cross, Alfred Page, for
and John Louis Earl LINCOLN SCHOOL
McGowan
and
Braswell,
Beverly
Alvin Carr,
The first special event at the
it the most.
enjoy
to
seem
place
second
In
Annetta Davis.
this year was the biHockey tournament winner last playground
Crawford
Chia
Lynn.
Herbert
were
and the winners were
rodeo,
cycle
he
and
Miller
F.
week was John
Eugene Hunter.
first prize; Harold
Jones,
Lark
ribbon
blue
the
as
smiles
key tournament winners were was all

was Theodore Dixon.
LeMOYNE
'Fourteen children participated in
the bicycle rodeo at the Lehloyne
playground, and first place winners were Ann E. Jackson, for the
girls, and James Hill, for the boys.
Lawrence Sharp won second prize,
and Freddie Mitchell, won third.
In the hockey tournament, the
top winners were Marian Tuggle
and Andrew Reed. Bertha Melts
and Richard Mercherson were the
second place winners.
LINCOLN PARK
Every Tuesday•night la "Special
Night" at Lincoln, and last week
21 bicyclists entered the special
derby.
The winners were James Smith,
first place; Ronald Porter, second
place, and Antoinette Greene and
Woodroe Carnes, third. All received ribbons and recreation caps.
MANASSAS

nigues of grading, cutting,
curing, smoking, and freezing
meats. Pictured here, listening to Dr. Naumann, In white
coat, front, are, from left John
Carney state supervisor of Vocation Agriculture teachers; W.
F. Moss, corn missioner of Agri-

While baldness is less prevalent
among Negro me n than white,
thousands of Negro men are now
buying and wearing toupees, acThe Manassas playground was
opened on June 12, and the first
special event of the season was
the bicycle rodeo.
First prize for the boys went to
Quincy Billops, with the top prize
for the girls going to Linda
Holmes. The prizes were blue ribbons which were made by the
girls' craft class.
In the hockey tournament, held
teat Friday, the winner was Bobby
Reed.
KANSAS ,
Tennis is a popular game at
Kansas, and the most outstanding
players last week were Eliza Lee
and Rudy S. Bell.
Top hockey players were Soddy
Craven and Maliza Hudson. Outstanding volley ball players were

culture: Dr. W. S. Davis. president of the university; L. C.
Jacobs, of lbe Agricultural
department; Dr W. F. Flowers, head of the university's
agricultural disision. and Dr.
Roland Norman, head of the
department of animal science..
cording to the July issue of EBONY.
According to one wigmaker, Negro men outnumber women cut.
homers nide to one, and there is
a skyrocketing boom in the sale
of toupees.
One of the first questions a new
customer asks is whether the too.
pee is likely to come off if a lady
playfully rumples it or decides to
run her hand through it. The, man
is usually satisfied to take the
plunge when he is assured that It
will not!
Eliza Lee and Harriet Hudson.
Guests at the playground last
week were Shirley Jones, Zela
Echo, Doris Brandon, and Carol
Robinson.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

BAKED CHICKEN
DINNER
49c

Your Purchase Of This Fine Bedding
Combination
SERTA CRAT Inner Spring Mattress 69.95
69.95
SERTA CRAT Box Spring

alip

(1) 220 Resiliant Coil Springs
(2) 6i 1 Ounce Woven Tick
(3) 8 Metal Breathers
(4) Taped Edge
(5) Famed Serta Construction

OR

EITHER
This Beautiful 4 Pc. Bed Room Suite

This Beautiful, Luxurious Form Cushioned
2 Pc, Living Room Suite

ELECTED TO MAYORSHIPS
Legion
at the first American
antiliary sponsored Girls' Si
held on the campus of Tennesuniversity
see A and I !Kate
were three Meniphia High
school girls, along with one
Irons Nashville. Getting a firsthand lesson in running the city
government are. from left, Miss
Barbara Halley, 01 Melrose
High school; Miss Juanita Porter, of Nashville's Pearl High
school; Miss Dorothy Holiday,
anassas High school: and
Elialbeth Lacy. of Booker
. Washington High school
Photo by Clanton III.

Memphis favorite for
9 straight years....

3 DAYS ONLY

MASTER TV Appliances And Furniture
100 Sr 80 PROOF DISTILEED FOOM 100‘INIAIN KEMAL
SPIRITS • PliODUcT OF U. S A. • MAR SPRIN6
0151111 int CO dente.ei ISMS t REAM DISTILLING
CLEOMONT, KENTUCKY.

2767 Kimball

Open Every Night 'till 9

FA. 7-4248-

FA. 3-9922

4 DEFENDER

Washington, D. C. Mrs. Annie
.., president of the KanMae Hun.
sas Baptist Missionary convention: and issev. Keiiy M. Smith,
•
•
pastor of the First Baptist Church.
Eighth ave., Nashville.
The directors of the seminar and
workshop were Dr. Maynard P.
Woman's Day will be celebrat- duced by Mrs. Algie C. Outla
Turner, president of the American
supervisor of schools in Hay
Baptist Theological seminary, and ed at the First Baptist courch county.
on Sunday June 29,
Brownsville.
school's
the
Funches,
of
Primrose
aware
Dr.
more
made
were
gates
The
Christians'
—
NASHVILLE
Appearing on the sa
and the ladies will be in charge!
failure to understand how stoma moral and social ills facing the director of promotions.
of most of the services during the' gram with Mrs. Terry
and missiles have changed to- Christian world.
the choir of the First
day,
day's world was scored at the
Rev. Jonnson suggested that T
Theological men reevaniate their definition of
A hundred•volce choir will be pre- church of Jackson.
American Baptist
seminary's second annual mis- success, and added that it is mess
sented during the morning service GENERAL CHAIRMAN
sionary and religiou
used more than by the length of
the
under the direction of Mrs. Willie. The general chairman
sionary and religious vocational a car, the size of a house, and the
160
Mrs.,
and
Bell Rawls, the organist, and
l program is Mrs. W. S. Va
sti
seminar and workshop here last price of a woman's fur coat.
DALLAS; Tex. — A $4.000 con,: Zelma Rogees. The service xi
phig tborionfg
week.
i n enc.middlel
Other consultants at the semi- cert organ has been given to the' include
og.i churchesehureoh is from
y Eddie:
s.era ido m brsy. Repastor.
he huI.achsermon
The
world
"We must understand the
be present for time d
nar were Dr. D. E. King pastor
youthful
cCurrie,
ildbefore we can implement the kind of Zion Baptist church, Louisville, students of ,James Madison High the
the
Erma
Christ wants," Rev. William A. Ky.; Dr. T. J. Jemison, pastor of school by Mrs. Charles E. Jones era will give a devotional exer- ing program. and the m bees
diJohnson, pastor of the Greater St. Mt. Zion Baptist church, Baton outstanding business and profes- cise entitled, "Taking Time For have been divided into t
John Baptist church in Chicago Rouge, La.: Dr, W. Herbert, sional woman of this city.
visions.
God."
told his audience.
lairs
Brewster, pastor of East Trigg1 The tones of the intrutnent can
nonasn effort to raise a
The afternoon speaker will be!
"Somehow," he said, "We must Avenue Baptist church, Memphis; be heard throughout the more than1 Mrs. Ve, G. Terry, wife of the sum of money from the oc sion,
the
break into the cycle of fear and and Mrs. Fred Terry, a writer for, 100 room building by a unique pastor of the First Baptist church a dinner will be served
the Southeres Baptist Sunday . inter-communication system Jam- in Jackson. She has been acclaim- I service.
bring the message of God."
the
.
wife
Rev. Johnson was one of 10 lead- School Board.'
es Madison is prohablv one of the ed one of the most outstanding . Mrs. Mildred Currie,
mistrite of
ing Baptist writers, teachers, minAlso Dr. Earlels. Harrison, pas largest seecndary schools in thei swomesnh spieakehrsd ir; dWetst he
TTnters pastor, will serve as
isters, and missionaries serving tor of Shiloh Baptist church, I Mited Sat ate.
the three-day seminar workshop
as speakers and consultants. Their
approach to today's problems presented at the sessions was based
on the theme, "Meeting the
World's Needs with Christ's Pro
gram."
OVER 100 PARTICIPATE
More than 109 persons from 15
states participated in the pro
gram. Through services of con.
sultants, both old and young dele-—

Women's Day To Be Held
y Brownsville Baptists

! Need To Understand
World, Baptists Told

at., June 28, 1958

iexan Donates
School Organ

BAPTIST LEADERS — The
second annual Missionary and
Religious Vocational Seminar
and Workshop was held at the
American Baptist Theological
seminary last week, a o d
among the participants were
these persons. Pictured, from
left, are Rey. W. A. Johnson,

pastor of the Greater St, John
Baptist church. Chicago: Dr.
Primrose Funches, director of
promotion for the seminary:
Dr. Earl L. Harrison, pastor
0 f Shiloh Baptist church,
Washington, D. C.: Mrs. Fred
Terry, writer for the Southern
Baptist Sunday School Board:
Rev. Charles Fitzgerald, dean

of the seminary; Mrs. Anna
Mae Hunt, president of the
Kansas Baptist Missionary
Convention: Dr, Maynard P.
Turner, president of the seminary: and Rev. Kelly M.
Smith, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Eighth ave.,
Nashville, — (Gunter's Studio)

Mrs. Mary F. Jackson t
197 Elder Road

Seven Grads In Finals
At School Of Religion
who
JACKSON — Commencement Campbell School of Religion,
Melexercises for the J. L. Campbell is professor of English at the
Rev.
other members have planned a School of Religion were held re- rose High school in Memphis.
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
program for the Day. cently at the Macedonia Baptist Epps is also pastor of the Gospel
Sunday was Annual Youth Day memorable
T. Hunt is the pastor. church here, and seven persons Temple Baptist church.
Blair
Rev.
Church
Temple
at the Pentecostal
The candidates were introduced
AME
were graduated.
BETHEL
principal
The
of God in Christ.
by Rev. A. II. Rice, instructor at
day will he held
Church
Junior
CleaRev.
were
graduates
The
V.
Georgia
Mrs.
Speaker w a s
of the First
the Bethel AME chorch Sun- vent L. Derrick, pastor of the the school, and pastor
Harvey, English instructor at Ma- at
and the
The young people of the church, who received a diploma, Batist church in Trenton,
nassas High School and active day.
M.
will conduct services for Preston Deberry, William A. Al- awards distributed by Dr. Joe
member of Mt. Pisgah CME church
Conley.
Deberday.
Lucy
the
Tunstall,
len, N. R.
church. Mrs. Harvey was no less
The J. L. Campbell school is a
Rev. 0, T. Hooks will deliver ry, Nannie Cole, and Dorothy Madynamic than on many previous
is the pas- rie Carroll, who were awarded unit of the American Baptist
Hooks
Rev.
sermon.
the
occasions as she gave a magnifiTheological seminary, and is untor of the church.
certificates in Christian Living.
cent address on the theme for the
was der the direction of Dr. A. L.
address
t
commencemen
BAPTIST
VALLEY
The
Accept
UNION
to
Youth
day, "Educating
president of the TenScores of friends turned out Sun- given by Dr. Charles H. Fitzger- Campbell,
Challenges of Today." The Penteprofessor of re- nessee Regular Baptist Missionary
day
and
Friends'
registrar
commemorate
choirs
ald
Youth
to
day
Pisgah
Mt.
and
costal
Education Convention. and
at the U ni on Valley Baptist ligious education at the American and
presented the music.
Nashville, pastor of the Columbus Baptist
An interesting and timely debate church. Rev. G. L. Linsey of Pil- Theological seminary at
'Inters- church in Memphis.
on "Should Parents Be Punished grim Rest Baptist church address- who spoke on' the theme,
is Weak
Music for the occasion was
for Misbehavior of Youths?- was ed the gathering. Ushers from Pit- rity Without Knowledge
Withby the Macedonia chorus.
furnished
Knowledge
and
and
church
Usefess,
Baptist
excellent
and
grim Rest
held that evening. Giving
and with Dr. W lierbert Brewster,
Dangerous
is
church
Integrity
Baptist
side
Friendship
out
affirmative
New
reasons on the
pastor of the East Trigg Avenue
Dreadful."
was Miss Joan Bowen. Miss Alice served.
Baptist church in Memphis, directThe No. II Usher Board of the
lelorgan and James Este. EqualThe speaker was introdueed by
ly competent on the negative side church sponsored the observance. Rev. C. P. Epps, president of the ing.
were Miss Louise Reynolds, Miss Mrs. Bessie Bonner is the presi•
Lynn Burnpus and Hortense Spil- dent.
Rev. R. S. Ruckett is the pastor.
lers.
The general chairman of Youth COLLINS CHAP,EL CME
The Missicn Circle of Collins
Day was H i a s Ernestine Bra
end, William Taylor is the director] Chapel CME church held a delightSunday at the Temple, a special ful tea at 1090 Latham st., Sunday.
consecrated service will be held. Mrs. Annie Able is the president,
It will lead up to the summer re- and Mrs. Helen A. Qualls is the
vival, A Healing Soul-Saving Cam- secretary.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is the
paign. on July 4 - 18.
Bishop J. 0. Patterson is the pastor,.
MT. PISGAH CME
minister.
The congregation of Mt. Pisgah
MISSISSIPPI BOULEVARD
CME church will celebrate WomCHRISTIAN CHURCH
To think of a God who would
Presiding during the morning an's Day Sunday. Getting the ors' C. Thomas Paige
and then
-There are so many things create man in His image
worship at the Mississippi Boule- servance off in a grand way will
of will and let
freedom
him
give
underdon't
I
Siabout this world
vard Christian church Sunday, was be personable Miss Harry Mae
this same man make a monkey
the Revs L. F. Sledge of Kansas' mon, Miss Simon, who is princi- stand'out of himself seems almost imbe
would
you
did
you
wasl
of
Elementary
if
pal
Magnolia
"No,
City. Kansas. The message
possible.
R
o
ii
a
Gamma
Sigma
school.
enthusiasm
by:
with
God.much
received
To see a man ,tho is so capable
Quotations from "A Member
Soror and an active membes of'
the congregation
of being God-like so bent on being
of The Wedding"
From Arkansas State college will Mt. Pisgah, will speak during the
not underThese two quotations are taken a tool of destruction is
come the guest speaker for Youth morning services,
Day. Sunday, at the stately sane-, Ilighlighting the afternoon will be from a recent showing on the tele- standable.
And on and on we could go along
tuary. He is Joseph Jackson. Mr. a special program. Mrs Annie! vision of a few nights ago. A little
Jackson will speak during the af- Holmes is the chairman.
girl puzzled over the death of her with the thinking of this young girl
Rev. D. Warner Browning is brother looked up at the maid and hut the story does not end there.,
ternoon.
Mrs. Julia Walker. along with the minister.
said, "There are so many things Along comes the voice of maturi
about this world I don't under. ty and it whispers into the ear of
this child and all of us who are
lier outlook on life was childish likewise child-like, "No, if you did'
't"d
have
us
of
you'd be God"
. yet it is one that many
today. This young mind could not,I When all the answers of all the
relative.
young
a
I understsnd why
"Why's' of this life are found.
.. ey
- had to be stricken to the point tn
will be found only through
died.
finally
and
death
.
of
attitudes in American culture.
(By NNPA News Service)
God. We hear of storms, turmoil.
that is not the view - 1 of family strife of this trotibl, ,
One of the conclusions regard-, Granting that the movies do re- 1 I wonder if
point that many of us have today, that trouble. In our little mind,- w.
fng violence and brutality in mo- fleet already existing attitudes
We always wonder 'shy certain are unable to conceive the enstion pictures is that the long-range society, other persons believe ihat1 things have to happen to urn. As wers to all the whys" these things
acare
of
the
not
attitudes
only
long as another person has a'.
effect theoretically could be that
bring upon '
the child, after a period of time, ceptance which exist in American, car accident, a fire in his home] But here the voice speaks to us
any'
or
family
his
he,
in
could reach the point where
culture toward crime, violence. a death
and tells us, -No. if you under.
may focus his aggression on the' and brutality influence these me. one of the numberless adversities, s
stood everything then you would be
it
at
look
we
happen,
causing!
persons,
could
or
that
person,
actual
dia but after a time these media. caustically and say to ourselves."' G°d•.'
his frustration and the probability
Man has been able to analyze:
that he will react toward these pass on or transfer these attitudes: "Wasn't it too bad that so and
and synthesize. to tear down and
so had to happen to so and so." build up to a certain degree but
reallife objects as his movie he- to the younger generation.
But when that same thing ban
roes did in fantasy is increased. CREATES IMPRESSION
has only been able to go so
pens to us we have a different he
In other words, instead of try-1
while
far.
that
found
it
is
Thus,
on
can't
We
altogether.
may,
outlook
log to solve the problem. he
little high school student can
knock it out of the way like the, viewing a specific act will not dcrstand. But our lack of under-I Any
body is
of,
because
out
go
who,
to
standing doesn't stop there. It goes tell you that the human
child
an
average
cause
manic superman
up of 78 per cent water and
made
1
of.
on.
aware
lookingi
is
act.
and
similar
child
a
on
and
commit
the
' action
iodine, nitro
Only a few hours ago I talked so much phosphorus,
Many persons in the movie ins at a great amount of these acts
etc., and give the same per
dustry maintain that the moviesl could create on impressionable at length with a lady who told me! gen,
son them elements and watch him
do not create attitudes but' that minds a permissive atmosphere that in spite of her feelings she
a man.
they reflect the already existing1 for this type of behavior, and in got up every Sunday and went to make
Joyce Kilmer said some year-church. Her neighbors would get
emotionally disturbed children. up each Sunday and go fishing . ago "Poems are made by fools
God can make
could actually trigger behavior Of: lust as religiously as she went like me, but only
So it is when the great
treea
go
not
did
who
Those
church.
to
a violent or brutal nature
realized. onli
or fishing would go to, er things of life are
In summary, it may he said to church
walk ,close
LAMPS
TOASTERS
place, and by time she ar • those people who
some
that a faithful representation of, rived from church she said her enough to God to hear his voice
FANS
the opinions of clinically trained block would be filled with drunks, will he the ones who tmderstancl
— ACUUM CLEANERS
She said that in spite of this!
people coming into day-to-day conPERCOLATORS
'4010S
of these people netact with juvenile delinquency, is, she never hear
day they go
that the mass media, including' iqg sick, and day by
and from all sppearancesi
.
the movies, reflect many of the to work,
•
enjoy life at its fullest.
socially undesirable attitudes, de- seem ti,
in this
things
many
are
There
sothe
adult
sires, and wishes of
don't understand. There. DURHAM, N. C. — Mrs Mil.
ciety and to that extent they are life we
that we will nev-j dred White Turner. aesistent pro-,
reflectingthe prevailing atmos- are many things
er understand. The older we get fessor of education at North Carol
phere.
the more complex life seems to line college, rereived the Ed.D '
The media have a tremendous
, at Indiana university's
deers:
SO-beeme •
his!
in
child
young
the
influence on
The young girl on TV s p 0 k e commencement in .. Indianapolis
re-;
while
-HROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
and,
development
early
from a childish point of view. but Monday
fleeting the major attitudes ofl. there are those of us who when
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
She received the B. S. degree
the society, they are in turn in-I adversities come into ourlives as-1 at Jackeon college and the M. S
fluencing to a great degree the' mime the same type of thinking and from Indiana university.
attitudinal development of chit i
A native of Philadelphia, Miss .
behavior.dn
I heard a man say a few days' Dr. Turner is the daughter of Mr
I
ago that the more a person learns,1 and Mrs James Rufus White.
od
In Durham Dr. Turner makes
the niore he should appreciate G.
Words of the Wise
To see how it is possible through her home with her son, Jame:
APPLIANCES, INC.
We are here not to get all
God to combine two invisible cells • A.
we can out of life for ourIA 126J1
'60 Union
into an organism of 14 distinct
selves, but to try to make the
.ystems and each system doing it. TRACTOR FUEL
liven of other. happier
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
_Neu- William thler)
function without conflict is a• Tractors are the largest Single
i••• ,41•41
matter almost linconct livable with f a r m consumers of petroleum
i fuels.
the human mind.

Win 50 gallons of Pure Premium gasoline
In Big Star's Shower of Prizes

by HATTIE HOUSE

A happy winner in Big Star's Shower of Prizes
is Mrs. Mary F. Jackson. at left, who was one of
two persons to receive 50 gallons of Pure Premium
gasoline in Big Star's Shower of Prizes. Mrs. Jackson lives in the Walker Homes area, and her famil
uses a considerable amount of gas each week. Mr
Jackson registered for the prizp at Big Star store N
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NCC Professor
Wins Doctorate '
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Mrs. Evelyn Martin
1393 Kimball Road
Wins Barbecue Grill
With Electric Turner
Mrs. Evelyn Martin. at right, like Mrs. Jackson,
above, is a regular shopper at the Big Star food

0

stores, and she registered every week while doing
her shopping, and could hardly believe her ears, she
said, when someone called and told her that her name

He
dens
cest,
that
prat
mar
a pr
mot
of o
est(
caul
ty t
I hrc
the

had been drawn to receive a harbecue grill. She said

Ole

that she registered at Pretti Brothers' Big Star store
on Porter st., where "the food is always fresh, and
the clerks are always courteous."

Yes Madame,
It is really amazing all of
the wonderful dainties that can
come from a bag of Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour —
delicious breads, crunchy, tasty
cookies, tender pastries and
other desirous delights.

Watching Movies Found
Harmful For Children

IRONS REPAIRED

Jud
NA

51, located at Brooks rd. and Highway 51.

Then too your favorite re•
cipe will be just about twice as
good when you use Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour. It is
specially blended from the
purest of wheat flour, such as
yourself would choose. Perfect
for dainties for every occasion.
JAN% C

MARSHMALLOW
BANANA CAKE

milk. Beat batter until smoot
after each addition. Stir
vanilla. Put in a well heate
oven (350 degrees F) 35 to
m:nutes.

'• C. butter
I's Cups sugar
.2 slightly beaten eggs
Remove from oven, let sta
1 C. mashed bananas
five minutes: turn out on ca
2 1-4 cups sifted flour
racks. Cut marshmallows a
press cut-side down on botto
is tsp. baking powder
cake layer while cake is at
3.4 tsp soda
warm. Put top cake layer ov
ti C. Sour Milk
marshmallows. Frost with ch
I. tsp. vanilla
olate or any favorite frostn
'Ai tsp. salt
Jack Sprat enriched whe
16 (1-4 pound) Marshmallows flour is best
Cream butter and sugar well.
Bye for no
Add eggs and bananas. beat
Jana Por
thoroughly. Add sifted dry ingredients alternately with sour
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SUPERB ENTERTAINMENT FROM THESE FINE STARS PRESENTED ON
BIG STAR TALENT SHOW

Itf
LISTENERS TO THE POPULAR Big Star Talent Show Rembert, !della Todd, and Mrs. M. T. Slaughter. Seco
were treated to an extra fine measure of happy listen- row—('harlesetta Brown, Thelma Norfleet, Frankie I
ing as the youthful stars pictured above were presented man, Armeria Crawford, Addle
Robinson, and Josephin
on a recent Big Star program. The Big Star show .is
Third row—Edroy Harris, James Tatum, ('urti
Moody.
the
by
beamed throughout the hugh Mid-South area
0. V. Wright, Wli Penson, and William Davi
50.000 powerful watts of WDIA.'This group found favor Crawford.
in showing their many friends how their talents are Fourth row—Willie Hai vey, Frank Ed, Thomas, Georg(
developing. Your Big Star stores are happy to provide Breathett, Alice Johnson, Lorene Stiggers, and Bober
Memphis and the Mid-South youths with this oppor- Jordon. If you tv•ould like to appear on a future Hi
tunity. The fine group pictured above are left 40 right, Big Star Talent Show heard at 11:30 each Saturday
first row—Mrs. J. Harris, ('atheryn Malone, Gertrude morning on WIDA, just contact the station for an
knderson, Waddle McNais, Betty Mason. Clementine audition try-out.
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Parents Of Victim In
Trunk Case Not Bitter
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AME WOMEN LEADERS —
The district AME missionary
mass meeting held at St. Andrew AME church last Sunday
afternoon was an inspiring and
Informative event. Principal
speaker was Dr. Anne E.
Heath, connectional president
of the Missionary Societs,
Washington, D.C. who deliver-

ed a movihg addrtss. Shown art
some of the key officials who
participated in the program.
Seated at right is Dr. Heath,
while looking on left to right
as she explains a point are:
Mrs. Bertie I.. DeLYIes. a connectional officer, of Memphis:
Mrs. Sarah Garrett, mistress

of ceremony of the program:
Mrs. Loretta C. Spencer, of
Frankfort, Ky.; and Mrs. Hattie E. Jackson, who brought
greetings. Pastor of St. Andrews is Rev. H. Ralph Jackson. Ile gave remarks and
earlier Mrs. J. E. Robinson,
(if Greenwood church was
heard.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

The parents of Eddie Jenkins. :•tairtroual
the man who was shot to death ! She said that not many persons
in Chicago last winter and his had had a chance to testify, and
body shipped here where it re- that the nurse herself had not
mained unclaimed until almost spoken a word, before she hertwo weeks later returned here self was amazed to hear Judge
last week completely baffled after Grover C. Niemeyer quietly say,
having seen the confessed mur- "Marjorie. I find you not guilty."
deress walk away free after a
Mrs. Jenkins said that she had
brief trial.
been keeping her eye on the womBoth Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Jen- an who had cooly killed 29-yearkins. of 1392 Kennedy at,, were in old Eddie Lee Jenkins in FebruChicago for the trial of Mrs. Mar- ary, purchased a trunk, and
jorie Andrews, the graduate nurse, shipped his body to an anonymous
Mr. Jenkins in answer to a su- address, but when the words "not
bpoena which he had received guilty" were spoken she lost sight
from Illinois ofticials.
of her in her amazement.
Mrs. Jenkins said that her hus- OTHER TRIES
the
case
band's only comment on
Mr. Jenkins, who works at Lusince seeing the nurse go free
was only, "I don't understand it." cille Perry's Cafe in West Memphis went to Chicago on subpoenas
NOT 'BITTER'
Mrs. Jenkins said that neither twice tiring the month of May,
she nor her husband are "bitter," but returned after the slayer's
about the woman's having been trial was postponed.
released, but that they could not Many persons in Memphis were
see how she could escape without shocked to bear that the woman
any ounishment at all.
who had committed one of the
LACK OF INTEREST
most sensational murders heard
Speaking to a reporter in her of here in decades was allowed
home here earlier in the week, to go tree, but as was pointed out
Mrs. Jenkins said that she was earlier, the state did not have
surprised at the lack of interest sufficient evidence to convict her
in the case by the citizens of Chi- on the charge upon which the)
cago. "I expected to see the court- selected to try her.
room packed, but there were only
She pleaded self-defense, and
a few people scattered in the no one was able to contradict.

FOURTH NEGRO C o N •
CHESSMAN — Robert N. C.
Nix, second from right, is
shown being sworn in as Democratic representative from the
fourth congressional district of

Philadelphia by Majority Leader John W. McCormack, (D.Mass.), as two fellow Democrats, Representatises William
J. Green, far left, chairman of
the Democratic City Commit.

tee of Philadelphia, and Francis E. Walker, dean of the
Pennsylvania delegation, look
on. He joins three other Negroes in the present Congress,
all Democrats.

Matthew Carter Named
To National YMCA Board

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Matthew her 1, as assistant director of As- taries of North America, lie is a
G. Carter, executive secretary of sociation P-ess, the YMCA's pub-lfrequent contributor of articles
the Spring Street Branch YMCA lication department in New York. to the Forum, the professional
for the past six and a half years,'This position was recently creat- journal of the Assochtlon of Secwill join the staff of the National' ed by the National YMCA Board. retaries.
Board of the YMCA on SeptemA native of Danville. Va., where CIVIC LEADER
he attended public schools, Carla) liis Columbus activities include
received a B. A. degree from Vir- membership on the boards of the
year;
—The President should mike it ginia Union university in 1939 and Travellers Aid Society, United
clear both in statement andvM act his B D. degree in 1942, following Service Organization, Central Comthat he opposes allocating federal it with work at Columbia univers munity House, National AssociaBy LEE NICHOLS
money to "underwrite segrega- sity and Union Seminary, New tion for the Advancement of ColThe regular meeting of the
()red People, and the Urban
WASHINGTON, — (UPI) —Four Negro leaders urged tion" in federal programs to aid York, in 1950 and 1951.
Clara Barton Health club was
As Executive Secretary of the
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (CPO — Federal District held at the home of Mrs. Willita President Eisenhower Monday to pledge in a special pro. education, hospitals, housing, and
Leigh Street Branch Y. M. C. A., Lelague'
le has served as chairman of
other fields.
Judge Harry J. Lemley rejected a request Monday by the II, Briscoe. of 797 Boston St., and 1 nouncement that he will "vigorously" uphold school inteAdministration sources indicated Richmond, Va., where he served the Executive Committee of Felamong the highlights was the elecNAACP to stay his order suspending integration until tion of the club's officers tor Ifration With the total resources at his command."
the President and his aides at- seven and a half years, he was lowship Church, whose member.
responsible for the revitalization ship is interracial and interfaith
1958-59.
1961 at Central High school.
The leaders also urged the President at a White House tending the meeting would give of the YMCA program there and He also holds memberships in
the proposals careful considera.
Those
elected,
after the names meeting to direct the Justice De'1
"The action of the plaintiffs to stay enforcement of
lion. The sources did not know saw the branch accepted as a Lambda Boule-Sigma Pi Phi trie
were presented by Mrs. Eldora partment to intervene in an appeal.
ternity, the Frontiers of Amer
the Judgment in this action renderAmos, chairman of the nominat- from a federal judge's suspension president were Martin Luther whether the President would hold The National Council at m 'gc ca, and Kappa Alpha Psi FraterniKing, jr., who led the Montgom- out hope of specific civil rights and the Council of Social Agencies,
ed by us on June 20, 1958, pend- He cited the judge's order grant- ing committee, were Mrs Elizaof school integration in Little
ty. He frequently serves as As,
COUNCIL SECRETARY
ery, Ala., bus boycott, and Lester action.
ing appeal therefrom, having been ing the integration suspension, beth Stone, president; Mrs. Juani- Rock, Ark.
In 1948 he was named associate sociate Minister of the Shiloh BapB. Granger, executive secretary PROPOSAL IS POSSIBILITY
given due consideration by the and said he did not think the pub- ta Turner, vice president; Miss Eisenhower made no
commit- of the National Urban League.
Civil rights quarters speculated secretary of the Southwest ,jrca tist church.
lic interest would be served if the Frances Tharpe, secretary: Mrs. ments
court, is hereby denied."
or promises on these mat- The four leaders told the Presi Eisenhower might make some Council of the YMCA, whete he WIFE TEACHES
Negro students returned next fall. , Pearlina Saunders, assistant secCarter is married and has twe
Mrs. Alberta Sample, ters or others included in a nine- dent that he could "well set the dramatic proposal to help offset conducted a vigorous program to
He then explained: ''As we unBranton countered by declaring retary: and
point program of proposed pres- example" toward restoring hat the effect of his counsel of "pa- integrate Negro leadership into daughters, Bettye Frances, 8, ant;
derstand the law, we have a dis- that he thought "the public inter- corresponding secretary.
idential action which the Negroes mony between white and Negro tience" to a recent Negro pub- the council's program and activi- Nannette, 4. Frances, Carter's
cretion in this matter; and we feel est also goes to the idea of allow- Others were Mrs. La Blanche submitted in a 45-minute con- southerners by calling a White lishers' meeting here.
wife, is a teacher in the Columbus
Many Ne. ties.
treasurer; Mrs. ('amelia
Jackson,
ing
those
children
to
remain
in
Public Schools, and has been atthat that discretion should be exference.
of
coinresented
House
conference
on
ways
groes
such
advice
in
view
Carter
became
the
Executive
Mrs.
parliamentarian,
Sanders,
live in the cultural and religious
ercieed in denying the motion. Pri- school."
Sadie Malone, health supervisor; Attorney General William P. plying with the Supreme Court's of their already long struggle for secretary of the Spring Street life of the community.
Rogers said consideration was be- school integration ruling.
equal rights.
Branch in 1951 and during his inmarily foe the reason that from Judge Lemiey said he does not and Mrs. Etta Page, historian.
think it is in the public interest.
Carter is the third executii.e
ing given to federal intervention
The Negroes also suggested that
Reaction of the Negro leaders cumbency membership rose 54
a practical standpoint to grant this including the interest of both the
After the election, reports of the in an appeal
from U. S. District the President request that con- to the President's attitude today per cent. He has been active in from the Spring Street YMCA to
motion and stay the enforcement white and Negro students in the Federated Meeting held recently
Judge harry J. Lemley's decision gressmen "lay aside partisanship" and his future civil rights moves the current $2,520600 joint cam- receive an invitation to the staff or
of our judgment would to a large Little Rock district, to allow them in Chattanooga were given by Mrs.
last Saturday to call off integra- and enact stronger civil rights leg- could play an mportant part in paign of the YMCA and YWCA the National Board of the YMCA
Ward, Miss Tharpe, and Mrs.
extent nullify our order in the to return to school.
tion of Negro and white students islation.
GOP efforts to woo more Negro which has allotted 9750,000 for in the branch's 40-odd year hisPage, and all were of., interest to
cause, since it will In all probabiliat Little Rock schools for 21
/
2 "Lack of adequate and clear votes in the 1958 congressional and the construction of a new building tory.
the members.
ty take months to carry the case
Although Carter had offers of the
on Woodland ave.
years.
statutory authority has made the 1960 presidential elections.
through the Court of Appeals and
A very delicious menu was serv- The four told newsmen after the federal government a mere specBranch leaders and volunteer new post in Aug. 1957, and anothleaders
Negro
have
sought
a
the United States Supreme Court."
members.
the
hostess
to
the
er
as fraternal secretary, National
by
ed
workers raised a total of 978,000
meeting that the President re- tator in the disgraceful maneuvThe judge tuned his dedsion
Mrs. E. F. Sain is the reporter ceived their suggestions "very erings at Little Rock," a state- "summit" conference with Eisen- on the East Side toward the joint Council YMCA of Indonesia, he
hower for nearly four years on
after a recess of almost an hour,
for the club.
deferred acceptance of both posympathetically" but did not go ment presented to the President wa ys to bring about peaceful goal.
following arguments for the delay.
Carter has served as a mem- sitions because he felt an obligabeyond that.
by the leaders declared.
school
de-segregation
in
the
South,
Wiley Branton, a Negro attorney
Other points in their program in, The President and his advisers ber of the Board of the Ohio-Wet tion to assist in the current CapiRoy Wilkins, executive secretary
The annual tea of the Evergreen SPORTS BRIEF
Virginia Area Council of the Y. M. tal Fund Campaign. .
Pine Bluff. Ark.,
of the National Association for eluded:
Chapter No. 107, Order of the
long resisted such a meeting on
—Justice Department action un- grounds it would open the flood M. C. A. made him a member of '
urged the judge
Eastern Star, will be presented PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Art the Advancement of Colored Peothe Association of Secretaries.
at the Vance Ave. branch of the Davis of Mississippi State, t h e, ple, said that neither the Presi- der existing laws "in the Wave ot gates to similar demands from
to stay his order
YWCA on Sunday afternoon, be- Pittsburgh Steelers' Nu. I draft dent nor Rogers commented on bombing of churches, synagogues, many opposing groups, and the ALLIANCE DELEGATE
because of the
home and community centers; also Chief Executive should hold him- The National Coumancil of the Y.
ginning at 3:00 p.m., and the pub- choice in 1956, has returned his the Little Rock decision.
time it would
member of
signed 1958 contract to the Nalic is invited.
Although they got no commit- in murderous brutality directed self as a unifying force above op- M. C. A. made hi
take to appeal
its Commission on Interracial SAVANNAH, Ga. — Dr. William
club. ment, Philip L. Randolph, AFL- against Negro citizens in Dawson, posing sides.
League
Mrs. Hattie Marable is t h el tional Football
the judge's deciPolicies
and
•Program.
He was a K. Payne, president of Savannah
Davis, hampered by injuries last CIO vice-president and president Ga., and other communities."
chairman of the tea.
CITE FAUBUS CONFERENCE delegate to the World Alliance of
sion.
state college, announced that fine'
Mrs. Nellie J. Osborne is wor, season, currently is serving in the of the Pullman porters' union, said
—A proposal that the President
However
he
conferred
with
Gov.
YMCA's
in
Paris
in
1955
and one plans for the one million dollsthy matron; Clarence Cockron, Army at Ft. Eustis, Va., but will he felt their cause "had been ad- recommended that Congress ex
Shortly before
Orval E. Ficubus of Arkansas and of ten Secretaries chosen to re- technical
center have been apprm
the judge came
worthy patron; and Mrs. Hazel be released in time to join t h e vanced."
tend the life of the civil rights a group of Southern governors on
present the North American YMCA ed by the Board of Regents, Unl
club in the fall.
Wilkerson, secretary.
In with his deciThe others meeting with t h e commission for at least another the Little Rock crisis
last year at the World Council Meeting in versa.), System of Georgia an
Branton Judge Lemley
sion,
and his advisers felt he could no Kassel, Germany in 1957.
bids are now being advertised
said he would
longer avoid a conference with
At present he is, chairman of the University Building Author&
take the motion for supersedeas
Negro
leaders
lest
he
be
charged
the Christian Emphasis Commit- for the immediate construction o
to the Circuit Court at St. Louis
with pro-South hiss.
tee of the Association of Secre- the technical center.
immediately if the judge denied
his motion.
Arch House, the school board attorney, opposed the stay asked by
the NAACP because he said they
were granted only in "extraordinary circumstances here."

Lemley Rejects
Little Rock Plea

Health Club
Meets; Elects
New Officers

President Makes
No Commitments
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YM And W Club
Gives Tea And
Awards A Prize

r. Scrod
ankle

5

Sat., June 28, 1958

The YM and W club held its
annual tea on Sunday, June 15, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W N.
and
Young, of 502 Laclede st.
many perrsons were there for the
event.
The tea was the climax to a contest led by Mrs. Mattie Taylor
and Mrs. Teriece Blevins and
members of the club; and Mrs.
Taylor and her group were declarwill
ed the winners. The losers
fete the winners on August 17.
A gift certificate for a $20 pair
of shoes was won by Mrs. Nancy
Joyner, of 124 W. Trigg. who purchased her prize-winning ticket
from Mrs. Fannie Barnett, a club
member.
The chili is on vat-alit ii t, • 'fle
rest of the Summer, and will hold
its first meeting in September.
Mrs. Altura Lee is president,
report
and Mrs. Mary Gray, club
er.

Wins Master
At American U
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Louis
Mrs
T Harding, son of Mr. and
Ednm (larding, 708 Wells ave.,
Mensohis, received hie master of
arts legree in business education
and adminitration from the Amer
tine I.

General Admission

25,

r

DOG
RACING
MANY NEW PATIO
CONVENIENCES
Added Seats Main Floor
New Concession Area

Post
Time
7:45

Courteous Counter-Girls
New Rest Room Facilities

4
addi

B.F.Goodrich New TREADS
Be Sife-hy hiff
SET OF 4
Only $4680

West IllemPills SOUTHLAND
GREYHOUND PARK on Highway 61

SAVE -SAVE On
Y•frr Tin Prrehirso

6.70•1 I
'Rubel".
Os Rotamble Tinos

CHICK YOUR SIR/ AND MCI
Whito Slihrw.11
"
6.4001"..811
7.10x15.. $12"
7.40r1r.. $1 3"
11.00r111•.. $14"
8100

Gen. Admission 25t - Sorry, No Minors

SIDE

$144,

New Tire Guaranies)
As Low as $1.00 DOWN
Up ft 8 Meath I. Pay

BEGoodrich

1356 Union at Crosstown ... Phone BR 5-8121
139 Vance at Second
Phone JA 5-8477
1399 Thomas . . . . . . . . Phone JA 7-3351

WOMEN GRADUATES
(photo at right) with highest
honors at Central State College commencement, Wilberforce. Ohio, are (standing)
Violet Jackson and Alice
Bettis, and seated, Margaret
Chillison and Barbara Lou
Fields. In photo below, central State President Charles
Wesley (2nd from I ef t)
stands with four who received honorary degrees. They
are (from left) Rabbi Selwyn
Ruslander, Temple Israel.
Dayton, Ohio; Rev. Martin
Luther King. Jr., who led
successful Montgomery.
bus boycott: Todd Duncan,
famed baritone and opera
star. and Judge Roscoe NValcult. Probate court, Columbus. Ohio.

Central
Graduation
Highlights

A HAPPY LAD indeed is Russell Clemons. 9. as he en.
joys a giant-size slice of early Florida watermelon. He's

seated on a pile of Irish (;re,
father's farm. UPI Telephoto

melons grown on his

Nothing Melon-choly About Russ

PLANES ATTACK in a battle to destroy grasshoppers
infesting at least 21 of Colorado's rich farm counties in
the eastern part of the state. Here, a pre-World War

MEET TWO of the graceful
ballet dancers who'll appear
in the fourth annual dance
revue of the Enid Waters
Dancing school. They're Janis
Pumphrey and Carol Cottrell.
A classical dancer, Janis will
interpret Chopin, while Carol,
who studies tap in addition
to being a talented ballerina,
will dance to the beautiful
"Clair de Lune." Show is Sunday, June 29, 3:30 p. m., at
Gregory school. Independence
blvd., and Polk st.

Young
Dancers
Present
Study
In
Grace

II B-18 bomber dumps a deadly spray of insecticide and
fuel oil in an engagement with the "enemy." UPI Telephoto

This'll Really Bug You

„

Caesarian
AFTER NEARLY matching the world's record for consecutive
deliverchild
10th
her
off
shows
proudly
Murray
B.
Thomas
Mrs.
births,
her
ed by this surgical technique. New baby, named Ruth Ann after
physichief
been
has
who
Monaghan,
P.
E.
Dr.
by
delivered
mother, was
reccian at all 10 operations. Two American mothers share the world's
ord with 11-Caesarian-delivered children apiece. U1'1 Telephoto

10 Down, One To Go

MEMBERS OF BETA KAPPA chapter, Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
Livingstone college, Salisbury, N. C., gather at Rowan Memorial hospital.
Salisbury. and complete community project. Toiletry kits were presented
25 adult patients and recreational materials were given the children's
ward. Making a youngster happy in photo are (from left) Nina Bost,
Kannapolis, N. C.; Cyphese Ramseur. Rock Hill, S. C.; Sylvia Pinkett.
Cambridge, Md., and Shirley Johnson, Salisbury, N. C.
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'DOlin" WORRY Oe
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THE WORD WAS GOD
too. For it's a fact that in too
How many people really know many instances some churches are
anything about the Bible?
Subscription rates: Ono year. $C Pia Mallitila.
so clannish until their members
83 80. 12-year spacial Subscription rats, $10)
Ever hear those conversations treat the members of all other
The Tri-Stato Doloador Does Not Take Mutton *Malty for unsolicitod Manuscripts or Photos.
punctuated with such remarks as, churches as potential enemies and
"It's in the Bible" . . or, "The rivals , . thus making the memBible says . . .." or, "Well, ac- bers of the Burning Leaf congre.
Defender Publishing Co. Intoned as Second
Publishod Ivory Thursday by the Tri-Stato
cording to the Bible . . .," and so gallon remain on edge in rivalry
\
on? They add up to more lies be- and always suspicious of the memClass Matter at this Momphis Post Office March 20. 1152, Undo, Act of Marsh 2, 11711
ing told on the Bible than any bers of the Wells of Cannon memother two books written. Some bership acrots the street. DenomSERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
c51•
folks just can't help but add some- inationalism is one of the major
thing of their own to what they forces keeping Negroes . . and
7-1
\V
hear or read . . even the Word whites . . . from the unity in outprofessing
of God.
look and action that
So, that brings up the point of Christians need so badly . . if
today's splurge'. . . Vacation Bible they're to exert a larger and better
Schools. A lot of local churches influence on the world.
sponsored such schools this year. Theo, most important of all the
Many churches have been support- Vacation Bible schools got in an
ing such projects over the years.
British Prime Minister Harold Macmil- nations like the West Indies will in titne But this year there seemed to be occasional good lick for the Bible
Ian was received here in spirit of cordiality join these ranks. It is not military dis- more. Both among white and Ne- ... among other things. True, the
that reflects the fact that British and cipline which keeps the commonwealth to- gro congregations such was the kids had other activities, making
American peoples are bound.by ties of mut- gether ... It is the sense of government by case.
little knicknacks, enjoying playha] affection and of trials mutually shared. debate and discussion, committees and par- It was an interesting sight to time, getting acquainted with each
Now that Mr. Macmillan has returned to liaments; it is the independence of the ju- watch the scores of youngster. .. other, singing, and most of all enjoying the free refreshments . . .
England, we feel no breach of propriety is diciary, the freedom of the individual, the ranging from tiny tots to tall teenagers as they made their way into however small. But, by and large,
committed by commenting frankly on his universality of law."
the churches, or played on the a lot of kids heard more about the
DePauw University speech. A compelling
Prime Minister Macmillan's memory church lawns, or assembled them- Bible in the Vacation Bible schools
sense of our responsibility to our public must be inordinately short or he is shock- selves for class activities.
than they ever heard in their brief
makes it difficult for us to gloss over the ingly ignorant of British colonial past. A little investigation revealed lives. Some came from homes
•
unpleasant implications of some of Mr. Mac- There is not a single instance in British that in the Vacation Bible schools, where there are no Bibles. They
millan's statements.
colonial history where freedom was granted the churches are doing a remark- heard more intelligent comment on
He said that in the countries of Asia and freely to peoples not of British stock. India, ably important job. Some congre- the Great Book than usuual. And
Africa new forces are at work. At first Pakistan, Ceylon, Ghana and the Malay gations sent interested church that's a whole lot better than just
worker teams into surrounding hearing some dimwit shooting off
these are apt to take crude and dangerous states have had to be militant in their strug- residential
areas, and invited par- a lot of hot yakety yak about "The
shapes. But nationalism and national pride gle for freedom. Not until the natives of' ents, regardless of denomination, Bible
say," et cetera, et cetera,
is in itself a healthy thing. It is only wrong, these countries rose up in mass against fur- to send their children to their ad nauseum. It the kids didn't
he declared, when it is twisted into aggres- ther continuance of British rule did Britain church's Bible school. The result learn any more than to ask such
was one of the finest demonstra- a person the simple question of
sion.
agree to give them their independence.
"Certainly we in Britain," he went on,
Dr. Nkhrumah, now Ghana's Prime Min- tions of interdenominational co- "Where in the Bible does it say
"have considerable experience of these ister, was jailed, twice for agitating for operation one would want to see. that?" a great deal of good has
After all denominations don't been done. They'll find that most
changes and we have not been unresponsive freedom for the Gold Coast. Ghandi and mean
much to kids. It's always
who always spout about the
to this new challenge. For over a hundred Nehru spent many years in prison because the older devils who do the split- folk
Bible are either misquoting God,
years it has been the policy of Great Britain they contested British right in India.
ting . . or find it impossible to putting words in His mouth, takto develop colonies and dependencies into
jn many parts of Africa, racial feeling see things as a whole.
ing words from His mouth, or, are
free and independent nations. Since the end enforces a. strong moral case. The natives Kids can see at once that the repeating something they "heard,"
of the war this process has been extended feel not only bitterness of race discrimina- truth about religion is like a cake. or thought they "heard." And
for a man to
to peoples not of British stock.
tion but a sense of moral outrage. British Ten folk may get a slice of the that's bad medicine
will be risk his hope of Salvation on in
each
slice
.
.
.
and
cake
"Thus we have transformed empire into rule has often ignored the moral charge. an individual piece of cake on its these times. "I Heard" and "They
commonwealth. Of our own will and design Mr. Macmillan should know that British re- own . . . but each slice came Said" are two of the biggest liars
ganyika, Togoland, Nigeria, Sene- peoples live in the tropics.
we have set up in freedom great countries luctance to recognize colonial peoples' legi- from the same cake . . . no mat- in the world.
gal, Morocco — and each counThe majority of the peoples of
like India,'Pakistan, and Ceylon, and recent- timate aspiration for freedom has often ter bow thin or thick. In other And, it's in order to say a good
try is different, with different tropical Africa have their own triwords, all denominations look alike word for the men and women
Africa is one of the richest tribes and different languages. bal religions, worshipping many
ly Ghana and the Malay states. Other new twisted nationalism into aggression."
mostly women . .. who volun- lands in the world. Most of the There are more than 700 main and varied gods But shout 60 milto kids ... at least until the poison
of denominational prejudice in. teered their time and energy to diamonds and more than half of languages spoken in Africa.
lion Africans are Mehammedana
jected by the oldsters begins to teach other people's children about the gold on earth come from AfriMost of the people of Africa (also called Moslems) and about
Vacation Bi- ca. Uranium, copper, iron and oth- are black, or very dark brown. 20 million are Christians.
those
time
to
in
them.
Then
it's
Bible
saturate
the
One of the nation's basic laws - the Fair posed of employers, employees, and public
ble Schools. Maybe they did some
give 'em up.
are found But some are also light brown. Most of the Mohammedans are
Labor Standards Act-will be twenty years representatives who studied the wage situa- So, perhaps one of the nicest good. At least they gave many er metals of great value which
And in the Arab countries of in North Africa, and most of the
beans from
old this year. It was signed into law on tions of different industries and recommend- things about the vacation Bible mothers a couple of hours relief there. Cocoa made,
palm oil, ivory-, North Africa they are tan and
chocolate is
are in the coastal reJune 25, 1938, and became effective the fol- ed the highest minimum that would not schools is the fact that they tend from young worry warts. And may- ebony, mahogany and other hard ivory white. The Europeans who Christians
gions where European and Amerilowing October. The Act is also called the substantially curtail employment.
to break down the false divisions of be they've kept a frown or two woods are also productssof Africa, have settled there are, of course, can missionaries have been moat
Public hearings were held on the recom- denominationalism. They also out of many a policeman's brow. Because Africa is so rich in raw white.
Federal Wage and Hour Law. It sets forth
active. There - are also African
the statutorz minimum wage, overtime-pay mendations and the Wage and Hour Admin- serve to introduce the youngsters And best of all, their efforts may materials, Europeans long a g o But of the two hundred million Jews, very dark in complexi3n,
smile
pleased
various
a
small,
various
churches
of
the
have
put
of
settled there and now control most
requirements, and child-labor provisions istrator of the Department of Labor was
Africa only about five like the Falashas of Ethiopia.
churches of the same denomina- on God's countenance. Now, what- of that continent. Many have be- people in
million are white. Most of t he
that cover employees engaged in interstate authorized, to issue wage orders putting the tions to each other. And that's good chubet!
There are six completely indes
come millionaires, but few Afri- white people are at the very top
commerce or producing goods for interstate recommendations into effect, or rejecting
Africa,
pendent countries in
cans are rich.
or the very bottom of the conti- Egypt, Ethiopia, Libya, Liberia,
them. The Amendments of 1949 increased
commerce.
Africa is the second largest con- nent, either in North Africa or Morocco, the Sudan and the Rethe minimum still further to 75 cents an
Since its passage the FLSA has proved
tinent in the world. More than ele- South Africa where the climate is public of Tunisia. Ghana and the
hour, and its presenti level of $1.00 was
ven million square miles in the more like thkt of Europe.
its worth as a valuable instrument for proUnion of South Africa are like
reached in 1955, effective March 1, 1956.
area. One-fifth of the land surface
The climate of Africa varies Canada, members of the British
jecting the basic standards of wages, hours,
The Act authorizes the Department of
is bigger than from temperate to sub-tropical. Commonwealth.
Africa
earth,
the
of
and working conditions. An advanced instruLabor to make investigations for violations
the United States, India and China The equator runs near the very
All of the other countries are
ment of social justice 'when passed, it has of the
put together.
middle of Africa, so the heart of Colonies like Senegal, self-governprovisions, to supervise back - wage
been improved since as steady progress in
has
a
sub-tropical
peocontinent
million
that
hundred
has
two
It
payments, and to sue employers in certain
ing dominions like Ghana, protecthe welfare of working men and women has
ple — an estimate, because not climate, hot and sunny, But in torates like Somaliland, or truscircumstances.
Mr.
Mitchell
said
that
the
been made.
all of its people have been count- South Africa there is snow in win- teeships of the United NaVons,
number of investigations that result in suit
ed. Not all of its land has been ter, and North Africa is temper- England, France. Belgium a n d
More than 2'4 million workers in 900,000 is very small; by far the majority
employexplored, either. But its major ate.
Portugal control large areas of
plants, businesses, companies and other ers comply voluntarily and agree
to pay
lakes and rivers sre charted, and
If it were not for the warm wat- the African continent. But today
establishments are now covered by the Act, back wages that may be due.
properits mountains and deserts
SUPERMAN NOT THE ANSWER
ers of the Mediterranean Sea, win- to be free to govern themselves
9 million more than were covered by t h e
The twenty years of existence of the
ly shown on maps. It contains 44 ters in North Africa might be very is the aim of most African peosical standards, too, though this countries.
original Act of 1938, according to Labor Fair Labor Standard Act has been
An amusing story of rather
cold. Most of the lighter skinned ples, When this freedom will
a time doubtful authenticity w a s was denied publicly. But all the
Secretary James P. Mitchell, As a criterion of great progress in the nation's
peoples live in the temperate come is a question mark for toThe
countries
of
Africa
have
industrial
boys were handsome; all the
brought to our attention this
of the progress made in the 20 years of the democracy. A great
fascinating names—Ethiopia, Tan- zones, and most of the very dark morrow.
part of that progress week by a Chicago teacher, girls were beautiful.
FLSA's existence, the statutory minimum has been motivated by laws
that reflect the George Coleman Moore.
The standards of scholarship
wage, now $1.00 an hour, was set at 25 cents abiding concern of our
citizens that their
It concerns a small, exclusive,
also were high. A student had
an hour in 1938. The following year it was government express their
desire to find in- church • supported college that to rank in the upper tenth of his
raised to 30 cents. In 1945, it was raised to creasing welfare from their
high school graduating class.
labor. The con- decided to integtate.
40 cents. This figure was' accomplished tentment of the worker
The school had no policy prePerhaps no student was ever
has become one of
venting the acceptance of Nethrough industry committees, groups corn- the major strivings of our
more carefully selected than the
free society.
groes as students. Either none
first Negro student. He happenhad ever applied, or the admin- ed to be a male.
istration had never felt that the
The tension which had built
Negroes who had applied measup in anticipation of his arrival
ured up to the high standards
subsided when after a month on
on which the institution prided
the campus he fitted in with the
Wants Courses On
pie have yet a long way to go be. often the criticisms
itself.
pattern of the school without inheaped upon
Anyhow, the school had never cident.
fore any of 'them can be called his by our so-called
Social Behavior
leaders, are
student,
and
this
Dear Editor: Though our peo- truly cultured -and refined, far too destructive rather than construct- had a Negro
Because he was the only NeThey have finally caught Sher- washed masses who vac Demo- ing integration in the schools:
delinquency was keenly felt
gro on the campus, he was ac' man Adam's hand in the cookie erotic. There is an implied as- "The tremendous buying power
11111111111111111111011111111111111111111101111111111111111111111011101111111alligen111111110101111111111intileulueloolitoel 've
among students, administration
corded preferential treatment. jar and a great many people are sumption that the wealthy are less of the twelve million Negroes in
We hear that Negroes are yet
and faculty in light of all the
Faculty members vied with expressing surprise that this Lit- likely, for instance, to steal than the South has been based wholly
unfamiliar with the requirements glowing reports other institueach other to entertain him in tle Lord Fauntleroy from N e v. the poor. However logical this on the absence of racial segregaof personal hygiene; that Negro tions were receiving because
their homes, believing this to be Hampshire should be acting just may seem, it has been my ex- tion. The white and Negro stand
women for the most part do not they had Negro students.
an indication of their liberality. like the boys from the sidewalks perience that the truth is just the at the same grocery and super.
that
In
or
it
was
decided
So
know the difference between a
market counters, deposits money
No student in the long history of New York.
other way around.
der to preserve the reputation
at the same bank teller's window;
cocktail party dress anti an office of the school for liberality, a
of the institution had ever reOur Republican-owned newspap- I think it was Hrrold Ickes who
dress; that our men, even when Negro student must be enrolled. ceived so many invitations to era in America are primarily re- said that no man can make a mil- pay phone and light bills to the
highly educated, are yet not poldinner.
eponsIble for the illusion that lion dollars and be honest. He same clerk, walk through the
When it came down to the acished or refinea; and that Ne- tual selectir n of this token of
But in addition, because be these tight-lipped, parsimonious perhaps went too far, but I do same dime and department stores,
groes destroy grass and flowers democracy, much concern was
had successfully passed a much puritans from New England who agree that more fortunes have and stand at the same drugstore
just like cattle; that there is lit. expressed.
more rigid examination than the vote Republican are somehow a been built on sin than on virtue. counters.
'It is only when the Negro 'sets'
tle sense of morality among Alt
other students, he proved to be little closer to sainthood than the The Bible seems to confirm this
The first Negro student had
All of these charges are not to be acceptable: that is his
exceptional In his studies, out. rest of us.
view also because it indicates that that the fur begins to fly. . .Now
Newholly true. There can be no de- background would have to constanding in athletics, exceptionOur historians are also at Iola a rich man will have a tough time here is the Golden Vertical
comnial of the fact that some of us form with that of the other stually handsome, with above aver- because they have perpetrated the getting into the kingdom of heav- gro Plan. Instead of all those
plicated proposals, all the next
are guilty as charged. It must be dents for the sake of harmony. age personality and unusually myth that the Bible-quoting Anglo- en.
one
session needs to do is passwou
admitted that most of us are rural
active in campus activities.
Saxons from England who set up
A n d the school exercised
Be that as it may, the Sherman small amendment
would
people in point of origin. Only a great selectivity in building its
e
government
h
e
r
theocratic
a
----Before the year was over, stir
Adams case has shocked millions provide only desks in all the pubfew among us can boast of a third student body. The young men
dents began to sour on him. He were made of finer stuff than the of Americans who had been led
state — no
generation of urban dwellers. This, and women came from upper was too good at everything and French, Spanish and others who to believe that these virtuous Re- tic schools of our
seats."
in part, accounts for our social middle class Protestant lama.
had become a little god with also brought western civilization publicans who took over the White
The observant editor also has a
sins, our lack of familiarity with let, most of whom were the the faculty and administration.
to this hemisphere.
House from the Democrats were
city wavs and cultural mores
We seem to forget that these determined to clean up the "mess" "White Baby Plan." This is based
daughters and sons of graduHow can you integrate with
on the fact that a Negro with a
But the point I am trying to ates.
superman, eves if be l a Ne- God-fearing puritans burned hu- in Washington for all time, Quite
make is that our faults are exposman beings at the stake because properly' Adlai Stevenson h a s white baby in his arms can go
They had to meet certain phy.
gro?
anywhere he pleases in the South.
they were charged with witchcraft. che
ed in full view of a critical puby.„these gentlemen with "bypearig3ed
School of Music.
.Here is what he has to say on
lic, and yet nobody ever steps forTheir famous clipper ships also
Miss Lula Bell Siggers is the brought more slaves to the U. S.,
- plan:
"hypocrisy" touches
word
This
chairman for the program, and than those of any other group.
"This would solve the baby•sitact. It seems to me that if social
we i ng
fundamentalIattributein
upon
a
problem for thousands a n 4
Miss Nancy Wilborne, secretary, The reputation of the colonial
i
conformity is as important as they
culture. In some respects
Rev. A. L. McCargo is the pas- "Yankee trader" was built on our
thousands of white working moth.
congenital
say it is, why not institute public
almost
Americans are
ers. There can be a mutual extor of the church.
sharp practices, cheating and picourses in our various centers
hypocrites. I have come to this
change of references, then t hi
racy.
where those who know cor- - -i soconclusion as a life-long student of
people can sort of pool their chilI mention these facts merely to
cial behavior might teach those
relations in this country. In
race
The annual Young People's Day
dren at a central point In each
set the record straight. These pursphere is hypocrisy more
other
no
of us who do not know? That will be celebrated at the Salemneighborhood, and every time a
itans were no worse than the briwidespread and obvious.
should be one of the functions of Gilfield Baptist church on Sunday,
Negro wants to go to the movies,
gands and freebooters from other
instance.
for
the National Urban League and July 13, and the speaker at the
Segregation,
eahaildshe_neeendddogois pick up a white
Dr. A. E. Horne, physician and counties who "fell on their knees"
morning service will be Rev surgeon, announced this week that laanedded
its component branches.
eihlcnT htheeyy Is based on hypocrisy. One man
rIegenieeeesn sw
theona bo
km
who understands this is H a r r y
Eventually the Negro communal
Carlton W. Veasly, a recent grad- he is moving his office into more
James Boswell, jr.
uate Of Arkansas AM and N col- spacious and modern quarters in were no worse and certainly no Golden 1'40 publishes the "Cam- can set up a factory and maimWashington, D. C.
lina Israelite.' He has won wide facture white babies made of
lege.
the building at 1052 Thomas St., better,
There is another myth which Our fame for his jibes at Southern by plastic, and when they want to
During an afternoon service, be. and will open for business there
FELE EDDIES
newspapers perpetuate, that Re' pocrisy on the race Issue. His sat- go to the opera or to a concert.
Gulfstream eddies are believed ginning at 4:00 p. m., a piano and on Friday, June 27.
"SOMETHING FOR AN EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD GIRL... to influence waters as far north RIS organ recital will be given by His office was formerly located publicans have higher moral and ire will also make you laugh all they need do is carry that
ethical standards than the un- Here is what he suggests regard- plastic doll in their arms."
Novi* Scotia.
members of the E. L. Sutler Cob at 1098 Thomas ave.
HOW ABOUT A TWENTY YEAR OLD BOW"
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am 53
years old, 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
weigh 120 lbs., dark complexion. I
would like to meet a man between 50 and 60 whq, is educated
And a neat dresser. Will answer
all letters. Mrs. C. Campel, 32
Winward Road, Kingston, Jamaica, BW1.
• • •

Would love to receive letters from
men between 30 and 45. I will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Please write. Miss Buleah
Lee Wise P. 0. Box 53, Arkansas City, Ark.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely young woman looking for a
mate. I am 31, 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, weigh 129 lbs. Will answer
all mail. Miss M. Davis, 16 Warilka Rd., P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica,
• « •
Dear Mme, Chaste: I am a patient at a hospital here in Alexander, Ark. I would like to receive letters from both male and
female. Will answer all letters. I
find it very lonesome here. I am
4 feet, 3 inches tall, 37 years old.
weigh 135 lbs., like church, movies
and different sports. Will exchange
photos. Lenora Williams, P. 0.
Box 123, Alexander, Ark.

Dear Mme. Chante: I am interested in becoming acquainted with
a neat, intelligent lady who desires marriage —preferably one
who hasn't any children such as
I and can devote herself to a
good husband. I am 45, 6 feet, 1
inch tall, weigh 197 lbs., light
light brown complexion, neat fashionable, intelligent and unde rstanding. I have a good steady
government job and maintain my
own small apartment. I am not a
religious fanatic, but believe in
Cod and do attend church whenever possible. I am an ordinary,
•• «
respectable divorced man. Marshall W. Yates, II, General Delivery, Dear Mme, Chaste: Since readChicago, Ill.
ing your interesting column and
am convinced that you have help•••
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a very ed many people, I think you could
me find a husband. I am 29,
help
lonely woman of 30. I live with
my mother. I am 5 feet, 3 inches 5 feet, kl inches tail, light brown
tall, 110 lbs., light brown skin. a complexion, weigh 130• lbs. If
church worker, like movies, fish- anyone is sincere and woold like
ing swimming and other sports. a willing mate, answer soon and
send photo in first letter. Will
exchange photo and ar.swer all letters. Miss Endell Morris, 30 John
Street, Allman Town, Kingston,
Jamaica, BWI.
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SO This Is Washington...

• • •

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lonely widow age 34. I have my own
home, car, security and a very
good position. I am considered well
built, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, attractive and light brown skin. I would
like to meet a real man who has
nothing except an excellent personality and job. Esther Alston,
934 N. Fallon, Philadelphia, Pa.

•

IN NEW AFRICA

aturityIs Cause
For Celebration

Hobby disclosed: Val Washine- Former President Harry Truman bassador left looking very puzzlHigh school in Little Rock: "I
By ETHEL PAYNE
At Morgan State college in Bal- assume he's cleared this with the ton raises prize roses in the yard and !Muse Majority Leader John ed.
of his Washington home.
McCormack of Massachusetts.
The Shriners have almost all
timore, honorary degrees of Doc- NAACP."
The nine children of Little Rock
Speaking of MeComack: When available hotel space nailed down
Item in The Councilor, organ of
tor of Laws went to Rev. Martir
By GEORGE MeCRAY
ter of the circle. As die,'iat'there
Luther King, the commencement the White Citizens Councils of will be honored at the Elks con- Soviet Ambassador Mikhail Men- for their Chicago convention in AuACCRA, Ghana — Among some smiling and enjoying every mo•
speaker, and Morgan alumna Dr Louisiana: "Natchitoches, La., vention in August in Washington. shikov called up his capitol office gust and the AKA's are negotiatHelen Edmonds. now professor of llonors Colored Citizens: T h e Congressman William L. Dawson and announced he was on his way ing to get Vice President Nixon
of the West African peoples when ment of this community attention,
•1 •
history at North Carolina c o l- deep affection that Southern will be given a testimonial mnner over to visit him, McCormack for their Washington convention.
a young Negro woman comes of the guests brouhgt expensiv•
whites have held for Negro Mam- in Chicago on Sept. 12 to which ducked out telling his secretary:
You haven't read about it, but
iege.
gifts of jewelry and clothing anri
Rev. King's speech ran 45 min• mies and Uncles has been well re- top Democrats from all over the "Just say I've gone to outer that wealthy Negro quarry own- Dear Mme. Chante: I Weuld like age, the event is marked by what placed
them at her feet and aid
er from Kansas settled a suit to meet a man who has marri- is alniost a community wide celentes, the longest on record that corded in song and story. But country will attend. The headline space:'
around her.
The secretary did just that when against Uncle Sam to the cool tune age intentions. I am a young wom- bration.
we can remember. The most there is current effort to ridicule speakers will be Speaker of the
touching part of the ceremonies or deny that very fine sentiment." House Sam Rayburn of Texas, Menshikov arrived and the am- of a million and a quarter dollsrs. an 27, 5 feet, 9 inches tall, weigh
Those who did not bring meet.
121 lbs., brownskin and consider- I observed one of these festiviNatchitoches is one of the old was when Dr. Martin Jenkins, the
ehandise, showered her with monsize
and
color
Age,
attractive.
ed
eat
.
.
South.'
the
in
only
towns
.The
award
the
it
Ghaas
of
ties
one
in
happened
announced
president,
ey.
do not matter. Will answer a II
jog of a decree posthumously to monument white citizens have ever
na's many villages and small
mail. Please send photo in first
Miss Joandell Jacksor., a btind erected there to memorialize its
towns. It was a debutante's par- Then everybody formed a big
writing, Miss M. Ross, 32 Clarence
student who used a Seeing ,'Eye worthy characters is that of an
ty in every sense of the term circle and on a signal everybody
Town,
Jones
ltd.,
Kingston,
0.,
P.
uncle.
in
colored
With hat
Dog to guide her aboet the cam- old
and gave full play to the Afri- started to clap their hands in a
BWI.
Jamaica,
hand,
gracious
humble,
kind,
and
pus. She was stricken suddenly in
can's love of extended ceremony. fast rhythm and Is danee &regal
stood
for
has
size,
life
there
he
March and died before she cculd
• •
many years, to remind all who
I was informed that the young the circle.
complete her studies,
Dear !Arne Chante t
do enjoy
he
that
pass
and
honored
was
may
at
lady's parents had announced the As
came
moment
hilarious
Most
hobbies
My
letters.
nice
reading
they did so, they began he
morning and the town
a party which Dr. and Mrs. .ten. cherished.
are reading and writing. Would event in the
sing the praises of the young feAnd then the inscription opposite
excitement
with
buzzing
been
had
kins gave afterwards at the presilike to receive mail from all Chris'
male being admitted into womanfor hours.
dent's house. When Mrs. Reba Lee, the photograph of "Old Uncle"
age doesn't matter. I am 5 feet
a member of the city Urban Re. reads: .
lbs., dark brown skin, It seems that Ibna (born on hood. It all sounded very good
128
tall,
the
of
recognition
grateful
development Commission drew to, "In
black hair, neat. Will answer all Tuesday) was not only a typical and the, spirit of the occasion was
a chair to join a spirited conver- arduous and faithful services of
letters. Miss J. A. S., Southmore African beauty, but was a very quite catching, but I did not unGood
Louisiana."
of
Darkies
the
sation on politics on one side of
Station, General Delivery, Hous- popular girl because of her quiet derstand a word being said and
In New York, the Prince Hall
the room. Dr. Jenkins introduced
ton 4, Texas.
and respectful manners and gen- my friend was too busy dancing
her as a Democratic appointee, Masons set a tree in the Bronx
eral friendliness.
to interpret for me.
whereupon, Helen Edmends quip- Square inscribed with a placque
am a Of course, the fact that she was
Dear Mme. Chante:
to the memory of Sgt. Cornelius
Pedtall,
inches
8
feet,
5
17,
lady
young
dignitary
local
The dancing and singing went
a
of
daughter
the
"Kid you're on the wrong side. Charlton, killed in action in Korea
weigh 126 lbs., complexion brown, added interest and importance to on for hours as people arrived and
The Republicans have you out- and awarded the Congressional
and I want to marry an American the occasion.
departed. It seemed to me t •
Medal of Honor posthumously on
• numbered over here."
man between 20 and 40. Will anyoung woman had enough cover
She pointed to herself and Thal- March 12. 1952. The square holds
OUT-OF-SIGHT
phoexchange
and
mail
all
swer
clothes to last a life time. . .and
is Thomas. Val Washington's as- trees all dedicated to fallen solMiss Valarie Sterling, 32
tos.
relatives, friends. all brand new,
diers of the various wars.
sistant.
Windward Rd., Kingston, Jamai- In due course
Dr. Helen Edmonds turned down
well wishers, and social elimbers
Dr. Jenkins promptly took Mrs.
asked my friend if some of
BWI.
ca,
gathered around the home of the the older women in town had not
Lee, chair and all, and scooted an offer of a post on UNESCO,
• • •
parents of the debutante who had been passing around the word that
her to the other side of the room the scientific and cultural arm of
been kept out of sight during the a certain young lady would be
where Cleveland Councilwoman the UN. It would take her out of
Dear Mme, Chaste: Please pub- day.
Jean Capers was helding forth the country about four times a
coming of age soon.
letter
luck
this
me
lish
wish
and
meetings.
with the Democrats — The house year to participate ..in
people exchanged ac- He said that not only had her
older
The
the
finding
in
who
man
the
fits
J.
ERNEST
assisWILKINS,
Norris,
prominent
of
physician
rocked.
following description: He must he knowledgements and greetings aunt been dropping hints about
tant secretary of labor, Was
Kilmarnoak, received the cerBALTIMORE POLITICS
tall (6'1” or over), brown akin or and there Was a great deal of town, hut that the girl's family
the principal speaker at the
tificate of Merit. Shown above
Baltimore polities are boiling App
darker, weighing 170 pounds or speculation among the old women had already been having castial
Virginia State college 73rd
(left to right) are Kennedy.
as madly as they are in Harlem.
0
over; and he must be between 38 and the young men as to who discussions with the families of eel'
commencement exercises. WilWilkins, President Robert P.
,
Negro voters. up in arms Over
liam J. Kennedy, president of
Daniel of the.eollege, and Dr. and 42 years of age. Now I'll ad- would get Iberia in marriage when lain eligible young men concernwhat they consider the dictatorcame.
time
the
of
man
a
meet
Norris,
can
one
North
that
mit
Mutual
Carolina
Life
Dr.
Below:
C.
Gardner
future
a
lbens.
ing
for
husband
ship of machine boss, Jack Polthat description any day in the
Taylor, delivers baccalureate
Insurance company Was given
lak, are saying they'll split their
girls' family had provided
He also said Mena would neve,
the honorary degree of doctor
week; but the one I'm se anxious The
sermon.
tickets wide in November to reand when be consulted directly for finding a
manly, hon- drinks and refreshment
be
also
E.
must
of
meet
Morgan
Dr.
and
laws
to
a
Cole.
Harry
sufficiently num, husband for her Was a
elect State Senator
were
guests
the
jealously
est and realistic. If he does not
Republican, and Mrs. Verde Welerous, Ibena (by the way, the
, guarded privilege of the parents
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The Carolina Conference of the Central
own a car, that's swell with me. If
come, wife of a wealthy nhysician. Rev. G. Haven Caldwell, jr., a Jurisdiction of The Methodist
name is pronounced "I-bee-nar') and the uncles oil the Mother's
'
inO.K.;
moderately,
drinks
he
who defied Pollak to win the in- graduate this year of the Boston Church, has been transferred to
her mother to the aide.
dulges in an occasional wager, was brought by
circle of enthudependent Democrat nomination university School of Theology, and the New England Southern Conferlarge
a
of
center
O.K.; and if he is a little flirty,
guests.
When I expressed some Impafor the state assembly. Pollak a member on trial in the North ence and appointed to the Bryantthat's O.K., too. He does not have siastic and applauding
had handpicked a Negro to run
She was stripped and publicly thy for the girl at the prospect
ville and West Duxbury churches
terms
society
what
appreciate
la
slightest of being married to somebody she
against Cole, but in years past he
(Massachusetts).
as the "better things in life"— bathed and without the
has refused to endorse any Nesham". This is, did not want or had -never seen,
just appreciate life (period). I am consciousness of
thus
NeHe
second
the
becomes
things which still happen in AM.
office.
groes for public
6 feet tall, slender, brown-skin. 25 so I Was told for this-part of the
gro pastor to be appointed to
friend laughed and saidt
Newsmen and news photographf'P
(Or ceremony had been completed ca: my
woman.
and
old,
years
a
just
"That girl has already let her
charge in this conference. The first
ers are seldom surprised by the
accur. when I arrived in town in the
Of
it
perhaps
Dean
more
be
would
parents know whom she wants to
unusual, because it's their stock
was the Rev. Simon Peter Montate to say "all woman"). I work company of an industrial welfare marry."
in trade, but even they were joltofficer,
was
ago,
years
two
who,
aomery,
per
days
five
clerk-typist
a
as
ed last week when William Nix,
College
week, work in a beauty shop three CLAD, PERFUMED
appointed to the Old Mystic, Conthe new congressman from I he
evenings per week and all day SatFla — Dr. neetieut, charge, the is now at
BEACH
DAYTONA
Fourth district of Philadelphia,
After the bathing ceremony,
urdays, and attend Northwestern
Won:ha/16*U
refused to pose for pictures with William A. McMillan has been Rockville, Conn, Both serve in "allIR la net look of kiwi Ira
university two evenings per week. which I understand was to armparishes.
white"
Bethone-Cookman
of
dean
named
in
swearing
his
his wife after
and her woman- bet of feleaddsfpflmermeima
purity
her
bolize
I
program,
heavy
In
my
of
spite
The transfer of the Rev. Mr.
ceremony and then coldly told the college succeeding Dr. J. Sylvesstill find Sundays rather dull, hood, she was clad in a beautiful onbegmemsneemes.
press that if they slipped a n d ter Smith who resigned to become Caldwell was announced by Bishop
Iffresmahme
then perfumed and powderArra,' Miss Jean Douglas, co General dress,
took pictures anyway. he would dean of Dillard university, New Edgar A. Love, head of the Bal.
ed and sat on a stool in the cenDelivery, Chicago, HI.
timore area of the denomination,
refuse to give them any interview. Orleans.
The ostracized Mrs. Nix w a s 'Dr. McMillan received his B.S. who presided over the 100th seaI ma lElet.1144014E PEOPLE IN
1110 YOU OA
Go't Ic PLAYIN'
PA64 tee..
among the group of 150 constitu- degree from Johnson C. Smith: sion of the North Carolina Annual
'NECPOURS BEFORE DAWN%
IAM ravoatTe
7
'
-cae ISLAOC.IN(
ents who came down by special the master of arts and Ph.D. de- Conference at Bennett college
same
GUESS
MX—.
WNO?
the
witness
to
Philly
10-15.
University
June
the
of
from
here.
erees from
train
ON MY
!
occasion
Bishop John Wesley Lord is resiMichigan and has done further
MISIE.12G12tElE.
The possibility of right to work study at the Cniversity of Penn- dent bishop of the Boston Area, of
bills passing in California a n d sylvania and the School of Social which the New England Southern
Ohio got severe setbacks when Ith- administration of the University Conference is a part.
Young Caldwell is the son of
eral Pat Brown won a whopping of Michigan.
He served as public school the Rev. G. Haven Caldwell, who
margin in the primaries over his
n.
e
S
opponent,
assistis also a member of the North
teacher in North Carolina;
nominated GOP
William Ktiowland, the chief ant dean of instruction at John- Carolina conference, and pastor at
backer of restrictive labor legisla- son C. Smith; public school teach- Reidsville,
lion, and in Ohio where small er in Pennsvlvania; counselor at Ile was married a year ago to
town chambers of commerce rose a farm and vocational school. Miss Grace bungee, a graduate of
up against' the proposal on t h e Pomeroy. Penn . boys' work see- Bennett college, who is also doing
grounds it would hurt business too retary at the St. Antoine Branch post graduate work at Boston uniYMCA. Detroit and for nine years ‘ersity.
much.
Caldwell plans to do further
Rev L. Mendel Rivers, the race has served as chairman, division
of
corn
education. director of guidance graduate work at the school of
baiter from South Carolina,
mentine on the Eisenhower order and director of student teaching, theology toward a doctorate in the.
ology.
to remove troops from Central Wiley college, Marshall, Texas.
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Doctors' Durham Meet Sparkles With Gay Social Events

• RENEW FRIENDSHIPS—A sparkling touch of gayety was added to
the recent conventions of the Old North State Medical and the Old North
State Dental societies meeting in Durham, N. C. when the visiting medics
and dentists were guests at a merry round of social activities. An added
attraction was the renewing of old friendships that have flourished
through the years. Catching up on topics of interest are (from left)
prominent dentists, A. J. Williams of Charlotte and W. L. T. Miller, and
their wives.
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• A POINT OF INTEREST at the gala reception given in honor- a
visiting medical and dental delegates in Durham recently was shown to
the charming ladies that surrounded him by Dr. J. E. Campbell. Intensely
interested in what the dentist is pointing at are (from left) Mrs. J. E.
Campbell, Mrs. Grandy, hostess of the lavish reception, and Mrs. J. M.
Hubbard, Jr.

dan Walker, now of Nashville,
and mother of our Dr. John E.
Jordan — a good friend of Johnetta
who has been her travelling mate
in Mexico. However, Mrs. Kelso's
travelugue does not end in N. Y...
for the Links have arranged a post.
convention tour to Puerto Rico
'down the Caribbean Way — and
Johnetta will be right in her element in fabulous island's exotic
life.
In New York and environs also
Is pert Gerry Pope who has matricplated at Columbia U, . . .
while but a stone's throw away —
at Montclair, New Jersey, Ethel
Tarpley.is visiting her sister, CIstsl Lunceford Hayes with whom
Ethel's daughter, Crystal livel
while attending an accelerated
school there.
More in the where they went
department — Charlie Tarplev is
attending summer school in Cali. their names fornia . . . while Nashville, Tenn.
Those much touted 'rare days of the excitement
June' did not quite live up to re- escaped us . . . Did spy Adele was the mecca of Doctors B. F.
putation a couple of Sundays ago, Walker ... and the William Owens, McCleave. W. 0. Speight, Sr. and
when among the gay picnics plan- with Deb Angela and their ador- W, .0 Speight jr. to attend the
ned here and there were the "best able little William . . . and the State Medical convention
Down Mexico way you'll find Mr.
laid schemes" of the Memphis H. H. Johnson children came with
chapter of Jack and Jill of Ameri- the Walkers — Lynda and Halvern and Mrs. Harry Cash touring the
. . . All left extending hosannah famed nation that is our Southern
ca, and the Three C's club.
to their host and hostess . . . John neighbor — land of siesta, fiesta
PICNIC TIME
J & J mothers and children were and Leoda Gammon and their bullfights, nature's wonders a n d
heading to the Marion, Ark., estate family tvhich includes their lovely man's ingenuity in architecture
and art.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Gammon to Fiskite daughter, Ida Marie.
Mr. Russell (Laurie) Sugarmon,
celebrate J & J Family day . .
is attending St. Louis' Washand Three C's were to have their
The "Three C's" were not quite
Mn. C. S. Jones, Mrs. Leland
frey Bartholomew, Mrs. LeRoy
right are: Mrs. A. A. Lat.
Mrs A. Maceo Walker at Mrs.
annual picnic at Fuller State Park. so daring . . and shifted their ington University . . . and Mrs.
MEMPHIS LINKS: The MemAtkins, Mrs. Phillip S. Booth;
Young, _Miss Jewel Gentry,
ling, co-hostess; Mrs. C. C.
W. 0. Speight, jr. s regal Engphis chapter of Links, Inc.,
But the rains came. . . but affair to the Memphian clubhouse Beverly (Bootsie) Ford and her
Mrs. Julian Kelso and Mrs.
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, the
Sawyer, Mrs. H. 4. Young.
lish Tudor home at 1863 South
were entertained at the gay
they didn't deter the determined . . where a gay time was held Dad Theodore Jackson have gone
Frederick A. Rivers.
honoree; Mrs. James S. Byes,
Mrs. Speight — hostess; Mrs.
Parkway East, Saturday night,
Parisienne-themed Bon Vovgroup headed for Arkansas. Be- nevertheless, including delicious to Washington, D. C. to be at the
Robert S. Lewis, jr., Mrs. CalJune 14. Links seen left to
age party which complimented
tween the heavy showers (which food and lots of games. Members bedside of their sick sister and
luckily did not fall as hard there and guests present included club daughter, Mrs. Elwinor Jackson,
Mrs. W. H. Young, Mrs. Vivian
as they did here) a large aggre- prexy Miss Martha Anderson and Elliby.
All toe travel news does not conWhite, Mr. and Mrs. Robert S.
gation of families converged on Benny Tate, Mrs. Mattie Holmes,
Lewis, jr., and their guest — Mrs.
the beautiful Gammon Estate and Mrs. Ruth Holmes Mims, M r s. cern adults . . . for Chris Booth
Mozelle Truman of Chicago, Ill.,
had a simply wonderful time . . : Meryl Glover, Mrs. Alice Burchett, has just returned last Sunday from
The beauti- scene of more outstanding beau- Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Thomas H.
eating ,.. chatting ... 'Arising Helen and Eldridge Tarpley, Ann Camp Fellowship, the Junior Red
A brilliant Bon Voyage party Walker, a student at Fisk Univer- the spacious interior.
mula
with
centered
table
its
ty,
with,
Hayes, jr., Mr. and Mrs Caffrey
cards . .. enjoying the antics of Hall and Bill Weathers, Mrs. La- Cross Ttaining Center at Goddard,, with a Parisienne theme was giv- sity, accompanied also by h e r fully decorated' drawing room
their progeny — and admiring the Mrs. Warliese Horne and children. Kansas. where he immensely ea- 1 en by Mrs. W. 0, Speight, Jr., and sister, Miss Lucille Ish of Chicago, people from all countries feel at, ticolored floral centerpiece, flank- Bartholomew and Dr. and Mrs. Lebearenwhich
candlelabra
souls
stay
one
crystal
a
week
andl
with
hardier
loyed
ed
of
pluck
carpeting
and
land Atkins.
fortitude
Mrs. A. A. Letting, complimenting Ill., and several Fisk University its aquamarine
like Mrs. Emma T. Johr,son, Mrs.
Mrs. Edna Poindexter former large his knowledge of the scope' Mrs. A. Maceo Walker and en- co-eds and their mothers. M r s. walls, which are highlighted by ing ark hite glowing tapers on an
-.
Other guests present were Mrs.
i
and
emCross
Red
white
Junior
of
of
work
other
tablecloth
and
and
exquisite
sofa
brocade
it
House
white
Melba Briscoe. Mrs. Louise Davis,
hcstesses,
Wheatley
a
Phyllis
: resident of
Ruble Gadison, Mr. Reginald Mortertaining members of the Mem- tatting, one of the
Another
linen.
and
Irish
walnut
broidered
gold
of
Maceo Walker, Claiborne Davis, 311 S. Wellington now residing in permitted lots of social activities
furnishings
cousin.
ris — who escorted Miss Gentry,
phis chapter of Links, Inc., at the Mrs. Walker's
Fred Jordan and other parents Orange Mound will fly from Phila- and camp fun with other deletouches of black was a perfect: favorite spot was the lovely li- , and Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, along
regal English Tudor home of Dr. DECORATIONS
of brary, which is located off the
prints
colorful
the
art,
who accompanied three boatloads delphia this week where she and gates from the Mid South and
for
of
fill
center
the
France,
Paris,
with the husbands of the hostesses,
and Mrs. W. 0, Speight, Jr., 1865
masters which adorned drawing room, as is the den on Dr. 'Ar 0. Speight, jr. and Atty.
of children over or the lake for Mrs. J. R. Richardson spent their Southeast. Enjoying the same exParkway East, Saturday] learning, culture, fashion a n d French
a bout of avid fishing. The sights , vacation. While there Mrs. Poin- perience was Miss Barbara Cash. South
the opposite end.
walls.
said
the
is
it
where
.
.
luxury
A, A. Letting. and the husband of
14.
witnessed as they returned pro- dexter also visited friends in New Chris represented Hamilton high , night, June
home . . . was a perfect theme, Guests mingled in the panelled The honoree was especially de- the honoree, A. Maceo Walker.
Bertrand high . . . the only two HONOREE
vided mirthful glee and hilarity Jersey.
home den, with its functional arrange- lighted to find amcng the art
Mrs Walker will leave on a six, for the magnificent Speight
HOSTESSES
•• •
dlegates from Memphis.
to all . . what with mud-caked
with her, — which evidences gracious liv- ment of television and high-fideli• work which complimented the parstesses were pictures o
B TEShSorS
feet, hands and clothing . . kids Fiankelle Ward is taking time while Barbara represented Father week tour of Euripe
through
dignity
and
charm
ing,
Patricia
Lily
Miss
two
daughter,
only
the
.
.
with wet seats . . . poor Yvonne away from the remodelling job on Bertrand high .
ty system, where many cartoons ty, a sketch of her young son, also French fashion
Mrs. Speight
Memphis.
Jordan who feel in the brink and her suburban retreat out at El- dele•-tates from
will continue and that created by Mrs. Reginald Morris, done by Mr. Morris, which was wearing a lovely empire bodice('
Improvement
Adelaide
surgery.
WISHES
recent
following
WELL
GET
blanket,
returned wrapped in a
lendalo. Tenn. to take three deleabout to hear LeMoyne College A r t instructor, a complete surprise. Mrs. Walker beige chiffon dress which featured
All is not always well with every- Ragland is still in the hospital there she'll be up and
but thinking it was 'Oh, so much, gates from the Fullview Baptist
displayed' about
was presented a lingerie gift as a
about daughter Pat's first trip to were
Hospital
Crump
H.
E.
and
.
.
one
of
determination
an ovnl neckline and flowing skirt;
the
.
.
she
.
folwhich
fun!'
. . in the Inti- token from the Links.
teresting room
church Sunday school of
and is now improving steadily
, NYC when she returns home.
even the small fry — like little is sunerintendent to Omaha, Neb. has seen many a familiar Mem-, lowing an operation . . . and SKC's
mate bar. rosin with its beige'
and Mrs. Letting in pale blue
•
GUESTS
1 CHIT CHAT
Frank Briscoe who also snared a, Sunday School and BTU Congress phian come and go home much'
carpeting wrought-iron and waltucked
batiste, which featured reenalker
1,t
Gertrude
Miss
prexy,
is
Margaret Herndon Spearman
catch In feet, 'twas nearly dark' last weekend. Delegates are Miss improved recently. Glad to know
a n d , Attending the party which has
nut straw-woven stools
same hospital last Sunvisit here black marble-topped bur a n (1 its taken its place as a highlight of embroidered appliques of white
extended
an
when all could be encouraged to Ernestine Anderson, Samuel Bec- that BTW's Miss Dora Todd is con- tered the
enjoying
. and that day. Mrs. Rosalyn Wells Walker
return to terra firma. Then the ton and Miss Lavine Cross. They valescing at home
of a bricked-glass the social season were the follow- satin and a blue satin bowed sash
— and we're from her home in Pine Bluff, Ark , background
awarding of prizes for the fishing will travel in Frankelle's three- the same school's personable Mrs.' is back there again
to ceiling.
Hernmirror
extending
E.
J.
ing members of Links, Inc. and which matched her blue satin
Mrs.
mother,
her
with
her present
slippers.
activities: Top fishermen who left seater station wagon. Joseph Wal- Bernice Barber is also back homel sincerely hoping that
don.
Here another artistic touch was their husbands: Mr. and Mrs.
before prizes were awarded were lace will accompany the group no
a perfect magnolia blossom dis- Floyd Campbell, Dr. and Mrs. Ju-i The convivial party began at ten
. . . Tony Walker, who with his the trip. They will stop in Kr
played in a comtemporary black lian Kelso, Dr. and Mrs. Frede- and lasted till the wee hours of
mother Harritte Walker vows, eats, sac City where Rev. G. D. Jone,
Words of the Wise
and guest left foclvase. The dining-room, from rick Rivers, Mrs. C. C. Sawyer morning
sleeps, day-dreams and spends all will join them. On the return trip
which a delicious buffet supper Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. and Mrs. lag they had' been transported to
Analyze your failures, but
his allowance money on Ilse love Frankelle will stop it St. Louis
never mourn over them
cuisine was served, along with a! LeRay Young, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip the renowned city of Paris, which
of his life "FISHING." We hear for three days where she will serve
—(Walter B. Pltartn)
handsome buffet of assorted hors1 Booth, Dr. and Mrs. James S. will be a high point on the honhe can start another Fisherman as delegate for Alpha Beta No.
d'ouevres and canapes, was a Byes, Mn, C. S. Jones, Dr. and oree's itinerary.
One-Stop any day he so desires 06 chapter of Alpha Gamma Chi
with all the equipment and regal- sorority at the regional meeting
ia he's collected' Don Brownlee Joe will visit relatives while Frank.and Anthony and Bernard Johnson. elle attends the sessions.
Butch Jordan was next in line MEANDERINGS
and Frank
with the most fish
News is drifting in anent the
Briscoe was rewarded for being whereabouts of many of out well
Frank
and
.
.
fish
with the most
known citizens . . . to the effect
Briscoe was rewarded for being that Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers and
and
.
.
„
fisherman
youngest
the
Mrs. Hazel Overton are attending
got "booby" Tenr.ssee State U . . and perCharles Graham
recognition for his smallest fish .. sonable flours B. Hobson Manasand Edgar Davis. jr.. was all aglee sas' titular head, is persuing
because his was the second largest doctcral study for his second sumnumber of fish caught.
mer at the University of Michigan
Chicken was a popular choice of up Ann Arbor way . . . and pert
barfried,
.
.
.
there
picnic food
Elsie Thomas is spending the simbecued. broiled, salad ... and the mer in 'Lit Old New Yak' — which
baked ham . . . delicious home- will be positively bursting with
. soft drinks, Memphians 'ere long. To wit . .
made cakes .
ice cream, fruit . . , and all the the national convention of Links,
little things that spell a wonderful inc. will be represented by many
picnic. On hand to enjoy it all of the local chapter — including
were the Alex Dumases. . The Mrs. Grace Young, Mrs. Addie
Marion Harrises and their three Janes, Mrs. Helen Sawyer, Miss
lovely children . . the Charles Jewel Gentry, Mrs. Lillian CampHookses Mrs. Houston, M r s. bell — who's already up East
Lena Fouche, with her charming visiting her mother at Amityville
teen-age son and daughter, and L. I. . . also Mrs. Althea Price
. Mrs. J. S. Byes now in Yonkers. N. Y.. h e r
adorable baby
with Mae and James, jr. . . and hometown after attending the comcousin' Mrs. Aubrey Johnson . . mencement exercises at swank HaSINATRA ... the biggest money-maker in
BON VOYAGE PARTY — Mrs.
the O. B. Johnsons. .. the Clinton verford College at Haverford,
show business today.... the man who staged
Mrs.
and
jr.,
Spelght,
Woods
0.
W.
Price
Emmitt
Hollis
Dr.
Mrs.
husband
her
with
Rays . . .
a most fabulous comeback with his role as
Har- from which their son. Hollis, jr.
A. Letting complimented
A.
.
.
jr
Emmitt.
and
Carey
and
Maggio in,"From Hereeto Eternity," is not
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker at a
riet and Claiborne Davis with was among the graduates.
a man to preach to anyone or sell social
Elizabeth and Donny . . . Mrs. To digress a bit . . . congratula-, brilliant Bon Voyage party and
messages to his fellow citizens. In his hectic,
Cie siemphls chapBriscoe with Junienne. Dianne and lions are in order for Dr. Price, entertained
star-studded career, Frank Sinatra has had ,
.
ter of Links, Inc., of which
Frank . . . Mrs. Mary Neely . . who was awarded an honorLry
a world of experience in separating real
Mrs. degree by Brandelis university in
they are members, at the home
Mrs. Jessie McNeely . .
people from phonies. What does he really
and Massachusetts — and he also hopof Dr. and Mrs. W. O.
L. B. Hopson jr. . . Ruth
and ped over to Detroit to speak at
think about the Nero? How did his early
Speight, jr., 1865 South Parkand Louis, Jr . . . Ruth
childhood affect his present feelings on
the 11th anniversary program dfi way East, Saturday, June 14.
Robert Lewis, jr., with Sharon .
with the Motor City's LeMoyne Alumni
Mrs. Walker will accompany
racial and religious bigotry? What are his
J. D. and Bernice Williams
PaLily
her daughter. Miss
yardsticks for measuring Negroes,or whites
their Myrna . . . Mrs. Lois liar Association at Detroit's Plymouth
Miss
sister,
..
her
Walker,
tricia
for that matter? Does he prefer Negro enterCongregational church. Now, back
graves and her Joan and Linda
Chicago,
of
Igh
two
Lucille
her
Johnetta
tainers to any others? Read Frank Sinatra's
to the Links . . . Mrs.
Mrs. Estelle Walters and
and a group of Fisk univerheartfelt, "The Way I Look At Rate," as
handsome sons . . . Mrs. Erdyne Kelso will be on hand for the
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.
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
Your scribe will have to admit
due to the death of Professor J. T.
that news is a bit on the slow Beck. Also
here were Mr. Martin,
aide with her this week, as illness
of Brooklyn, N. Y.; only brother
did a grand job of overtaking her.
of Prof. Beck and Mrs. Stephen
I'm glad to say though that reJ. Wright of Nashville, Tenn. Many
emery seems on the way.
other close friends and acquainFATHER OF THE YEAR
tances were saddened by the
Dr. J. 0. Perpener was interdeath of this person who had given
viewed on last Saturday before
his best years to Lane college and
Father's Day by Mrs. Nell Huntsto Jaekson.
pon of Radio Station WJAK as
just being named "Father of the • lie had touched the hearts of
!Year" by the citizens of Jackson many during his thrifty years cawho voted by sending either post reer at Lane college as professor of Chemistry and chairman of
cords or letters to the station.
Dr. Perpener, who is dean of the Department of Science.
In his early tinure at-Lane he
instruction at Lane college, has
two children, one daughter and a was football coach and in 1f1314
BRUCE-TATE NUPTIALS —
Miss Charlene Pullen, Mr. aid
son. His daughter finished Merry he served as acting dean of the
The bridal party of the wedMrs. Tate, the bride's father.
High school with honors and has college. It is needless to say how
ding of the former Miss Vera
Joseph L. Bruce, sr.. the maLouise Bruce who pledged her
completed her freshman year at much this great personality will
tron of honor,
Mrs. Bettye
Nampton Institute in Virginia on be missed by those who knew him
vows with Isiah Tate. Jr.. June
Jean !lentil's, the besa man.
as
well
as
his
loved
ones.
S. at Smothers Chapel ( ME
scholarship. His son completed the
Willie James Tale — cousin
Scholl is still tiding place for
church. is shown following the
eighth grade at Lincoln Element.
of the groom, and bridesmaids
cereniony. Seen front row,
aty school and will enter Alerrry Jacksonians who are drifting off
Miss Jacqueline Bruce — the
left to right are bridesmaid
High in the fall. Both have been seemingly in pairs to do Summer
bride's sister and Miss Juanita
Miss Verntee Townsend and
outstanding students scholastical- study.
Thornton. Seen forefront are
Tennessee State University finds
ly as well as in other activities.
the ringbearer, Michael AnFATHER AND SON TEA HELD Lincoln O'Daniel and Isiah SavThe Missionary Society of Lane age studying on the grnduate level.
Tabernacle CME church on Hale Mr. O'Daniel is employed at Cenat., sponsored a Father and Son tral High school in Paris, Tenn.,
Tea on last Sunday afternoon where he is a teacher and baswhich was nationally known as ketball coach, and Mr. Savage
Father's Day. The spacious lawn is employed at Merry High school
of the church was the setting for in the field of auto mechanics.
Roy David Manuel left Sunday
this unique affair where tables and
Mr. and Mrs. Isiah Tate, jr.,I line Gibson was the soloist
chairs were artistically arranged. morning to attend the University
were married at a lovely cere- THE BRIDE
Table leaders were in three of Southern Illinois.
Given in marriage by her father.
He received his bechelors de- mony held on June 8 at Smothers
groups as follows: Mrs. Dixie Pogera and Mrs. P. L. Bigby; Mrs.! gree from Lane College in May. Chapel CME church. The bride is I the bride was lovely in a white
Ida Jackson and Mrs. Vera Key; Mor. Manuel plans to begin his the former Miss Vera Louise chantilly lace wedding gown and
Mrs. Savanah Wallace and Mrs.. work toward an advanced degree Bruce, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. wore a finger-tlp veil of
Mattie Donnell. Mrs Wallace is' In physical education.
Joseph L. Bruce of 3.l6l Neely which fell from a Queen Anne
also president of the Missionary
Miss Jessie Lee Brooks who hasl rd. The groom is the son of Mr. headpiece.
Society.
been named assistant city super- and Mrs. Isiah late, or.. of 1701
Serving as bridesmaid's were
The tea was very well attended vior, filling the vacancy left by Alcy rd.
Miss Vernice Townseno who wore
with many visitors from other Miss Hutson, is studying this
music
Nuptial
was played a dress of pea green, Miss Char
churches including First Baptist summer at Peabody college in throughout the ceremony by Wit. lent Pullen, whose dress was yel
and Home Baptist, and the day Nashville. Miss Brooks already barn Allen, jr ; and Miss Jacque- low, Miss Jacqueline Bruce, a us
proved to be a very profitable one. holds a master's degree in echicaa It certainly was a sad occasion tion from Columbia University in
11111 for the visit of many last week , New York.
especially that of Airs. Ethelyn
Mrs Edna White, special readCooper and Mrs. Marie Jackson of log teacher in the Jackson city
hew York, and Mrs. Christine schools, is away attending a Read
Locke of Zeberlon, N. C., sisters log Clinic at Notre Dame, out
of Mrs. Odessa Beck who came from South Bend, Ind.
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Miss Vera L. Bruce
Weds Isiah Tate Jr.

FAMU Holds Training
Course For Beauticians

NCNW Delegates Are
Royally Entertained

n at ten
ours of
eft f-el• ted to
, which
he hon-

ST. LOUIS — When delegates deremere place.
of Region Five of the National' Mrs. Zen:a Livingston is presiCouncil of Negro Women met re- dent of the Si, Louis chapter
cently at its annual conference in and Miss Bessie Garvin is head
the DcSoto hotel here, the bests, of the East St, Louis group. Mrs.
councils, St. Louis and East St. Jeanne D. Dago of Chicago Is reLouis, saw to it that they were gional Birector. Atty. Frankie Freeroyally entertained.
man was responsible for getting
Theme for the meeting was the local .speakers to appear on
"Youth, Hope for the Future." the various panels.
A panel discussion, moderated by
The region covers Illinois, InJesse Owens, former Olympic diens, Missouri, Michigan,
champion and member of the Illi Kentucky and West Virginia. Ohio,
Delenois Youth Commission, was
participated in by students frorol gates attended from Cleveland,
Detroit, Indianapolis Evansville,
the varoius high schools of the city.
Dayton, Xenia. Ohio, Chicago, East
Tile discussions were both Pro' St. Louis and St. Louis.
vocative and challenging as they --covered home, church, school,
community and job. Preparation
for the panel was handled by
teachers who coached and assisted the students with their material.
Miss Dorothy I. Height. natoinal
president, was banquet speaker,
she paid tribute to the late founder of the Council. Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune. Purpose of the orbring together
ganization is to
representatives of various organigallons.
Regional chairman Mrs. Olivia '
Calloway and Mrs. Florence Sutton were jellnt hostesses to a stupendous buffet supper for the executive board' meeting in the beautiful mansion of the latter on Win-

S

TALLAHASSEE — The 15th an employed by a large Broadway
nual training course for beauty; production as chief hair stylist
culture teachers and beauticians' consultant to appear on TV am]
will be held here July 14-25. This in movies on the teChniques of hair
advaneed course is designed to styling.
give additional education to licensIn addition to his broad expered teachers and beauticians.
ience in the United States, Sim!
It will be held in the VocationA and at university. A full pro- mons has worked as a stylist in
gram has been planned in coopera- Cuba, West Indies, Bermuda,
tion with the Florida State Board France, England, and several
of Beauty Culture,
other foreign ceuntries.
During the clinic he v.itl teach
William B. Simmons of New
York City. a graduate of Apex. cutting, shaping, bleaching, tint
ing,
the different kinds of curls,
Bonford, and Wilfred Advarced•
School of Hair Styling of Boston. hints in makepup, short cuts and
Gross School of Hair Styling and and techniques in modern hair styClairol Institute, New York City, ling, shop management, personaliwill serve as lecturer-demonstrat- ty in business, and the do's and
(font's in beauty culture.
or.
Simmons has served as head, The group will hear a series of
stylist and consultant for the past lectures by members of the uni12 years at the Rose Meta House. versity faculty en subjects of interest to persons serving the
of Beauty.
He was the first Negro to he public.

Fancy Decor

RICELAND
cooks
RICE
perfectly

For Bathrooms

every time!

S

NEW YORK — John and Earline Brice think a bathroom should
he as "decorated" as any other
room in the house.
SO this husband and - wife design team suggests fancy bottles,
flowering plants. pretty lamps,
mirrors, curtains and raveling as
"dress-up" for the plumbing.
"And color — you can really go
heavy on bathroom color," they
Stay.
"This is one room where people
go in and go out, so you don't have
The problem of living with bright
colors."
And if you want style without
color, the Brices' solution is
Mirrors, lots of mirrors. especially
on the will above the tile."

11

MANY TONGUES
About 7n0 languages and dialects
are spoken in Africa.

PosT it ALL! NCI: At
Y— Members of the Postal &Illative Auxiliary are seen
at the red, white, and blue
Pawls Sip held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hill

of Fay ‘ienue Sunday, June
IS. Seated left to right are
a guest, Mrs. Marvel Cotton,
Mrs. Theodore Williams, Mr.
Houston Collier, Mrs, M. W.

Fete Postal Group
With Blue Punch Sip

ter d the bride, who was dressed,
in orchid and Miss Juanita Thorn.' The members of the Memphis
ton who wore pink. Serving as ma•! Auxiliary of the National Alliance
Iron' of honor was Mrs. BellYe of Postal Employees were hostessJean Dennis, i.•!!o wore a light es at a beautiful red, white, and
blue Punch Sip at the Fay Ave.,
blue gown.
Wilba James Tate, cousin of the home of Alr. and Mrs. Roscoe Jill,
Sunday, June 15.
on
groom, served as best than; and
groomsmen were John Fixer, jr., The table was overlaid with a
a cousin of the bride; Frank Smith, white lace cloth: and at one end,
cousin of the groom, George Grant snow-white punch was served
cousin of the groom and Carl Bruce from a Fostoria crystal bowl. The
brother of the bride. Michael Anthony Burnett, nephew of the bride
was the ringbearer; and Deborah
Cassandra Bruce, t h e bride's!
neice, was the flower girl.
The mother of the bride wore a
lovely pale pink sheer silk dress
and the groom's mother wore a
royal blue lace dress. Both wore
corsages of orchids. More than 300
guests attended the wedding.

colors were carried out in the
red and blue flowers, candles and
other table appoint Meld s. The
members were singled out by the
miniature American flag which
each wore. A large flag hung over
the eenterif the table.
Seen around the table were the
following members and their husbands and friends:
Mrs. Theodore Williams. presi-

Thornton, jr., and a guest.
Standing lett IAD right: two
guests, Mrs. Roscoe Hill, Mrs.
James DeWalt, Mrs. Jame'
Stanley, Mr. W B. Bergeron
and two guests.

dent, Mrs. Houston Collier, Mr.
and Mrs. AL W. Thornton, jr.; Mr.
and Mrs. Harvel Cotton, Mr. and
Mrs. James Stanley, Mrs, James
DeWalt, alr. and Mrs. W. G. Bergeron, Mr. and Mrs. Rosetie Hill,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Shiimpert, Mrs
Leona Jamerson. rs. Ethel Davis, Mrs. Jamerson's guest from
Knoxville — Ate. and Mrs Arnett
Young, Mrs. George Holmes. Mrs.
Maude Sutton, Mr T. Williams,
Mrs. Ethel Watson, Mr. Robert
Clark, Mrs. Pearl this, Claude
Walton, lioward Montgomery, Oscar Williams, Mr. Colter a n d
many others.

SILVER'S
47 South Main Street

SAVE-A-DOLLAR DRESS SALE!
$1.00 Off Any Dress $3.99 or Over
SAVE NOW
• Ladies Dusters
Reg. $1.98 Now $1.37

• Ladies Dresses
)i Praise Issither against rnildisw by
sponging it with a on* pot con.
solution of paremitrophonol in alcohol. You can buy it tit drug stores.
Yost leather in unobtrusiv• spot to
b• furs it won't dying* ihs color..

Reg. $3.98 Now 2 for $5.00
GET YOUR
POLIO SHOTS NOW!

Use Our Lay-Away Plan
50c Will Hold On All Prices

DELICIOUS NEW FROZEN DESSERT!
Only 3 minutes to make!Just aft per serving!

1.4*ED FLUFFY
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!

Black Is Back In
Table Accessories
Black is coming back in table
accessories.
Black wood and iron serving
pieces returned for the first time
In seVeral years at the China.
Glass and Gift Show.
Black's popularity also showed
imp again in dinnerware—in stylized Greek key and leaf designs,
on modern white plates. And often
the black-and -while array was ,
featured on grey cloths, fringed
with white.

thony Burnett and the flower
g i r I, Deborah
Cassandra
Bruer, the bride's niece. Seen
at hack, left to right are the
groomsmen John Finger, jr.,
cousin of the bride: George
Grant, cousin of the groom;
Carl Bruce, brother ot th e
bride; and Frank Smith, cousin of the groom.

RICELAND RICE
4yeais,,,014

•c:44,6 ctLAND

cooks
perfectly
everytime/
.

So much smoother, too,
with Better-Blending CARNATION!
Quick and easy to fix...a delicious, economical frozen dessert
made with Carnation Evaporated Milk and "Junket Freezing Mix.
To make, simply follow the "Junket" Freezing Mix label
directions — and in 3 short minutes your dessert is ready for the
freezing tray. What's more you have your choice of
4 delicious "Junket" Freezing Mix flavors — chocolate, vanilla,
strawberry or black raspberry.

look for special "Junket'
offer at your grocer's

The secret of smoother frozen desserts is Carnation. Its special
blending qualities just naturally make desserts rkher, more
delicious—no other form of milk will do for comparable results!
Why not mix "Junket° Freezing Mix and Carnation together
today...and enjoy delicious frozen dessert tonight.

'loom Contented COWS"

a

Douglas,Javits To Address NAACP Confab
Cleveland To Be
Host July 8-13
, NEW YORK — A highlight of plans for the continuing legal atthe 46th annual NAACP conven- tack on racial discrimination and
tion in Cleveland, July 8 - 13, will segregation.
On Friday night, July it, the
be a hi-partisan discussion of Pobe
litical Parties and Civil Rights, 43rd Spingarn Medal will
Roy Wilkins, executive secretary, awarded to Mrs. L. C. Bates and
nine children who broke the color
announced here last week.
Participating in the discussion, bar at Central High School in Litscheduled for Wednesday night, tle Rock, Ark.
July 9, will be Senators Paul Doug- The convention will be opened
with a keynote address by Dr.
las (D. III.) and Jacob Javits
N.Y.), both of whom have been Channing H. Tobias, chairman of
active in the sponsorship of civil the Association's Board of Directors, on Tuesday night, July 8.
rights legislation.
Thurgood Marshall, director- Executive Secretary Wilkins will
Counsel of the NAACP Legal De- be the principal speaker at the
fense and Educational Fund, is closing meeting on Sunday afterscheduled to address a plenary noon, July 13.
All sesions of the convention will
session of the convention, on Wednesday morning, July 9. The con- be held in the Cleveland Public
vention will be preceded on Mon- Auditorium. The Hollenden Hotel
day, July 7, by a ccnference of '.'s been designated as convention
NAACP lawyers who will map headquarters.

Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
• The well known mezzo soprano
rerzell Harrison returned to Chicago after six months in Munich,
Germany where she studied and
coached concert repertoire with
the famous veteran coach and
musician Wolfgang Ruof.
Miss Harrison went to Europe
six months ago in search of a wider understanding of her chosen
profession and while she found a
new horizon in the specialized
study' done in Munich, she was

Illinois
MOUND CITY
By WENDELL O'NEAL

CENSUS ESTIMATE
Haiti current population is tied.
mated at three million.

41
•

Arkansas
WARREN
BATESVILLE
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
By MATTIE WATKINS
The District Planning Council of
Mr. Lee Brown of Little Rock
visited in the home of Mr. and the Monticello District met here
Mrs. Keanster Kennard recently. at Bethel AME church to plan for
Rev. R. C. Scribner and Mr. the Sunday Convention. The SunJeff Petty attended the NAACP day school board of Bethel AME
was host. Presiding Elder C. M.
meeting at Newport.
Mr. Genipher who has been ill Hankins was in charge. Rev. J.
is improved. Also Mrs. Mabel and M. Watkins, host pastor.
Children of Vacation Bible
Mrs. James Thomas,
The Usher Board met Sunda school, which closed June 11 at
Bethel, rendered an inspiring
evening.
The men's gospel choir of Beth- program, "Echoes from the Vacation Bible School," over station
el sang Sunday night.
On the sick list is W. p. Dooms. KWRF Saturday morning. The
The Bible band met Thursday program was enjoyed by all and
was presented by our pastor,
evening.
The missionary society met Fri- Rev. J. M. Watkins.
The Right Rev. Bishop D. L.
day evening at Bethel AME with
Rock was house
president, Mrs. Callie Harper pre- Sherman of Little
guest of Rev. and Mrs. G. W.
siding.
AME
Mr. John Waugh visited in Sul- Smith, pastor of St. James
W. Smith acphur Rock Sunday with Mr. and crurch. Rev. G.
Sunday
Crossett
, companied him to
Mrs. Bill Merriweather. Mr. Mei
afternoon where Rev. Bishop 0.
riweather is ill.
the baccaRev. Albert and Mrs. St. Clair L. Sherman delivered
at the Daniels
attended services at LaCross Sun- laureate sermon
High school. Prof. C. S Smith,
day
Mrs. Evelyn Sloan visited with principal.
Mrs. Rita Belcher accompanied
relatives in Little Rock.
a and TruiPrayer meeting every Wednes- by Misses Maurentani
suria Ann Hooper and their brothday night at Bethel AME.
the commenceChildren's Day was held Sunday er James attended
Ahl&N colnight at Bethel AME. Mrs. S. Mont- assent exercises at the
lege in Pine Bluff.
gomery, sponsor
Mr. Danny Owens of Malvern,
Mrs. Saddie Waugh was elected
some time in our fair
delegate to the PTA national meet- Ark., spent
son, Vernell and
inn which convened at AN1&N col- city visiting his

Several teen-agers of the city are
vacationing. Among them are
Wendell Claypool, Sophia Mann, lege in Pine Bluff.
The Mission of Mt. Carmel BapWanda Clark, Carolyn Webb. MilThe Bethel AME Sunday school
dred Robinson and William Gude. gave a picnic with over 40 persons list met in the lovely home of
Delon s Alexander from Carbon- present. Mrs. Albert Watkins. au- Mrs. Clara Edwards last Mondale, Ill., is visiting her cousins, perintendent. Committee: Mrs. day afternoon with the president
in charge. Honored
the I. M. O'Neals.
Saddie Waugh, Mrs. Lula Dean, of the Mission
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Black are Mrs. 'Virginia Montgomery and guest was Rev. G. B. Hunter.
Earl
Sunday night Dr. A. 0. Wilson
visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Rev. W. J. Daniels.
Shorter college, Little
Nowlen in Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Walter Harper of Joplin is president of
A week long reVIVLI was eon. guest of his brother and sister- Rock, delivered the message at
ducted at White Chapel AME. Rev. in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Har- St. James AME church after which
he and his family were served a
F. P. Hadley was host pastor; per.
luncheon at the parsonRev. McCoy was evangelist.
Mrs. Irene Smith gave theSun- delicious
Smith, host pasMr. and Mrs. Flowers of Chi- dav school children of Friendship sage. Rev. G. W.
tor.
their
of
visitors
party.
recent
a
were
Baptist
cago
The third quarterly conference
daughter, Mrs. David Smith and
A-3C William S. Neely is home
at St. James A. M. E.
family.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. was held
church Sunday, with the presiding
Neely.
Stevens
with
along
Caldwell,
Mrs. Dora
•• •
elder. Rev. C. M. Hawkins. Rev.
her father, brother and Mrs. QuinG W. Smith, host pastor.
cy Babies of Union City, Tenn., CAMDEN
Conference union was held SunMrs. Kate J. Middleton was callvisited Mr. and Mrs. John O'Neal
at St. James AME
ed to the bedside of her mother, day afternoon
and family.
worthy pastor bringing
our
with
here
Others
Hill.
R.
Anna
choir furnSeveral college students of the Mrs.
Hill are Maj. Frank V. the message and Bethel
city have returned home for mum- with' Mrs.
H Jack- ishing the music. Tne president of
.1.
son-in-law;
Middleton,
mer vacation. Some of them will
union, Rev. G. W. Smith, preson, grandson and Mrs. Lillian the
leave soon for summer school.
sided.
Moses.

bsail
Dahl
Play

•

OUTSTANDING BAPTIST
LEADERS were factors highlighting the second annual
missionary and religious vocational seminar - workshoc at
American Baptist Theological
Seminary in Nashville, Tenn.

They are, from left, Rev. William A. Johnson, pastor, Greater St. John Baptist Church.
Chicago; Dr. Primrose Funches, director of promotions,
ABT Seminary; Dr. Earl L.
Harrison, pastor, Shiloh Baptist

church, Wasrington, D. C.;
Mrs. Fred Terry, writer for the
Southern Baptist Sunday School
Board; Rev. Charles Fitzgerald, dean, ABT Seminary;
Mrs. Anna Mae Hunt, president, Kansas Baptist Mission.

ary Convention; Dr. Maynard
P. Turner, Jr., president, ABT
Seminary; Reu. Kelly Miller
Smith, pastor, First Baptist
Church, Eighth Ave., Nash.

Tennessee

Mississippi

Call Wilkins In
Ia. NAACP Case

R.R. Develops
New Course For
Home Study

Su
Inj
To
g
hiT
ieE
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St. Mary's Catholic church wishBy R. J. JEFFERSON
• Hello Folks: Well here I am es to take this means to thank
back again, and after such a long every one for helping make their
time. I haven't much news this tea given last Sunday at the home
time. I just wanted to let you of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith on
know I am back, and you can bring Bowmar ave., a success.
BE SURE TO GET YOUR NEWS
or mail all news to the following
places of business: Nelsons News IN EACH WEEK.
• ••
Stand, Palace Barber Shop, Vicksburg Variety store, Corner Drug TUTWII.ER
Mrs. Lucille Cotton and son of
store, Lowe's Cut Rate Shoe shop,
Pal's Barber Shop, Brown Derby Tampa, Fla., visited her father
Barber and mother, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Barber shop, Harvey's
shop, One Minute cafe, Anderson's Harrington here.
• ••
cafe, Johnson's Food store, Rosie Lee's cafe, Square Deal Gro- CLARKSVILLE
By EDWARD BROWN, ye.
cery, January's Grocery and the
Jesse Owens will be the master of
Mrs. Eula B. McClure announoW. H. Jefferson Funeral home.
ceremonies.
her daughter,
You may also stop by at any of es the marriage of
•••
A. McClure to Mr.
the mentioned places for your copy Miss Ruby
corn
has
Co.,
OPERA
LYRIC
W, Turner whirh took
of this paper or telephone 883 or Bailey
Franpared the results of the first ten
will be de- place June 7, 1958, in San
copy
your
and
6215
days of series ticket sales against
cisco, Calif. Mr. Turner is the
JefferJ.
MoRobert
you.
from
to
recently
livered
ave., returned
the results of the first ten days of JACKSON
son of Mrs. Lady W. Turner of
bile, Ala., where she spent a very son is distributor and correspond- this city. Mr. Turner received his
last year's campaign and has
By C. A. AGNEW
reportForte
Mrs.
ent.
vacation.
short
Enhigh school
found a dramatic rise of 76 per
and
elementary
Mr. Arthur Jenkins of 115
Mr. James C. Robbins, one of
was a ed a very nice trip.
cent.
right at., St. Louis, Mo.,
Mem- our local morticians has just re- training here. After graduating
of
Banks
Georgia
Miss
the
from Burt High school, he reEach series consists of 7 per- visitor here last eek end in
phis, Tenn., is here attending sum- turned from the Windy City. He ceived his B. S. degree at A & I.
formances on Mondays. Wednes- home of his mother, Mrs. Rosie
JOSEPHINE C. INNISS
college. Miss visited relatives and friends but
Lane
at
school
mer
Insti507
State university, Nashville, Tenn.,
days and Fridays, for the 1958 Jenkins who resides at
Banks is a member of Mt. Olive made the trip purposely to attend and his Master of Arts degree at
able to glean a wider appreciation season beginning in October at
Mr. Jenkins also visited
his
at.
of
tute
exercises
Memphis,
the graduation
of the language, the music and the Opera House.
Long of 523 Cathedral CME church,
Pennsylvania State university. He
his cousin, Mrs. 011ie
daughter, Yolande Theresa.
relatives Tenn.
the people that she contacted from
•••
is a veteran of the Korean war,
Liberty at., and other
question
her
S.
in
lady
and
young
Chambers
The
Mrs. Viola
operator in the
day to day,
herself and was a radar
a musical and friends.
St. asister, Iola., both of Corinth, Miss., has made a name for
Miss Harrison reports a profit- "KING DAVID,"
Air Force for three years, while
Day was observed at
the
Men's
Testathe
among
Old
the
as
of
rates
known
setting
lly,
dramatic
scholastica
formerly
able season in Germany, where
Mrs. Turner is a teachSunday. June who were
throughout in Japan.
Honegger, Paul CME church
she had the opportunity not only ment tale, by Arthur
for the Hernton Twins were in Jackson top 14 honor students
in the public school system of
be 8, 1958. The guest speaker
brother Chicago, third in her class at St. er
will
composer
their
ary
contempor
visit
to
week
last
finest
the
hear
L.
but
music,
to study
W.
Charlotti!, N. C. She is a graduate
opening of morning service was Dr.
and Mrs. Thomas Academy, editor of tre
during commencement ere&
performance of opera, symphony featured at the gala
of Lay and sister-in-law, Mr.
Pennsylvania State university,
of
secretary
GHANA OFFICIAL receives
general
July
the
Festival,
Graham,
the Stratford Music
They also visited first Year Book published at
ekes. Mensah is a 1952 grad.
and concert.
where they met while in college.
award—Robert 0. Men.
FAMU
CME church, J. D. Hernton.
the
of
has
Activities
and
She
and aunt, Mr.
above mentioned school.
With Prof. Ruof, Miss Harrison 22.
mite of A&M and tress attache
They will make their home in San
(right) receives the Flori.
Augusta, Ga. The their uncle
ash
College,
examiPaine
Service
conduc
Liggons,
Elmer lseler, will be the
passed the Civil
explored many of the great liedof the Ghana Embassy in
Francisco where Mr. Turner is
A&M coveted Meritorious
thoroughly enjoyed Mrs. Josh
da
was
interacbeen
address
per
Day
already
concert
nation, and has
er, and found many songs that tor for the particular
The Annual Women's
Washington. D. C. A&M start
evening
a Postal employee.
Achievement Certificate front
who heard it. The
observed at Greater viewed. Received top rating in a
she'll include in her concerts in formance and an instrumental by all
r:rawford D. Vance. mortician
photo be James Walden.
musical program tivities were
President George W. Gore, jr.,
a
of
was
Being
will
1958.
service
22,
audition.
soloists
three
June
and
mersa
church
s
ensemble
recent
Bethel AME
the future.
recently attended the Mortician'
exercises.
commencement
the men of the
by
all
as
are
conducted
production
we
the
in
heritage
morning
plans
the
participate
trip
in
she
held
a
for
Vicksburg
Back from such
convention which was
on the Guest speaker
church. A special number Alton service was Mrs. F. D. Coleman, proud of her achievements.
to work on programs for her com- well.
Nashville, Tenn.
Mr.
s
Vicksburg'
•••
program was a solo by
of
The
one
churcr.
13,
the
of
Club
ing season, to continue her caLady
the
First
Francis L. Young has returned
Tabernacle.
clubs, met home 4ter attending the VFW ConJarman, of Lane
reer in the singing field.
than guest speaker for the afternoon was youngest Men's Social
RUSSIA'S Moiseyev Dancers,
more
were
finances
lounge of vention in Memphis, Tenn. He was
in the talented Mr. W. G. Terry, last Monday night in the
who have broken rec,ords and won The
MISS INNISS
Bishop P. R. Shy was
include Boyd one of the delegates.
PRESENTS PUPILS
highest critical praise throughout MOO.
day. wife of the pastor of the First 522. Active members
that
on
church
the
of
Albert RobinShutins: Mrs. Lena B. Coleman
Tuesday and Thursday evenings the country, have been signed for charge
Hel- Baptist church. Mrs, Thelma Shelton, president;
Friends of Little Miss Mary
was general chairman. son. vice president; Robert J. is confined to her bed with illness.
Cunspton
of the past week were devoted to a full hour on the Ed Sullivan
to
delighted
be
will
NichBrooks.
Julius
the
pastor,
Recent deaths: Prof. C. L. Tompen
Rev. F. D. Coleman is
Jefferson, secretary;
piano recitals by pupils of Jose- Show for Sunday. June 29.
the Jackknow that she is out of
The financial report was not ols. treasurer; 0. D. Watson, kins, assistant principal of Burt
phine Console Inniss, well known
Sulthat
where
said
network
CBS
hospital
The
County
available at this writing.
Watson, chaplain. Robert Nichols, High school. His funeral was held
pianist and teacher, at Lincoln livan signed the Soviet dancers son-Madison
•
patient for several
Brown, at St. Peter's AME church. Rev.
Mrs. Thelma Compton, owner of Fred Petersen, Willie
agents of the Association.
Center. where capacity crowds on for an hour's show marking the she was a
224
at
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Roy are
resides
Brooks
Warren
Freeman
Culture
of
Beauty
Miss
pastor
William
Conpton
the
McGowan,
days.
Curtiss,
to
on
hand
both occasions were
Robert
secretary of Patton was formerly NAACP
executive
first time in the 10-year history
Wilkins,
school, is a student at Lane col- and Clarence Higgins. A Going Chapel, Hopkinsville, Ky., deliverthe field secretary of Alabama.
applaud the "musicans of the fu- that single entertainment has been South at.
the NAACP, will testify in
Mrs. Eldridge Forte of Mobile lege, and has been elected presi- Away party was given for Mr. ed the eulogy. Mrs. Laura W. Hoos- Montgomery County Circuit Court
ture- when they played.
When the complaint was first
so honored.
summer
June
last
dent of the body for the
ier died suddenly Tuesday,
On the first program appeared
Robert Nichols by the club
in response to an filed, Arthur B. Spingarn, NAACP
Friday
here
Thursct
held
1958,
was
session
le. Her funeral
snore advanced students of the
Wednesday night at the home
show cause why the president, affirmed in New York
The Rev. Rufus Glenn of 102 Mr. Julius Nichols on east Magnolia day, June 12, at Williams Chapel order to
in that "the NAACP has not operated
class and the last program held
NAACP should not be held
recently
by
home
had
returned
St.,
church.
was
Iselin
since June
pupils ranging in time from , orest. A wonderful time
contempt for alleged violation of in the State of Alabama
athe
where
see
Miss.,
to
Jackson,
hated
from
the 1, 3956, when an injunction was
school age to early high school
all even though we
an injunction issued against
tended a school of Religion which Mr. Nichols leave for two years
lev$100,000
classes.
organization on June I, 1956, bar- Issued and a fine of
was being conducted by the Church active duty in the army. The club
Many of these students having
operating in Ala- ied against our organization. The
from
it
ring
of Christ Holiness, Rev. Glenn will be looking forward to his reAssociation has not, since that
appeared in the National Piano
bama.
Wit.
reported a very pleasant and prof- turn.
Flaying Audiaion, held annually,
Circuit Court date, employed or designated
GARY
of
subpoena
Under
itable trip.
. club of
The "Blessed Martin'
were awarded pins and certifiMr. and Mrs. L. Mosley of Judge Walter P. Jones, Wilkins ham P. Mitchell or W. C. Patton
his
and
Seals
K.
it lel
The Rev. W.
cates for 1958 by Sylvanus A. TyGrand Rapids, Mich., spent the has been ordered to bring to the or anyone etas to represent
family moved last week to Paler, president of the Parent CounMiss. Mr. Pope returned week end in the home of Mrs. court all records of the Associa- that state."
Leland,
will
Seals
Rev.
where
Ky.,
ducah,
The contempt citation And fins
cil Miniature Studio Music Club.
Tuesday. Mrs. Mosley's mother and stepfather tion with respect to its operations
assume his duties as pastor of to his home last
here,
were imposed because the NAACP
Alabama since June 1, 3957.
Also some of the young people
in
of the Missionary Baptist Nichols will stay for a two week
one
anJune 3rd larked the second
appearine during the recital had
The court order was issued pur- refused to disclose its membership ink
visit with the Aliens.
churches there.
niversary of Mr. and Mrs. Goodpreviously appeared as soloists
suant to a complaint filed on April lists lest its members and conMrs. Garth' Alexander and man.
The National Sunday school conat the annual recital of Certified
9 by State Atty. Gen. John Pat- tributors be subjected to official
gress of the Church of God Holi- daughter Jeanette Alexander, her
Teacher-Members. Chicago Area,
terson then in the midst of his
in Chattanooga. mother, Mrs. Nettie Bush, son.inconvening
is
ness,
unofficial pressures and intimNorthern District, Illinois State
campaign for election as govern- and
persons from this law, Sgt. Holmes and Mr. Bill
Several
Tenn.
idation. The Alabama ruling was
Music Teachers Association.
Colo.,
Springs,
state.
Colorado
of
the
Moore.
Congress,
of
the
or
section are attending
taken to the U. S. Supreme Court
GRANT PARK CONCERTS
COMPLAINT
among them Mr. and Mrs. Mar- spent a few days in Starkville and
decision is awaitalleges that the on appeal and a
on
Cicago
to
en
route
complaint
TO START
Louisville
ave..
The
Burtin
200
of
Gooch
shall
ed
The 24th consecutive year of
their vacation. While in Starkville
Alabama State Coordinating AssoJackson, Tenn.
The hearing on June 20 will he
of
summer concerts by Grant Park
ciation for Registration and VotMisses Catherine and Nancy they were guests in the homes
Judge Jones who originally
Mr.
Symphony Orchestra, will be ining is an operation of the NAACP before
with their two brothers, J. Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Robinson,
Sting,
NAACP for contempt and
and Miss
augurated Wednesday. June 25, at
and that W, C. Patton of Birming- cited the
William C. left Monday and Mrs. Adolphus Wynn,
and
W.
$100,000 fine.
sp m. on shores of Lake Michigan
ham and William P. Mitchell of Imposed the
Ill., to visit their Clara Dean Rodgers.
Chicago,
for
York
New
The
—
YORK
NEW
at the band shell, where one tray
Ware of
Mr. Charlie Pepper Wynn, who
Margarette
Mrs.
sister,
a
Central Railroad has developed
enjoy the finest of symphonic muneeded an index of operations and Equipment Firm
4133 Drexel blvd. They will also has made his home in Colorado
sic.
Course" for employ- procedures of other departments
Mr. Robert and Earnest Stitts Springs for several years was "Home Study
visit
Sunset Equipment company, 268
25,
June
on
concert
this
With
par- ees to aid their development for to which they could refer.
of the same address We hope for home for a visit with his
Market St., San Francisco, a
music lovers from all sections of
promotion and as reference ma38
of
Wynn.
Adolphus
Mrs.
composed
is
trip.
Mr.
and
ents,
course
pleasant
The
very
a
them
Chicago are expected to turn out
Mrs. Lillie Ayers and little son terial for the performance of their units under the four major sec- leading railway equipment firm,
The Rev, Tom Morrow was rushto welcome the orchestra including .
end of Chicago, ill., are visiting her duties, John B. Joynt. vire-Presir tions of freight. passenger, ac
week
last
hospital
the
to
ed
75 nrofessional musicians, and the
Fol- dent—management planning, an- counting and station operations,
Words of the Wise
Al this writing he was resting mother and sister, Mrs. Eliza
celebrated conductor chosen for
nounced.
som and Mrs. Rosa Stewart.
iso man ever sena maw
nicely.
raiser.
this seasons curtain
Joynt noted that the course was
•••
Mr. Edwin Evans and Mr. Elthe burden of the dam". X is
FEATURE FUTURE STARS
wheo tomorrow** harden is
liott Bardwell left Sunday for Ala- inspired and written b yover 200 Heads Alumni Association
STARK VILLE
Stars of Tomorrow, Chicago tal•,
in all fields of the railto the burden of Scotty
a silver pitcher given to him
R" OF INTEGRARev and Mrs. C T Allen had moss, Colo., where they will at- employees
DURHAM, N. C. — William A. added
got will be presented Sunday,' "PITCHE
road.
that the weight In more Otos
by the North Carolina Confer— Ben I.. Smith, right.
as guests their niece and nephew, tend Adam State college,
been
has
lawyer,
Durham
June 29. at 330 p m. at V,endell TION
Marsh.
the
making,
a me ran bear.
Two years in the
Mr Henry Washington Self is
of
ence for his leadership and insuperintendent
Mrs. Iola Nichols and Mr. Albert
president of North CaroPhillips High school, 39th st, at, retiring
—(George hilianDonala
who came spending his vacation in the city course is the outgrowth of a mg- re-elected
Ohio,
Cleveland,
reschools,
that
to
public
of
it
in
seeing
Pope
tegritv
Greensboro
Alumni AsPrairie ave.
of of Chicago with relatives and gestion made at a meeting of the line College's national
funeral
the
attend
printo
down
H.
Peeler,
A.
in
from
school
ceives
was
begun
integration
Ella Jenkins. radio and TV per
Central's agents, who specifically sociation.
their father, Mr. Rang Pope of friends.
Greensbore last fall.
tonality will be the guest star and' cipal of the J. C. Price Scheel,
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L. A.Bout Awaits
BoxingGroupOK

Retire After
BahamaSetback

JACKSON, Miss. — The Jack
State College Athletic Program
will be played under the banner
of the South-West Athletic conference beginning September, 1956.
The college resigned as a member of theMid-Western Athletic Association after a period of six years
and was accepted as a member
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
(
of the strong South-West group dur.
— Yama Bahama beat Kid Ga
Ian so decisively in their 'rV fight Mg its May meeting.
here that the former welterweight With Grambling college, Arkanscollege, Texas college,
champion declared morosely "I as AM&N
Texas-Southern university, Prairie
may retire."
colleee. Southern 'uniAarM
View
Bahama, weighing 151 1-4 pounds versity, and Jackson State college
to Gavilan's 150 1-4, not only won now in the South-West fold, this
the unanimous 10-round decision conference is perhaps the strongWednesday night by a lopsided
est in Negro collegiate circles.
margin at the Miami Beach Audi- Jackson State will become eligible
torium, but he had the Cuban for championship honors during
"Keed" woozy in the ninth and the 1958-59 basketball season.
wall-rocked in the eighth.
TOLD TO PRESS
His handlers had told him to
press Bahama constantly — earl,
the fight to him in every round.
The "Heed" did exactly that and
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — Prairie
tried to slug it out, "instead of
View A&M college's high jump
boxing him like I wanted to."
Whether 32•year•old Gavilan was champion, Elmer Wooley placed
"over the hill" in his bout with second with a jump of 6 ft. 4 1-2
younger and stronger Yams, ex- Inches In the NAIA Track and
fishing guide from the nearby is- Field Meet held recently in San Diland of Bimimi, B. W. I., is the big ego, Calif.
Woolen tied for the second spot
question Gavilan couldn't answer
Bob Sims, defending champion
definitely today,
and
Manager Yamil Chade said, "If with Day of Central Missouri
I thought he was finished, I'd re- from Los Angeles' Pepperdine
tire him. But I think he was out college. Gulley of Whitworth colof condition from fooling around. lege was first with a jump of I
I d like to give him one or two feet 5 1-2 inches.
more fights, but forcing him to
stay in a training camp under
close watch while he gets ready."
Gavilan had been a slight favorite at 7-5.
BAHAMA FELT 'FAST'
Powell scored a fourth
Meanwhile Bahama, 25, said, "I Johnny
round TKO over Jerry Jordan of
felt very fast at 151 1-4 pounds.
Chicago Tuesday night in the feaAnd I know I would be a lot
bout at Joe Louis Gym.
faster if I pared down to 147 and ture
pounds and of Dewent after the welterweight title." Powell, 147
substituted on the card for
Yenta registered his fourth troit,
welterweight bout
straight victory and his 49th in the eight-round
when Carlo Sarlo hurt
59 starts. The 10-point voting was with Jordan
week end during
90-94, 100-92 and 99-93. Gavilan, his back the past
never knocked out in his 143 bouts, training.
The Detroit puncher was far susuffered his 30th defeat.
perior to Jordan, also 147, who
was target of a savage attack.

HOUSTON, Tex. — (UPI) — will clutch and clout against Zoral
Heavy-weight champ Floyd Pat. Folley, Eddie Machen, the top
terson will defend his title against ranking challenger, sits out this
Roy Harris of Cut and Shoot, Tea., flurry of action with a bum shout
in Los Angeles Aug. 4, pending ap. der.
proval of the California Boxing
Added proof that there really are
Commission.
Harris'
manag- heavyweights around, in physical
er, Lou Viscusi, said the bout had stature, at least, is a fellow nambeen agreed to by all parties, and ed Willie Pastrano. Not to be conthat the only thing standing in the fused with a delicatessen sandof the fight was the .approval wich, Pastrano wen three bouts
DETROIT — (UPI) — Ossie
f the California Commission.
in Europe and has corn, borne
gil, 25- year - old native of Corpus of
Viscusi
said he and Harris plan- to join the standees.
Christi, Dominican Republic be;
ned to fly to Los Angeles to con- INACTIVE 10 MONTHS
came the first Negro ever to play
fer with Al Weill, who is promotThere is slight doubt in this con
for the Tigers in Briggs Stadium,
mg the fight, and a represents- ner that Patterson the man, not
Detroit, Tuesday night
live of Cus D'Amato, Pattersqn's the myth, is the best fistleuffer
Nervous? No doubt about it. Ovmanager.
in the whole pack. He is in his
erwhelmed? Not quite,
seventh year as a pro boxer and.
All Ossie showed the home folks SEEKS SIGNED PA-sS
We want to get everything while he has had only 34 bouts
was a 5-for-5 night as the TigersI
beat the Washington Senators, 9-2, worked out before we. go before and hasn't climbed through the
It was the Tigers' fifth straight the commission," Viscusi said, ro,_13e; in 10 months, Harris isn't
KID CAYMAN (left) lands
hamas, in first round of their
Yams overwhelmed the Cuban
win and seventh in eight games "We hope w e will be able to get taking an unfair adventage. The
Texan hasn't fought in eight
with a left to the belly of
10-round middleweight contest
with a straight left and vicious
under new manager Bill Norman. the contracts signed."
months.
Yams
Bahama
of
Miami
Bimini,
Ba.
at
Wednesday
right
night,
to the head. UPI photo.
All in all, a night Virgil — and
In New York, D'Amato said:
29,794 fans — are likely to re- "I don't want to make any cons- DEFEATED BAKER
Harris is from a town called
member for a long time.
ment at this time because I do
not think it would be proper. "Cut and Shoot." Don't get the
but it is true that Al Weill has idea from this that he is either
been designated to promote a A, a basketball player or B, one
championship bout in which Pat- who does battle with six shooter
terson will defend against any op- and Bowie knife. He is undefeatponent who did not attempt to ed in 22 contests and has conblack-list him before his first ti. quered such as Baker, Pastrano,
and Besmanoff.
tle defense."
There is a possibility the CaliActually, Harris and Folley have
fornia commission will not a p been the most active of the lat. —
prove the fight date, Viscusi said. Harris, despite his recent napping,
because of three other bouts sched- won 11 bouts in the previous two
uled for the Los Angeles area dur- years, Folley may sound like a
ing late July and through Sep. burleycue dancer but he has been Sot., June 28, 1958
tember.
just as busy. Zora is unbeaten in
the last two years and, in that
PROMOTERS FIGHT BOUT
By JACK BERRY
"The other promoters out there time, has won 19 bouts against —
are fighting this thing hard," Via- one drew.
DETROIT — (UPI) —The eusi
said. "They are afraid a hea. BAKER. DEJOHN BATTLE
Michigan State Athletic CommisThe most imminent battle is the
vyweight championship fight will
sion moved quickly to stem a tide hurt
the gate for their bouts," tussle
at Syracuse
between
of criticism of its medical practic- The
World Boxing Federation De John and Baker. De John I'
es in connection with injuries to tossed a
jolt into the sleeping the fellow who scored the big upthree nationally - known fight- giants when
it ruled that Patter- set of last year by strolling out
ers.
son would have to defend th e ti. in the first round and flattening
The medical attention or lack of tie by September
or forfeit his undefeated Alex Miteff. He'll have
It by the Athletic Commission bas lonesome
throne. The result is (0 get past the veteren Baker to
been involved in the physical that all those in
the napping line stay alive but he has a big edge. 011ie Matson, former University tion but what his current healthy
troubles Of heavyweight Johnny want to get front
and center.
After all De John had a fight of San Francisco star, and one of condition will enhance the CardiSummerlin, light - heavy-weight
Harold Carter started it off by this year.
the greatest running backs in foot. nals chances of going places this
Chuck Spieser and middleweight besting Willi
Besmanoff last Fri- 1 So the unbruised bruisers see m ball, has signed his sixth con- year.
Wilf Greaves.
•
.
.
lois
.
week it Is M,kede John, to be giving up their beauty
rests. tract with the Chleago Cardinals, In five years with the Cerdinals, BOSTON — (UPI)
PLAN PLEA
who has had- one bout this year, I And you can't
— Jockey
be balmed if vou Managing Director Walter Wain- the 1951 All-America and 1952 US.
The commission attempted to against
Bob Baird booted home three win- NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
Bob Baker, who has had! think they've been sleeping
PACIFIC GROVE, Calif. ea
longer er announced.
keep ahead of its critics by plan- none. In July,
Olympics track star, has carried ners before a crowd of 11,228 Pt
Pete Rademacher'than Rip Van Wirkle.
National Broadcasting company (UPI) — Robert (Bob) Norton,
011ie, a victim of Asiatic flu pri- the ball 631 times for 2,826 yards,
ning a plea to the state legislaSuffolk Downs.
will televise and broadcast the 1958 49, former University of Califoror to the opening of last season, has caught 97 passes for 1,685
ture for funds to provide a mediBaird raised his Suffolk meeting major league All-Star Game on a nia football player, died last week
lost fifteen pounds due to his bout yards, returned 48 punts for 524
cal advisory board of experts such
victories to 18 when he brought coast-to-coast hookup.
of head injuries, probably due to
with the flu and played at 195 yards and 72 kickoffs for 1,956
as the one in New York State.
in Tecumseh (57.40) In the first The game is scheduled to be a fall, according to county coronpounds during the 12-game NFL yards and scored 240 points.
However, nothing could be done
race, scored aboard Milly Bell played at Baltimore's Memorial er Christopher Hill,
schedule — instead of the robust
until the 1959 session of the legisHis best season as a ball carrier ($13.60) in the third and climaxed Stadium, July 8, Air time will be
Norton, a free-lance writer,
lature.
210 pounds which opponents had
was 1956 when he carried 192 time the day's racing card with a tri- 12:45 p. m. (EDT )This will mark played for Cal in the late 1920s,
Summerlin, whose case was the
to worry about.
for 924 yards and had a total of umph on John Hancock ($9.20) in the ninth stranight year that NBC starring on the varsity club for
most serious of the three, was BATON ROUGE, La. —
Despite his weakened condition about 350 yards called back be- the ninth.
Sixty- in the ranks today," as he called
three years.
televises the All-Star Game,
hospitalized for 10 days follow- five coaches from
throughout Lou- upon them to, "use whatever you 011ie Played in all 12 games dur- cause of rules infractions. ln one
ing his May 24 fight with Nino isiana,
season,
carried
ing
the
regular
Texas, Arkansas, Missis- might conic up with
game, which the Cards lost 10-3,
and not
Valdes. Summerlin's personal, sippi and
the ball 134 times for 577 yards, to the Bears, he had two TD runs
Tennessee were in at- abandon it because
nobody else
physician, Dr. Robert C. Bennett, tendance at the three-day
passes
for
451
yards,
caught
20
Southern is using it."
of 83 and 65 yards called back
examired Summerlin the day be- University 'Annual Coaching
ClinColeman outlined the specific completed two of five passes for and in the last game of the '56
fore the bout and found there was ic„ which ended
punts
for
59
yards,
returned
10
Saturday.
season, he had a 72-yard run for a
uses made of spring training by
no feeling in the fighter's left side. Bernie Witucki, Notre Dame;
A. his teams, and moving into indi- 54 yards and seven kickoffs for TD against the Browns called
Bennett reported it to Bill Mat- H. "Tonto" Coleman,
Georgia vidual defense and drills, demon- 154 yards and scored nine touchhey, Athletic Commission secrete. Tech; and Milo Lude, University
downs.
r, who told Dr. Leo Kaltman, of Delaware, were the football lec- strated "whys and hows" of cerThis year Matson is looking forCommission physician. Bennett turers, with Edward H. Adams, tain basic pattern variations.
ward to his best season. He has
and Kaltman conferred the day of Texas Southern university,
handbeen working out in a gym for six
the fight but Matney said they ling the basketball lectures,
weeks and last week started mincouldn't find Summerlin who had
Coleman, a seven-year veteran
ing outdoors. He weighs about
•
gone to a movie.
on the staff of Bobby Dodd's Yel212 right now and figures to play
Kallman examined Summerlin
low Jackets got the clinic underweighing
between 205 and 210, "My SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
prior to the fight but Summerlin way
with lectures on ind,vidual
natural weight," as 011ie puts it. The Boston Red Sox announced
said he had feeling in the left
defensive play and drills, and prep- STANTON, Del. — (UPI) —
Inasmuch as Matson is probably the signing of Bill Jensen, Brigaide. He later admitted "people
aration and game organization. Take Note, a four•year old bay the most feared ball carrier the ham City, Utah, to a bonus conhad been too nice to me anti I
Lauding high school coaches as colt owned by Mrs. A. L Rice, National Football League has ever tract.
didn't want to back out" so he
"The fellows that do the think- won his first race since Oct. 1956 known — his terrific speed and Jensen, who played with the Stansaid he was all right,
ing and come up with the ideas," Wednesday when he captured the size makes him a threat to go all ford freshmen this spring, is an
LEFT LEG COLLAPSED
Valdes sent him down with a Coleman referred to the prep featured $5,000 allowance race be. the way anytime he gets his hands outfielder-first baseman, lie is 18,
rieht to the head M the fifth and coaches as the "smartest-coaches fore 11,190 fans at Delaware park. on the ball, there is little ques- six feet and weighs 180.
although he was conscious. Summerlin's left leg collapsed and he
couldn't get up. Doctors since have
told him to retire from the ring.
Summerlin's injury was diagnosed as }lain hemorrhages which
affected the left part of the body.
Ile said he first noticed it more
than a year ago and was sure a
condition existed more than t w o
months prior to the Valdes fight.
Spieser had a slight scratch
near his eye following a fight with
By GRAY KALE
With another year of eligibility as a Trotter.
thought Coach Phog Allen could
Bobby Lane four months ago
NEW LAKER — All-American
tract with the Minneapolis Lakpresident of the Laker; and
Wilt remaining at Kanas university, The 21-year-old Chamberlain had mature him into a top - notcher.
Kaltman used one stitch but Spie- NEW YORK — (UPI)
Elgin
Chamberlain did not fail Allen.
Baylor, 6'5' junior
looking on is coach John Kunders National Basketball assoAil-American from to decide between leading a South
the
seven-foot
ser said the thread pulled right Chamberlain, one of the most pubAmerican
tour
which
may
have
He
averaged
29.3
points
per
from
Seattle
game
university,
pre.
ciation
team.
Handing
over
la,
(UPI Telephoto.)
Philadelphia quit the Wheat Belt
through the top half of the cut tidied players in basketball hispares to sign a one year conthe pen is Bob Short, left,
contract with the Har- grossed over a quarter-million as a sophomore and upped his
for
a
935,000
and it was never really stitched. tory, has left the confines of the
dollars or signing with the Globe- mark to 30.1 per contest last sealem Globetrotters. The pay eclipsInfection set in and Spieser still
trotters for a year. Apparently sonamateur courts for the greener es the high mark of the estimated
Is bothered with It.
the knowledge that he could re- The first indication that Wilt was
pastures of professionalism.
$35,000 received by Goose Tatum
ceive $65,000 without much sweat quitting collegiate ranks emerged
swayed the tall man.
in an article by a national magaA pile of dollar bills probably zine on May 23. He said at that
stretching to the height of the time he was quitting Kansas beseven-footer also awaits Chamber- cause college basketball cramped
lain when he finishes the tour his style of play and was harming
with Abe Saperstein's Globetrot- his chances of becoming a sucters. The Philadelphia Warriors cessful professional.
of the National Basketball Asso- A barnstorming tour was what
ciation have first call on Wilt's he had in mind, something that
draft rights in 1959.
would bring in a lot of money to
The Warriors, under a special help his family. He had planned
league ruling, claimed Chamber- to take along nine other colored
lain while he was starring as a athletes and 10 white players to
17-year-old high school player in South America where the people
Philadelphia. However, they could are extremely sports conscious
not touch him until his clase gradu- in the large cities.
ated from Kansas.
However, a trans-Atlantic call
Chamberlain, one of nine chil- to Saperstein in Glasgow, Scotland,
dren who depended upon their on June 10, cooled this venture and
father's meager earnings as a Wilt decided to join the Globehandyman and their mother's trotters.
revenue as a domestic, was one
It remains to be seen, however,
You'll appreciate the extra full-bodied flavor awl
of the most sought after school- whether Chamberlain leaves with
boy stars in the nation.
his new teammates for Europe
extra velvety smoothness of Gordon's. SO
At Overbrook high, Wilt set a where they will play at the World's
SMOOTH YOU CAN ENJOY IT STRAIGHT—
city record when he scored 2,252 Fair in Brussels, Belgium. Ile said
points, 30 more than Tom Gola, it depended upon how badly he
thanks to superb liqueur quality,
La Salle college, all . American, wanted to see Europe. Ile has been
set as a teenager with LaSalle away from his family for three
High school. Chamberlain led Ov- years, excepting for school vacaerbronk to two city championships tions, and may decide to spend
and three league titles.
the summer in Philadelphia.
Following graduation, ChamberChamberlain would like to conAbe Saperstein with his has.
had signed with the famous allWILT THE STILT Chamber
lain was beset with many offers tinue his work for a B. S. deketball palming technique at
Negro quintet for one season
lain. twice-All-American at the
from more than 100 of the leading gree and. as many other athletes
luncheon in New York after
University of Kansas, bedaz
for a record high $65,000. UPI
colleges in the country, but chose] have done. may look for his sheepit was announced that Witt
Photo,
Kansas University because he i skin at night l‘hool.
des Maalox Globetrotter boss
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Wilt The Stilt Quits School, Joins
GlobetrottersAt$65,000Per Year

,Johnny Powell TKOs
Jerry Jordan In 4th

NBC To Televise
All Star Classic

Ex-U of C Player Dead
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, EA
Sunday, June 29 will be another
red letter day for the famous F•ultr
Quads, the world's only identical
Negro quadruplets. The girls.
Anne, Alice, Catherine and Louise will join Sid McCoy on Pet
Milk's "Sunday Morning" for their
first appearance on a national radio show.
Host Sid McCoy hts arranged
a program of their favorite gospel
songs and singers, and the girls
will demonstrate their own singing abilities.
This is a slight departure front
the usual "Sunday Morning" format which each week spotlights
a famous gospel singing group in
a program of inspirational mush'
"Sunday Morning" is heard each

FULTZ QUADS — The fa.
moos Fultz Quads, born 72
years ago in Reidsville, N. ('.,
will be heard on the Pet Milk
program, "Sunday Morning."

here In Memphis over Radio
Station WDIA at to a.m. June
29. The four sisters. A n n e,
Alice, Catherine and Loui"e,

Weddi
over the
ly roma'
this city
Marrie
Nathanic
her mot
was Mr.
nuptial
Rev. R.
Luke Mi
Follow
lion wa
their ne
home.
gifts.

It was just 12 years ago last
month that the Fultz girls made
their very "first appearance" in
Reidsville, N. C., with an average
birth weight of three pounds ten
ounces! Being such tiny, delicate
babies, they required extra special care, especially the right kind
of food to help them grow strong.
Proud that their doctor had
advised a Pet Evaporated Milk
formula, the Pet Milk company
built the girls a special little white
house and provided a full-time
nurse.
Today, they are healthy, happy,
unspoiled girls, completely unaware that they are famous!
SCHOLARLY FRESHMAN —
There were 73 students in llw
freshman class at Tennessee A
and I State university last year
who maintained an average of
"B" and above, and among the
group were Ii from Memphis
and West Tennessee who were
honored in final ceremonies
there recently. Kneeling in

are students at the Yancey.
sine Consoldated school and
looking forward to graduating
to high school soon. The kuad•
maples are musically talented.

(rout is Ronnie F. Payne, a
graduate of Paris' Central high
school. On second row, from
left, are Robert L. Osborne,
Booker T. Washington High
school; Thelma B. Lemnions
and Betty Cash. of Manassas
High school; (twendolyn
Hawes. of Booker r. Washington; Winnie C. Folsom, a grad-

uate 01 Jackson's Union County
Training school; Gloria Dis
More, of Douglass High school.
and James 11. Turnipseed, of
Booker T. Washington. On the
rear row are Morris Jones, of
Booker T. Washington; Alvin
H. Crawford. of Melrose High
school, and John W. Moore,
Hamilton High school.

•

Says U.S.African Report To
Spur American Hatred

"Chips 'n' Dips" entertaining is 1 teaspoon salt
one of the new trends of our pepper to taste
modern living and we have a brand 1-4 teaspoon garlic salt
new booklet tailored for the mod- 1-8 oz can tomato sauce
ern homemaker. It is called "Dai- 1 cup creamed cottage cheese
ry Cook Book" and you may have 1 cup sour cream
it by calling JAckson 6-7303. Cop- 6 green onions, chopped.
ies of the booklet are made avail- 3-4 cup grated, sharp American
able without charge throtigh the cheese.
Horn at Jolla Gaston HospBalt
A son, Michael Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Willis Williams of
5018 courtesy of the milkman, his coin.
Cook noodles until tender in
A high Methodist prelate said both Democrats: and Marguerite Clark:
June 14-58
arid Mrs. Willie AL Clark of 1426 Wilburn,
pany and the farmers uho bring boiling, salted water; drain, rinse this week
A daughter, Carol Denise, to Niese.
"Unless we in America dia.
that a report of a study ; Stitt Church, Republican of IlliA son, Joseph Edward, to Mr.
with cold water. Melt butter in
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Stinson of 378
A son, Victor. to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Willie L. Jackson of the milk to town.
rican regards equal status in the
mission
of
the House Foreign At-. nois
This first recipe is nice for
skillet; add meat and cook and
Wellington.
Ossie Boddie of 3746 Weaver rd. 683 Galloway.
family
of nations, we will drive
ENLIGHTENED
panysnacks:
stir until meet hai lost red color. fairs Comrojttee recommendingj
A daughter, Gloss!. Jeer, to Mr. A daughter, Lucy Mae, to Mr.
them right into the waiting arms
A son, Anthony Lerone, to Mr.
The
mission
reported
that
AfDIP
CHEESE
COTTAGE
salt
and
that the U. S. do notbing to proAdd salt, pepper, galie
and Mrs. Otis Anderson of 3405 and Mrs. George Barnett of MI and Mrs, A. C. Danish of 74
the Soviet.
"relat- of
This double duty recipe gives a tomato sauce and simmer gent- mote the end of colonialism in rica south of Egypt
Chapel rd.
Sewance rd.
Looney.
Perhaps these ale the non-Afively calm" that the 19th century
flavors,
two
mincbasic
of
choice
from
heat.
minutes,
Remove
5
ly
A son, John Houston, Jr., to Mr.
"
A daughter, Estella. to Mr. and A daughter, Patricia Ann, to Mr.
Africa "might well open the flood version of colonialism has almost rican advisors to whieh the comed dried beef or shredded tuna,
Combine cottage cheese, sour
and Mrs. John H. Montgomery of Mrs. Thomas Jackson of 1502 N. and Mrs. Esaw E. Gray of
1791' blended with creamy cottage
gates to anti-American sentiment disappeared, and that in its wake mittee so lightly refers.
Alternoodles.
and
onions
cream.
215 Caldwell.
Second.
Eldridge.
has come "enlightened colonial
"I wonder how many Africans
cheese.
nate layers of noodles and meat among the Africans."
A daughter. Margaret Rhodes.
A (laughter, Charlotte Renee, to
A daughter, Arnita LaFay, to
administration sensitive to native
the members of the committee Sc. IOW
Dr, A. Chester Clarke, exece•
to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Rhodes of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L. Mitchell Mr. and Mrs. Ossie B. Smith of 1 pound creamed cottage cheese mixtures in 2 quart-casserole. Top
problems
and
as
iraCons
"
(2 cups)
tually talked with and under what
with grated cheese; Bake at 350 tire secretary of the African
1342 N. Bellevue.
596 S. Lauderdale.
of 104e. Patton.
The congressional report also circumstances. Did they dine with
1 clove garlic
about 30 mirrees, until brown on
A daughter, Debbie Elaine, to
Methodist Episcopal church For- stated that in terms
A daughter, Sandra Kay, to Mr. June 17-58
heel,
or
chipped
oz
minced
2
servings.
Makes
6
of
"20th
to
8
top.
cen- any Africans, visit in African
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester T. Hill
A daughter, Ora Mae, to Mr.
eign Mission Dept., warned that tury requirements tor
and Mrs. Chester Holden of 194
1-7 oz. can shredded tuna
statehood" homes and accept them on equal
of 857 Neptune.
A suggested menu: Fruit juice such a policy tvould serve to em•
and Airs. Paul Harris of 1343 S.
Williams.
large parts of Africa are not yet footing? Or did they. I ask, ac1 tablespoon minced onion
A daughter, Angela Denise, to
with chips and Cottage Cheese Dip harass American Missionaries
A son. Victor Lee, to Mr. and Main.
in ready for independence. It also cept
1 tablespoon lemon juice
the anachronistic viewpoint
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Parrish of
Company casserole, tossed salad,, frica .
Mrs. Virgil Hamilton of 1221 N. June 1958.
spoke of the apparent willingness of the Europeans that only nonhorseradish
783 Ida pl.
of mixed cooked vegetables and
A daughter, Sherry Ann McCain, 1 tablespoon
Manassas.
Clarke
who
of
Dr.
in
Apreturned
Africans to rely heavily upon Africans must determine a suit.
Worchestershire
A son, Anthony LadeIle, to Mr.
greens, garlic butter, bread, hot..
to Mr, and Airs. Perris L. McCain 1-4 teaspoon
A daughter, Brenda Carol, to
sauce
and Mrs. John W. Buftions, of 810
terseoteh eclairs. milk and coffee. ril from an extensive study tour non-African advisors. Said Dr. able time-table for freedoin and
of 1169 Keating.
and
sauce
Mr.
Airs.
pepper
Charlie
teaspoon
1-4
L.
Cotton' A daughter,
of South Africa presided at tine
S. Lauderdale.
Vicki Rochelle, to
taste
of the sessions of the mid-year
Twin son and daughter. Reginald 01 34 eac .
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Walker, Celery salt to
Starts SUNDAY!
A
son.
Carl
mayonnaise
Luster.
tablespoon
to
Mr.
2
and'
meeting of the African Methodist
and Regina, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarof 696 Polk.
taste
to
salt
Episcopal church being held at
June 29th
ence Wisenian of 276 Richmond. Mrs. Henry Coleman of 1453 Washson, Tommie, to Mr. and Mrs.
A
Corn or potato chips, or small
Bethel Church, New York City.
A daughter, Daphne Belinda. to ington.
3 Big Days!
Wiley Johnson of 433 Tillman.
A son. Robert Lee, to Mr. and
thin crackers
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams
-To say that America has an
A son, Donnie Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Booker T. Craig of 742 St.
Rub a small bowl with a cut
of 852 LeAloyne Mall.
interest in, but no responsibility
Mrs. L. C. Braswell ot 144 May.
Paul.
cheese
and
for the. ultimate independence of
A son. Clyde, to Mr. and Mrs. clove of garlic. Add
June 16,58
MACON, Ga. — Dr. F. D. Roose the African colonies is mislead• Willie B. Dortch of 2337 Eld- beat until smooth. Combine with
A daughter, Ruth Ann, to Mr. •
remaining ingredients, and chill velt Perkins announced at the 8th ing. Africans look to America for
OUR "NICE" SCHOOLS...
and Mrs. John E. Shipp of 336 Dixie
where a tew Sheek-up kids
A daughter Sardra Lynn, to for 2 hours to blend flavors.
annual commencement convoca- guidance and inspiration in their
Mall.
chips,
potato
corn
with
Serve
threaten
hundreds of leeners!
Mr. and Mrs. Arnett Johnson of
current struggle against coloniaA daughter, Janice Renee. to .
MG-M PredoMa
chips or small thin crackers. tion that the board of directors ism and are
338 Dixie Mall
inclined
to re
honorary
deawarded
passed
and
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Montgomery•
An ALBERT AlGSMITH Production
1
2 cups dip. Add 1
A son, Lawrence, to Mr. and Stakes about 2/
grad our nation as a friend.
Lightfoot,
Atones
Prof.
grees
on;
of 504 N. Fifth.
Mrs. William Banks of 92 Lucy. cup of minced crahmeat. shrimp principal of Flint River High NEGROES ARE BROTHERS
A son, Kevin Winford, to Mr. and
or clams in place of chopped beef
June 19-58
They likewise look upon the
school, H. HD.; Mrs. Florida SiMrs. Percy Stinston of 187 W.
A daughter, Cheryl Diane. tul or tuna if you prefer.
(NeMcKeller.
Also in the Dairy Cook Book you mon, secretary to the board of 17 million Afro-Americana
Mr. and Mrs. Selmar H. McColbrothers, he said
A daughter. Sharon Denise. to
will find this special dinner dish directors, L LD: Mrs. Amy John- groes) as
GROUND FLOOR
tins of 1389 College.
dtarrog
congressional
the
Members
of
owner
of the East.
son Dunn,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger 0. Brotin of
A son. Randy Drake, to Mr. and and it's almost a meal in one. Side Funeral home. L. LD: Mr. study mission who returned last
STERICK BUILDING
PUSS TAMBLYN • JAN STERLING
1066 N. !Manassas.
economical
and
delicious
and
It's
Mrs. Lester L. Drake of 201 JouJOHN DREW BARRYMORE • rto
WHERf /MKS 111(1 IOU
A daughter. Cynthia Afachelle.
makes it possible tor vou to serve Isaac J. Henry, a local real es- week following a 14.000 mile trip
MAMIE VAN DOREN
OCT PI51I5I5111 Al
to Mr. and Mrs. Levourie Thompwith time tate. L. LD; and RCV. Bob Brooks, to Africa are: Representatives
supper
dinner
or
a
good
JERRY LEE LEWIS
SFR RIC!
A
daughter,
Belinda
Fay,
to
Mr.
Ohio,
chaircf
Wayne
WFPM,
L.
minister
son of 1210 N. Evergreen.
hays,
Fort
at
radio
for your company.
is
Valley, Ga., D. D.
A son, Ronald Tyrone, to Mr. and Airs. Charlie Wade of 400 C. COMPANY CASSEROLE:
man; Barrett O'Hara of Illinois,
CINEMASCOPf
Lauderdale.
noodles
medium
package
oz
1-8
A son, Willie Frank, jr, to Mr
/
2 pounds ground beef
and Sirs. Willie F. Brooks of 1405 11
2 tablespoons butter
N. Decatur.
A daughter, Sandra Denise, to
Starts Wednesday! One Big Week!
Mr. and Mrs. Algee Evans of 592 and Mrs. Homer Pressley of 175
Brown Mall.
Vance.
ELVIS PRESLEY in "KING CREOLE"
A daughter, Debris, to Mr. and
A son. Reginald Eugene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hobson of 1832 Mrs. Marion Walker of 1307 James.
Parents of Meharry
Medical the organization, Dr. Harold ti
Keltner Circle.
A son. Melvin Lewis. to Mr. and college students from all over West, the school's president sai.i
iStopeA ttacks in Minutes....Relief Lasts for'
Hours!
A daughter, Sheila Laverne. to Mrs. Nathaniel Washington of 1882 America were on the school's "I am deeply pleased at the re
N..Tort,
Y.
4s...,1.1)—The
Primatene opens bronchial tubes,
ormu• prescribed more asthma
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Adams
campus during recent commence- sponse we are receiving from
other by doctors for theirthan any loosens mucous congestion, relieves
private taut nervous tension. All this withA daughter, Bobbie Jo, to Mr. ment exercises to participate in Our parents in this organizational
of 911 Hunter.
patients is now available to asthma
out
taking
:1204
Mull
of
James
painful
T.
and
Mrs.
injections.
A daughter, Joyce Elaine, to Mr.
sufferers without prescription.
the creation of the Aleharry Par- venture. We have been assured of
Medical tests proved
and Mrs. Joe Tolbert of 705 Al- Millwood.
a virtually unanimous parent sup
ents' Organization.
formula 3 Thesecretis—Primatenecombines
medicines (in full prescription
stops asthma attacks in this
Marie,
to
Nadelyn
daughter.
minutes
A
and
ston.
strength)
found most effective in
The new organization Will as- port. The school is deeply grate
gives hours of freedom from
recur- combination for asthma distress.
A son, Culver Curtis, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Kernetchen Smith sist the 83-year-old medical school ful for this significant contribu
refire of painful asthma
spasms. Each performs a special purpose.
This formula is
and Mrs. Herman Wilkins of 658 of 199 W. Ingle.
in its current expansion drive, and lion, and we anticipate long years
that it
So look forward to sleep at night
is the physicians'soeffertive
leading asthma and freedom from asthma
A son. Charles Edward, to Mr. pending the adoption of a perma- of the friendiest and most effectCourt.
spasms
prescription—so safe that now it can ...get
Primatene. at any drugstore.
A son, Victor Leroy, to Alr, and and Mrs. Garland Cribbs of 1112 nent constitution the group set ive cooperation in the area.
be sold — wit/tsar
in Only 989—money-back-guarantee.
tiny tablets called preseription—
Mrs Eddie L. Powell of 2492 Indiana.
into action an interim organizaInterim officers elected for the
Priosateuet.
wise, V.... Men..Orillaair
Vandale.
Twin daughters, Sharon Lynn an tion which began to cooperate imMenarry Parents' Organization
A son, Willie Prank, jr., to Mr. Shirley Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Rob- mediately with the school's Ofwere Mrs. Eva G, Belle, Alabama,
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Boyland of ert Moore of 587 Linden.
fice of Development.
A and M college, Normal, Ala.,
501 Leath.
A son. Felix Bernard, to Mr.
The parents Will assist the president; Charles I. Thurston
A daughter, Doyle Ann. to Mr. and Mrs. Taylor M. Duncan of school in its expansion
program King William. Va., vice president:,
and Mrs. Chalmers Dean of 633 1473 Raven.
by spreading information about and Joseph Albright, director oil
,;111is rd.
A daughter, Pamela Jean. to Meharry's
activities in their re- public relations for Afeharry, who.
June 20-58
Mrs. Willie Martin of 550 Heiman- spective residential areas.
was named executive director of
Commenting on the formation of the organization.

gik

Spring Hill
Confers Degrees

THE 'BUCKBOARD JUNGLE'
IN

NI IISCHOOL

Parents To Help Boost
Med School's Expansion

Asthma Formula Prescribed
Most'By Doctors—Available
,Now WithoutPrescription

IF YOUR GOAL IS GOOD FURNITURE
FOR YOUR HOME-

MADAM BELL
(English

Lady)

KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State line. M 1I).AM BELL Is hack after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
•00 lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these—are. your
problems. come let MADAM BELL advise von at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell sou why your job or business is not a success. If you have
tailed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
io look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her ;:seria
at all times. (She never had an offle.e. In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at state tine and alalk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
YOU

A. T."QUICK CASH" JONES

Loans Arranged
FROM

50 To '500
SIGNATURE - AUTO - FURNITURE
No Wartrng - No Red Tape - We Arrange Everything

IARLEM FINANCE CO.
A 6-5088

317 BEALE

I

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I 11.111. to 9 p.m
Readings Daily Open on Sondass
I d••n't make any home calls
or answer ass leiteis
to look for the right sign and the right name

Re Simm'

Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
Whether you buy it one piece at a time, or a
whole suite, you'll find it's easier to get the
good furniture your good taste demands if you
save for the purchase beforehand. Systematic
saving makes gracious living easier to achieve.
Start your savings account next payday, with
US; and make deposits regularly every payday,

TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee
All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
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Sat., June 28, 1958
Wedding bells are ringing all
over the nation in this traditional•
ly romantic month of
brides, and
this city is no exeePtions
Married .here on June 1, to
Nathaniel Nesbitt in the home of
her mother, Mrs. Eliza Comb,
was Mrs. Ethel B. White. The
nuptial rites were performed by
Rev. R. T. Weeden, pastor of St.
Luke Missionary Baptist church.
Following the ceremony, a recta'
two was held for the couple
their new and completely furnish,
home. They received a number oi
gifts.
Mrs. Nesbitt is a teacher at
alananna, Ark., and her husband
is
shoemaker and repairman.
lie is a vetbran of World War
The Ebenezer Missionary Bapfist church in Homer, La., was the
NATIONAL DAIRY MONTH
cently elected president of the
scene of the marriage of Miss
got off to a ,good start here
Lester Elementary School PT%
Mary Allice Canty to A. T. Smith,
recently
when
the
Memphis
is
seen accepting a check for
of this city. Approximately 700
Dairy Council gave a luncheon
S250 from J. M. Forbis, comppersons were reported to have beeit
for members of the press and
troller of Forest Hill Dairy,
present to witness the union of the
radio at the Top Hat and Tails
which 'was awarded to the
couple.
club house. In photo at left,
school which used the greatest
Among those from Earle who
Mrs. Carrie Mae Hunter, re.
Went there were Mr. and Mrs. N.
Dancy and family, Miss Mary Ann
Johnigarn, Helen Dancy, and Jim
mie McGee.
Mrs. Smith is a teacher of home
economics at Dunbar High school
here. Mr. Smith is a veteran of
World War II, and is a shoemaker.
ARLINGTON, Va. — (NNPA) Brown said, "that none of the
The couple will make their home
few
here in Earle.
— The Rev. Ross A. Weston, pas. persons present objected or that
Vacation Bible School was held tor of the Arlington
Unitarian there was consternation among
them. This is distinguishable from
here at the St. Luke Missionary church indicated his intention
to
Baptist church from June 2, continue holding integrated church situations where a police officer
through 10, and 11 instructors ser. functions and invited a legal test observes signs of tensions and of
ved on the staff.
of Virginia's law requiring racial consternation."
The teachers were Mrs. L. W. segregation at public assemblages
Mrs. Eldridge lives in Arlington
Wilkerson, Mrs., Addie Strong,
Arlington Circuit Court Judge Her husband is a robbery squad
Mrs. L. L. Hilliard, Mrs. Pearl Paul D. Brown ruled
last week detective with District of ColumHunt, Mrs. L. Akons, Mrs. Cora that Mrs. Robert A. Eldridge,
jr., bia police.
Hemphill, Miss Betty Dailey, Miss a colored member of the church,
The Commonwealth's Attorney
Joan Johnigarn, Clifton Paige, was not guilty of disorderly conMrs. Tommy Stones, and Georgia duct on June I when she refusedL William J. Hassan said that he
Wilson. R. T. Weeden is pastor of to leave a church picnic at Bon will "continue to prosecute" such
cases when the police come in
the church.
Air Park.
with arrests. And Arlington police
The judge's written decision bechief William G. Fawver said,
gan with, "This is not a segre"the same action will be taken
Words of the Wise
gation case."
again because we have an ordiMany people might have
He based his verdict on a 10- nance cn the books, and it's an
attained to wisdom had they
year-old case of a colored woman officer's duty to follow the law."
not assumed that they alwho was cleared of a disorderly
ready possessed it.
He said, however, that his poconduct charge refusing to sit in
—Seneca)
licemen will use "a lot of good
the back of a bus in Fairfax.
judgement" in making arrests.
"The evidence shows," Judge
PREVIOUS CASES
Mrs. Eldridge's arrest was the
ninth segregated seating case in
Arlington to go to court. Six of
II IJllllhlllIHhl..,= the earlier cases were dismissed
in County Court. and a seventh
=,was thrown out in Circuit Court,
where the seating law was ruled
unconstitutional.
But there was a conviction In
the eighth case. It was upset on
a technicality by the Supreme
Court — which did not, however,
pass on the constitutionality of
the law.

•

amount of milk during the
year. ',bolting on, at left, are
Mrs. Eddie 0. Rogers, principal of the school, at left, and
Mrs. Willie Mae Warren, cafeteria manager. In photo at
right, accepting a $21 check

for the schoel which had the
greatest per capita increase in
milk consumption, at left, is
Mrs. Elizabeth Ware, president of the PTA for the Keel
%ve. School for Crippled Children. Making the award, see-
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CHURCH HONORS GRADS
Mr. Roseman a native of MissisHigh school graduates who are sippi, was a member of the
membera of the Beth Salem Bap- church, and di:! at his home here
tist' church were honored last in Forrest City.
He is survived by . his wife,
Monday night at a social hour
in the church fellowship room. Mrs. William Roseman, a brother,
Guest speaker was Mrs. Levie two sisters, and a number of other
Gargyh, a teacher at Lincoln relatives.
High school.
ROUND 'a' BOUT
Other participants on the proMiss Charlene Warren will consuperinBrooks,
C.
were
T.
gram
tinue her studies at Fisk univertendent of the Sunday School. sity this Summer. She is working
and Mrs. A. L. Griggs, chairman on a master's degree in music
of the recreational committee. education.
The speaker was introduced by
Mrs. Ethel Mitchell is here from
Mr. Brooks. Refreshments were Missouri visiting her parents, Mr.
served after the program.
and Mrs. Jackson Patton, before
The honorees were Mercedier C. leaving to attend Summer school
Kennedy,
at Lincoln university in Jefferson
ClaudTurner, Murline
end from left, is Mrs. Leola ett Mosley, Deleeina Bostic, Cur- City, Mo.
Gammon of the Memphis
tis Bostic. J. B. Brooks, GladJames Wyatt Clara, the son of
Dairy Council. Others in the
stone Perkins, Alford Gay, and Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Clark, will
Photo are Mrs. Edna Parker,
Leamon Woods. Other guests in- visit his grandparents in Little
cafeteria manager: and Mrs,
cluded friends, parents, a n d Rock this summer. He is a news.tIma Booth, principal of the
members of the church.
paper carrier.
school, far left.
SEMPER FIDELIS MEETS
The Ladies Relief club held
The Semper Fidelis club held its their monthly meeting at the home
the
recently
in
June meeting
of Mrs. Clarence Smith, a n d
home of Mrs. M. C. Jeffers, with made plans for their annual SumWes
president,
W.
Mrs.
J.
mer tea. During the concluding
vice
the
,
presiding. After a brief business social hour, refreshments were
session, an interesting report was served, and the members had an
given by the president, Miss War opportunity to chat informally.
Miss Marylyn Williams left here
ren, of the stale meeting which
recently for Denver university
she recently attended.
I A report was also given by Miss where she will study during the
I Marilyn Williams, one of the Jun next few weeks.
BALDWIN, Mich. — "Which is
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Allen and
ior club sponsors, who attended
better for the Negroes in 1958, a the girls' session.
family, along with Mrs. Isaac WilDemocratic or Republican ConThe Semper Fidells club won burn, were visitors in Holly
gress'" is to be debated at the second place this year for the ci Springs, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. George K.COle•
annual Civil Liberties meeting of vie and charity work which its man and family
stopped here en
members accomplished. The club's
Elks to be held in Danville. III., record
was compiled by Mrs. Ed- route to Peoria, Ill., and were
guests
of
the
June 27. at 2 p. m , at the Hotel gar Barnett and other committee
Jeffers family. He
is a member of the faculty of
Woolford Ball room.
Texas
Southern
university. She
A :erlseCtable salad plate was
The meeting ie held in connec- memb
teaches in an elementary school.
tion with the annual meeting of the served, and the meeting was adRev. and Mrs. F. J. Christmas
Elks State Association June 26 to journed until September. The had as their recent week end guest,
guest for the evening was Mrs.
29.
their daughter, Mrs. Velma Danz.
Q. Z. Smith.
Congressman William L. Daw.I
ler, of Warren, Ark.
son and his opponent in the on- SALEM BAPTIST
Southside park has opened for
coming election, Dr. T. R. M. Salem Baptist church observed the Summer, and Coach LivingYouth
on
Day
June
and
the
8,
Howard have been invited to deston ill the manager. Life guards
bate the above question. To date, guest speaker for the program was are Miss Hazel Warren and Oscar
Washington.
Emory
Other
partiDr. Howard has accepted, ConMcClure, Many improvements are
cipants were Misses Jean Bailey,
gressman Dawson has not.
made at the park, and it will be
Gloria Kirklan, Patricia West,
a pleasure for adults to attend
Dr. Howard is the great Civil
Iola Brownlee and Gladys Mos. each Tuesday
night, which has
Rights leader of Mississippi and !is's, and
Kenneth West, and Mrs. been set aside
for them.
now is practicing medicine in ChiWilma Suggs. Mrs. Eugene West
Frank Smith, jr., is home after
cago. He is a fghtec for Civil
was general chairman for the pro. having been a patient
at the BapRights and is an elegant speakTram.
tist hospital in Little Rock for
er.
ME, R OSEMAN DEAD
more than a week.
Dr. Frazier of Danville Is PresiFuneral services for William
Dr. and Mrs. J. E! Burke atdent of the State Association. Nel- Roseman were held here recently
tended
the commencement exerson H. Willis, attorney, is director at t h a Lane Chapel CME
church, cises held at Howard university in
of Civil .Liberties.
with Rev. C. If. Jones officiating. Washington, D. C., recently.
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It's Convenient
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM E

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
— MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY

co. 5.

TEACHER MARRIED — Miss
Mary Alice Canty, home economics teacher at the Dunbar
Replacement For 'P'
High school In Earle, Ark., became the bride of A. T. Smith,
LONDON — (UPI) — Three-hunof that elty M a ceremony at
dred helmet badges just issued to
the Ebenezer Missionary Bap_
Northamptonshire
county police
will have to be replaced.
Someone left the "P" out of
Northamptonshire.

list church In Homer. La., recently. Here the couple is seen
rutting the traditional cake In
the home of her parents, Mr.
, and Mrs. W. C. Canty. They
will make their home in Earle.

GO-GITTER Mrs. Ernesta
I'rocope builds and sells
distinctive homes, heads a
successful real-estate and
insurance firm. For relaxation,she putters around her
own prize-winning Long
Island home. For enjoyment, she smokes Lucky
Strike cigarettes.

Stock up on COKE and these quick-fix foods and be ready to give

Your grocer is
featuring these
foods now!

...bow.-•• meeren.•• ro•••••••K.

When you want to turn out an extra-special dish and time is short—that's
when your plentifully stocked pantry is a real blessing! So shop your
grocer's for canned goods, frozen foods, mixes. And don't forget your
favorite sparkling drink—Coca-Cola. If there's one thing that adds distinction to snacks, meals, desserts—it's Coke

0 .•••

esc“ou, co•••...

PLANKED FISH FILLETS. Thaw frozen fish fillets, spread
with prepared bread stuffing, roll, fasten with toothpicks.
Dot with butter, bake on plank until almost done. Border
with instant mashed potatoes, return to oven until border
browns. Arrange peas on plank. So festive served with the
bright sparkle of Coca-Cola.

FRUIT WITH CUSTARD SAUCE. So quick —no
cooking! And guests will really be Impressed when
you serve it! Heap chilled canned fruits into a bowl,
pour on instant vanilla pudding for sauna Dram it
up with slivered toasted almonds. Remember dessert time is a good time for the good taste
of Coke. Enjoy the cold crisp taste of Coke!

REGULAR
mom
settled *air mations,. of The Coco-Colo Company By Cims-Csla

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE'
Bottiimp Company of Memphis,

Tam

1
By CARLort% a I'Lw till

Dear Scared:
My goodness, if this keeps up
Musing: Parents be patient with l
you'll run out of potential dates.
that adolescent who is beginning Perhaps
you're not sure of your
the battle for recognition of his appearance, or manners. There
is
adulthood. He is still uncertain
a book entitled "Teenage Personabout his ability to fend for him- ality," which lists several things
self, and therefore in need of pro- to help you in these things. I am
tection. He labors under an in- positive one of them will help
crease in the unconscious desire cure your .inferiority complex.
to remain a child — a desire all
of us carry throughout life. (more
next week)
Dear Carlotta:
I am an attractive girl of 20,
and have been going with a man
of 33. He thinks I'm older. We're
compatible in every raped and
up to now have been very fond of
each other. Lately I have found
TALLAHASSEE — Admission rehim getting cold. His attitude may
quirements at Florida A&M LAbe due to the fact that his many
I/entity were raised at the recent
family responsibilities stand in Gainesville
meeting of the State
the way of marriage. What can I Board
of Control. The board sudo? S.
pervises the state-supported instiDear S.:
tutions of higher learning.
Why not try frankness? Admit
The program, to be carried out
your true age, and also your love, over a 3-year-period, provides
that
as asking him what his feelings by 1960, the university will admit
and intentions are. It is better to only the upper 60 per
cent of Neface facts, even if they are bitter, gro high school seniors based upon
than to stall around.
scores made on statewide tests.
Dear Carlotta:
Dr. J. Broward Culpepper, execI am 16 and have never had a utive director of the board, said
date! Boys often ask me out, but A&M now admitted the top 13 per
I just can't say "yes." Scared
cent.

America knows its bourbon
and its favorite is OM Crew
Light, mild, magnificent
Old Crow by far outsells
any bourbon
in the land

mummwassommmiampsimmississmaamismaimissmissm
THE 010 CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, XY., DISTRIBUTED BY

DISTILLERS ri63ucuL4.1a111KILY SIRAIG10 801Fie0H

"I'M SO GLAD I found Lucklee,"
says! Mrs.Procope."They really
fill the bill ... taste fresh and
clean, puff after puff!"

A LUCKY is all firm tobacco—
light, good -tasting tobacco.
ented to taste even batter.
ou'll say, with Mrs. Procope,
"It's the beet-isating cigarette
I ever smoked!"
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Sinatra Scores Race
Bigots In July Ebony

Nine Awarded
Diplomas At
Church School

Seek Arsonist
In Burning Of
Negro's Home

MEMPHIS, Tenn.— UPI —Firemen searched for possible arson
clues today in the aftermath of
a fire that severely damned a
Negro's home in an all-white
neighborhood.
that The fire was the second In as
live a problems, he says, "I believe
"You can't hate and
function is to en many days. Fire Marshal E. T.
r's
entertaine
an
magatase July issue of EBONY
tertain, but he is also a responsi- Lovell said there were "indicazine.
ble citizen with the same rights tions of arson" and estimated
article
In a slit page magazine
and obligations as the next man
Race,'
to the six-room
at
house
entitled,'The Way I Look
When an entertainer shirks his damage
New
Ebony's
Mr. Sinatra tells
a citizen in a crisis he is "will probably exceed $3,000."
as
duty
is
York editor Allan Morrison h
to be criticized us any
Johnny White, the buyer, w a s
race, as much
feelings on the subject of
else."
to have moved into the house yestion body
"segregaa
that
belief
his
and
A CURABLE DISEASE
terday.
will be wiped out in our lifetime.'
Mr. Sinatra, in his interview Real estate man Bruce Welch
"Prejudice and good citizensaid,"My friend said his firm "canvassed the
ship," says Mi Sinatra, "just don't with Mr. Morrison
un-Ameni ships (for Negroes) were formed
white residents in the vicinity beSO together. Bigotry la
out of affection, mutual respect,
can."
fore selling the house, and we got
something
having
of
feeling
a
and
In
starring
Mr. Sinatra, who is
no complaints."
in common."
"Kings Co Forth," a movie deal strong
The popular singer and motion
Mg with the subject of interracial
a na- lion, much more than many polilove, has long been a champion of picture star calla bigotry
tional disease that can be cured, ticians. Integration is inevitable
civil rights.
opti- and bigoted dimwits cannot prevly
On the question of an entertain and says, "I am exceeding
the future of integra- ent it."
Sr expressing his views on nations mistic about

president, presented the eighth
grade graduates a gift of a wings account to the Tri-State Bank
of Memphis, and a banquet,
sponsored by the PTA, was also
given for them.
The eigth grade teacher for the
school is T. H. Owens. Mrs. Ethel
Isabel is the kindergarten teacher.

Blame Whisky
In Death Of 2

Nine students received eighth
grade diplomas, and 35 children
received certificates from the
kindergarten at recent closing ex- LAUREL, Miss. — (UPI)—Doeercises for the Lutheran Coopera- tors
police investigated
and
tive school.
the deaths of two Laurel Negroes,
n
graduatio
the
for
The speaker
stricken by poisonous
program was Rev. Paul R. Mar- believed
tens, pastor of the Trinity Luth- moonshine whisky.
Frazier Brown, about 40, Wall
eran church. Certificates were
presented to the students by Rev. found dead in his home Friday.
of
A few minutes later in a house
J. T. Skinner, the principal
the school.
one block from Brown's home the
During the exercises, Mrs. G. body of Ida Brown was discovW. Barnette, the school's PTA ered.
HELPING HANDY FUND —
Dick
Pictured here with
"Cane" Cole are 17 members
of the Jayceerette, who collected money for the Handy
Memorial Fund on recent Saturdays during an "Airathon"
given by Radio Station WLOK

in conjunction with the Negro
Junior Chamber of Commerce
of Memphis. From 9:00 a. m.
until 7:15 p. m., on Saturdays,
June 7 and 14, all requests for
music sent or phoned to the
station had to be accompanied
by donations to the fund. They

were collected by the girls,
who made their rounds in cars
driven by members of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
More than $400 were donated,
and gifts were presented to
donors by the station's advertisers.

MOTEL FOR SALE OR TRADE

•

17 UNITS mid GARAGES — 6 KITCHENETTES
N
5 ROOM LIVING QUARTERS — TV Ond AIR CONDITIO

good business — Oil, Interest
On leading highway In Memphis .- presently
please call WH 11-44117 or writ* to
reason for selling. For further InlormatIon
Mr. George D. Portlow
1580 S. BELLEVUE — MEMPHIS, TENN.

Tougaloo To
Participate In
Colo. Workshop
An administrative officer and
three faculty leaders from Tougaloo Southern Christian college will
be among representatives front 28
Colleges to participate in the
Danforth Foundation Workshop to
be held on the campus of Colorado college at Colorado Springs,
Colo. from June 23 to July 12.
They are Dean A. A. Branch,
Dr. Naomi J. Townsend, James
A. Pulliam, and John Mangrum.
Each college is supposed to present a major project under the
guidance of the Workshop faculty,
and the participants from Tougaloo will present one on the subject, "The Role of Religious Life
on a Small Liberal Arts Campus."
All participants invited to the
Workshop will come from small
colleges, the majority of which
are church-related, and have educational problems within a common range.
' The Workshop Is considered a
significant part of the Danforth
add
efforts to
Foundation's
strength to the total dimensions of
American higher education.

RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE'
County

NEWS
Mrs. Jennie V. Wilson. Martha
and Bobby Wilson are visiting in
Chicago. Bobby will remain in Chicago with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Lee. Mrs. Wilson and
Martha will spend some days in
Detroit before returning to Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Robinson
and the,r daughter. Angela, have
returned home after having spent
a few days in Martin, Tenn.
Alfred Lloyd Purharn and Marvin Williams were elected as the
delegates from Miles Chapel CME
church for the Jubilee at Lane college from June 23 through 27.
Mr. and Mrrs. John Halliburton,
and daughter, Janice were here
from Detroit last week as the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Sutherland.
Mrs. Anna Edwards, Arlington Jones, and his sons, Melba
and Lawrence, of Oakland, Calif.
were guests last week of Rev. and
Mrs. L. Nelson. All four are cousins of Mrs. Ada Nelson.
Members of the Morning Star
Baptist church here were present
at the dedicatory services of their
former pastor Rev. G. W. Tyus,
at the Tabernacle Baptist church
in Dyersburg on June 8. The Morning Star choir sang for the service, and Rev. J. R. Halliburtnn
delivered an appropriate message.
After studying for six successive
weeks at Owen Junior college in
Memphis, four persons here completed studies In church music
The four who received certificates
at the third annual commencement for the school were Mrs. Witlie Kate Sanders, Mrs. Louise 0.
Halliburton, Mrs. Rosie Lee Nelson, and Decatur Johnson.
A miscellaneous Father's Day
program was given by the laymen
of Morning Baptist church on Sun- day evening, a n 4 members of
three other churches of the city
were present and participated.
The annual meeting of choirs
and ushers of Dyersburg district
will meet on June 29, at the Womack Temple CME church in Dyersburg. Rev. T. M. Smith is the
pastor of the church.
The New Hope CME church In
Henning, Tenn., will be host to the
District Conference from July 9
through 11. S. E. Moore has been
elected as a delegate from the
Miles Chapel CME church, and
N. Robinson as alternate. Rev. H.
O'Laker will be the host pastor.
Rev. J. C. Ileum is presiding
elder,
Happy birthday wishes are extended to Miss Alois Clay and Miss
Gloria Stein Hutcherson.
Miss Ella Mae Barbee and her
grandmother are at present vacationing in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Help us pick the "King" of

Royal Welcome Service...

Cast your vote
for the best service
in town!
Almost everyone appreciates good service.
That's why your Pure Oil dealer takes
special pains to see that the service he
gives you is a notch above what you'd expect. He calls it Royal Welcome Service.

Next time you're out driving; sample
some Royal Welcome Service. See if you
don't agree it's the best in town. If you
do—and we think you will—show your
appreciation by giving him your vote.

If you'd like to give a vote of thanks to some Pure Oil
dealer for his service, fill out the ballot below and leave
it at his station. He will welcome the recognition and it
may help elect him "King" of Royal Welcome Service.

0

Clip this BALLOT and vote today!
gives

Royal
Welcome
Service
X
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Another reason to

I appreciate good service and cast my vote for:

BE SURE
WITH PURE

(DEALER'S NAME)

(TOWN)

as "King" of Royal Welcome Service.
(CUSTOMER'S SIGNATURE,

0

